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INTRODUCTION
A little after two o'clock on the sixth afternoon of 1941, Frank-
lin Roosevelt stood at the clerk's desk of the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives waiting for the applause to end before delivering
one of the most difficult State of the Union Addresses of his
* Assistant Professor of Law, University of Nebraska College of Law. The author
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sity of Nebraska College of Law. An earlier version of this Article won the 1997 As-
sociation of American Law Schools' Scholarly Papers Competition.
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presidency.' Hitler's armies had swept across Europe the previ-
ous year, and the formation of the Axis Pact in September 1940
(linking Japan's fate with that of Germany and Italy) made
America's entry into the war "'simply a question of timing.' 2
Roosevelt planned to use the address as a forum to brace the
nation for war,3 but he faced a dilemma of his own creation.
Both he and Wendell Willkie had pledged nonintervention in
their bitter 1940 campaign," and Roosevelt now had to find a
way of retreating from this promise without either reversing
official policy or creating the impression that his neutrality
pledge was a ruse.5 He also needed to persuade a wary public
that the war, when it came, would serve a cause important
enough to justify the inevitable carnage.6 Roosevelt had been
wrestling with this dilemma for some time, and ultimately he
seized on the idea of "four freedoms" universal to all people.' He
1. See generally RICHARD M. KETCHUM, THE BORROWED YEARS 1938-1941: AMER-
ICA ON THE WAY TO WAR 612 (1989) (stating that at the time, it was clear America
would have to "seize destiny in [its] hands and decide what it was [it] intended to
fight for" and that Roosevelt knew "he had to come up with something uplifting,
even spiritual, if he was to stir the emotions of Americans").
. 2. Id at 606. At the time, only Britain stood in the path of German conquest of
western Europe, and the English had endured weeks of bombardment the previous
summer. For an exceptional account of Churchill's "duel" with Hitler at this pivotal
moment of the war, see JOHN LUKACS, THE DUEL: 10 MAY-31 JULY 1940: THE
EIGHTY-DAY STRUGGLE BETWEEN CHURCHILL AND HITLER (1990).
3. See KETCHUM, supra note 1, at 612-13.
4. See HERBERT S. PARMET & MARIE B. HECHT, NEVER AGAIN: A PRESIDENT
RUNS FOR A THIRD TERM 235, 253 (1968).
5. Roosevelt well remembered the popular slogan of Woodrow Wilson's 1916 re-
election campaign, "'He kept us out of war!,'" 7 PAGE SMITH, A PEOPLE'S HISTORY OF
THE PROGRESSIVE ERA AND WORLD WAR I 499 (1985), and the lasting damage it did
to Wilson's credibility when he declared war less than a month after inauguration.
See LEON H. CANFIELD, THE PRESIDENCY OF WOODROW WILSON 96-100 (1966). Al-
though a surge of hyper-nationalism accompanied the war speech, Wilson's opponents
were quick to recall his sudden transformation from campaign dove to presidential
hawk once he began speaking of a high-minded peace treaty designed less to exact
retribution than to promote international stability through a 14-point plan, complete
with an international League of Nations to police its terms. See id. at 143-48. With
Wilson's grand visions stymied in Congress and the President bedridden after a mas-
sive stroke, the administration endured its last 18 months in shambles and disgrace,
see KENDRICK A. CLEMENTS, THE PRESIDENCY OF WOODROW WILSON 197-99 (1992),
contributing to 12 consecutive years of GOP rule before Roosevelt himself ousted
Herbert Hoover in 1932.
6. See KETCHUM, supra note 1, at 612.
7. See THOMAS H. GREER, WHAT ROOSEVELT THOUGHT: THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
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opened the address with a history lesson of sorts on American
resolve in wartime and said that the threats facing the country
were "unprecedented," a theme he repeated throughout the
speech.' After calling for higher taxes, increased defense spend-
ing, and renewed support for the allied cause, Roosevelt turned
to the "four essential human freedoms" that must be defended
"everywhere in the world."9 First among them was freedom of
speech.'0
Roosevelt never explained why free speech, rather than some
other aspect of the human condition, was "essential," or why it
came first in the hierarchy of freedoms." Perhaps no explana-
tion was necessary. Certainly from the modern perspective, free-
dom of speech comes quickly to mind as a defining feature of our
national character. Americans agree on few values as strongly
as the "firstness" of this first freedom. America is a nation of
opinions, and its citizens believe with almost religious fervor in
the "right" to voice them, as well as in the "rights" of others to
have their say, even if we disagree.' 2 Yet the centrality of free
speech to the American self-image is of comparatively recent
vintage. At the end of the nineteenth century, the most remark-
able aspect of our "first freedom" was that practically no one
talked about it, wrote about it, or sued to enforce it (even under
circumstances that would strike the modern mind as raising
quintessential "free speech" issues).'3
IDEAS OF FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 11-13 (1958).
8. See Franklin D. Roosevelt, State of the Union Address of the President of the
United States to a Joint Session of Congress (Jan. 6, 1941), in 87 CoNG. REc. 44,
44-47 (1941).
9. Id. at 46.
10. See id. The remaining three were freedom to worship, "freedom from want,"
and "freedom from fear." Id. at 46-47.
11. See id. at 46.
12. One often hears variations on a statement attributed to Voltaire: "I disapprove
of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it." BURTON
STEVENSON, THE HOME BOOK OF QUOTATIONS 726 (6th ed. 1952). During one of his
many efforts to enact campaign finance reforms, Senator David Boren believed this
"old American saying" was "the essence of the First Amendment." Chris Casteel,
Boren Election Reforms Tied to 1st Amendment, DAILY OKLAHOMAN, May 17, 1993,
at 1, available in 1993 WL 7982665.
13. The Nineteenth Century Guide to Periodical Literature lists only nine articles
under "free speech" for the final decade of the nineteenth century. See 1 THE NINE-
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This Article seeks to answer two simple but elusive questions:
Why did what amounted to a national referendum on the mean-
ing of free speech spring to life as suddenly as it did in the early
twentieth century, and why did the issue just as suddenly imbed
itself into our collective consciousness so deeply that the theory
of speech as a fundamental right ceased to be a matter of seri-
ous debate?14 To put the questions another way, why did the
issue of free speech appear so quickly and loudly at a particular
historical moment, and, given its disputatious origins, why did it
so quickly gain unquestioning allegiance? After an unsuccessful
search for historically accurate and persuasive answers to these
questions, this project began as a quest for just such an under-
standing. As the evidence mounted, it became apparent that free
speech arrived on the national stage when and how it did be-
cause the idea of free speech provided a malleable and culturally
resonant solution to the most pressing concerns of the era. Free-
dom of speech gained its stature, its "firstness," because the peo-
ple who thought, wrote, and argued about its social and political
functions did their jobs with exceptional grace, modesty, and, it
must also be said, with the knowledge that they were revising
the facts of American constitutional history in a manner that
ultimately might conceal the genius of their work. In short, the
first freedom was made, not found or "revived," and this Article
attempts to explain the details of its making.
Traditional accounts portray the evolution of free speech law
in the 1910s and 1920s as a purely intellectual phenomenon.
According to this view, a relatively small group of thinkers-led
by Supreme Court Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. and Lou-
TEENTH CENTURY READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 1890-1899, at 994
(Helen Grant Cushing & Adah V. Morris eds., 1944). For the first two decades of
the twentieth century, there are 17 and 56 entries, respectively, for "liberty of
speech" or "free speech." See 1 READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LrrERATURE 1900-04,
at 840 (Anna Lorraine Guthrie ed., 1905) ("Liberty of speech"); 2 READERS' GUIDE TO
PERIODICAL LITERATURE 1905-09, at 1293 (Anna Lorraine Guthrie ed., 1910) ("Liberty
of speech"); 3 READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LrrERATURE 1910-14, at 1499 (1915)
("Liberty of speech"); 4 READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE 1915-1918, at
785 (Elizabeth T. Sherwood & Estella E. Painter eds., 1919) ("Free speech").
14. This is not to say that free speech issues did not and do not continue to en-
gage the public. Rather, the fact that free speech was an essential feature of Ameri-
can democracy ceased to be questioned.
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is D. Brandeis, Second Circuit Judge Learned Hand, and Har-
vard Law Professor Zechariah Chafee, Jr.-developed a protec-
tive legal standard for free speech in response to the Espionage
Act prosecutions of the First World War.15 Although some writ-
ers acknowledge that other factors played a role in the story, 6
15. This view prevails in the vast majority of legal scholarship on free speech,
and is reflected in most constitutional law casebooks, treatises, and student study-
aid material. See, e.g., Alan M. Dershowitz, Introduction to RICHARD POLENBEEG,
FIGHTING FAITHS: THE ABRAMS CASE, THE SUPREME COURT, AND FREE SPEECH (spec.
ed. 1996) (attributing the development of modern free speech doctrine to Holmes,
Brandeis, Chafee, Learned Hand, and Harold Laski); HARRY KALVEN, JR., A WORTHY
TRADITION: FREEDOM OF SPEECH IN AMERICA 125-66 (1988) (recounting the develop-
ment of free speech doctrine by relying exclusively on Holmes, Brandeis, Hand, and
Chafee).
16. David M. Rabban's scholarship deserves special attention. His works include
The Ahistorical Historian: Leonard Levy on Freedom of Expression in Early Ameri-
can History, 37 STAN. L. REV. 795 (1985) (reviewing LEONARD W. LEVY, EMERGENCE
OF A FREE PRESS (1985)); The Emergence of Modern First Amendment Doctrine, 50
U. CHI. L. REV. 1207 (1983) [hereinafter Rabban, Emergence]; The First Amendment
in Its Forgotten Years, 90 YALE L.J. 514 (1981) [hereinafter Rabban, Forgotten
Years]; Free Speech in Progressive Social Thought, 74 TEX. L. REV. 951 (1996); The
Free Speech League, the ACLU, and Changing Conceptions of Free Speech in Ameri-
can History, 45 STAN. L. REV. 47 (1992); The IWW Free Speech Fights and Popular
Conceptions of Free Expression Before World War I, 80 VA. L. REV. 1055 (1994)
[hereinafter Rabban, Free Speech Fights]. For other works addressing the social and
intellectual climate in which free speech law developed, see MARK A. GRABER,
TRANSFORMING FREE SPEECH: THE AMBIGUOus LEGACY OF CIVIL LIBERTARIANISM
(1991); Robert M. Cover, The Left, the Right and the First Amendment: 1918-1928,
40 MD. L. REV. 349 (1981); Helen Garfield, Twentieth Century Jeffersonian:
Brandeis, Freedom of Speech, and the Republican Revival, 69 OR. L. REv. 527
(1990); Daniel Hildebrand, Free Speech and Constitutional Transformation, 10
CONST. COMMENTARY 133 (1993); David Kairys, Freedom of Speech, in THE POLITICS
OF LAW: A PROGRESSIVE CRITIQUE 237 (David Kairys ed., rev. ed. 1990); Pnina
Lahav, Holmes and Brandeis: Libertarian and Republican Justifications for Free
Speech, 4 J.L. & POL. 451 (1988); G. Edward White, Justice Holmes and the Mod-
ernization of Free Speech Jurisprudence: The Human Dimension, 80 CAL. L. REV.
391 (1992); John W. Wertheimer, Free-Speech Fights: The Roots of Modern Free-Ex-
pression Litigation in the United States (Jan. 1992) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Princeton University) (on file with author).
These writers question traditional accounts and point to a number of state and
federal free speech cases decided before the turn of the century. These revisionists
were seeking to recover the First Amendnent's "forgotten years." Rabban, Forgotten
Years, supra, at 514. Generally speaking, this scholarship suggested that while the
judiciary remained hostile to free speech claims, some academics and intellectuals in
the progressive tradition, like Roscoe Pound and John Dewey, proposed more liberal
approaches. For a sampling of this scholarship, see Margaret A. Blanchard, Filling
in the Void: Speech and Press in State Courts Prior to Gitlow, in THE FIRST
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they place a greater emphasis, by far, on the abstract evolution
of ideas. But our present way of thinking about free speech did
not spring from the foreheads of clever jurists. Ordinary people
nurtured it, wrote about it, experimented with it, and argued
over it endlessly in dealing with real problems they found ur-
gently in need of resolution. 7 In the critical years of the 1910s
and 1920s, even Brandeis and Chafee viewed the question of
how to regulate political dissent less as an abstract legal issue
than as a question of social engineering.'8 How American democ-
racy would adapt to the challenges posed by militant labor, surg-
ing immigration, urban poverty, and the international rise of
fascist and Marxist political ideologies became the fundamental
issue of the day.' 9 Though these concerns were vital at the time,
treatises and casebooks on constitutional law barely mention
them. It is as though the social milieu from which modern free
speech doctrine arose never really existed. The story that one is
AMENDMENT RECONSIDERED: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE MEANING OF FREEDOM OF
SPEECH AND PRESS 14 (Bill F. Chamberlin & Charlene J. Brown eds., 1982); Howard
Owen Hunter, Problems in Search of Principles: The First Amendment in the Su-
preme Court from 1791-1930, 35 EMORY L.J. 59 (1986). Even though a scattering of
free speech claims were raised in the nineteenth century, they almost universally
were rejected by the courts. Perhaps the most frequently cited case in this vein is
Commonwealth v. Davis, 39 N.E. 113 (Mass. 1895) (stating, in an opinion by then
Chief Judge Holmes, that prohibition on public speaking "is no more an infringement
of the rights of a member of the public than for the owner of a private house to
forbid it in his house"), affd, 167 U.S. 43 (1897). Among the rare cases that sup-
ported free speech theories was United States u. Hall, 26 F. Cas. 79 (C.C.S.D. Ala.
1871) (upholding an indictment charging violation of federal voting rights law, Law
of May 31, 1870, ch. 114, § 6, 16 Stat. 140 (repealed 1894), by two defendants who
conspired to prevent "enjoyment of the right of freedom of speech"). According to one
scholar, "the early decisions are examples of how the Constitution's guarantees of
free speech and a free press should not be interpreted. They deservedly have been
left dormant." Michael T. Gibson, The Supreme Court and Freedom of Expression
from 1791 to 1917, 55 FORDHAM L. REv. 263, 267 (1986).
17. On the proper focus of legal historiography, John Schlegel makes the insight-
ful observation that [i]ntellectual history is not the history of ideas; it is the history
of the intellectuals or other thinkers and writers who made those cultural products
we call 'thought.'" JOHN HENRY SCHLEGEL, AMERICAN LEGAL REALISM AND EMPIRICAL
SOCIAL SCIENCE 12 (1995).
18. See, e.g., PHILIPPA STRUM, BRANDEIS: BEYOND PROGRESSIVISM 116-19 (1993).
For a general discussion of Progressivism and social engineering, see MORTON
KELLER, REGULATING A NEW SOCIETY: PUBLIC POLICY AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN AMERI-
CA, 1900-1933 (1994).
19. See, e.g., GRABER, supra note 16, at 50-51, 75-81.
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led to believe is that a few gallant men recognized that censor-
ship was un-American and used the power of their pens to reas-
sert the Founders' conception of freedom. This story is mislead-
ing. An examination of the historical record-what people actu-
ally were thinking and writing about at the time-shows that
the political and social apprehensions of the 1910s and 1920s
shaped the development of free speech law far more than schol-
ars have acknowledged.
Section I of this Article begins in Missoula, Montana, in the
fall of 1909, where Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and a group of her
fellow Wobblies launched their first "free speech fight."0 The
Missoula campaign and the ones that followed in other western
cities were designed to overwhelm municipal jails with protest-
ers and thereby force city authorities to allow IWW organizers
access to public spaces.21 A secondary goal was to gain the sym-
pathy and financial support of American liberals by linking the
IWW movement with seemingly timeless principles of constitu-
tional liberty.22 Regardless of which side one supported in the
free speech fights (and most people supported the police), observ-
ers could not ignore the legal context in which the skirmishes
unfolded. If Wobblies were claiming the right to "free speech,"
what exactly did that right mean? What were the functions and
limits of this idea? During the mid-1910s, politicians, industrial-
ists, and law enforcement officials reexamined their methods of
dealing with mass dissent." Having witnessed how violence of-
ten escalated when police acted with force to round up or dis-
perse protesters, many concluded that overt suppression of dis-
sent was an ineffective means of controlling it.24 They advocated
a more restrained approach, arguing that violent intervention by
20. ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, THE REBEL GIRL: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY-MY FIRST
LIFE (1906-1926) 103 (1955). The term "Wobblies" was the derisive name given to
the Industrial Workers of the World, or "IWW," a group that believed that laborers
should unite in "One Big Union." For a declaration of the IWW's philosophy, see IN-
DUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD MANIFESTO (1906), reprinted in REBEL VOICES:
AN I.W.W. ANTHOLOGY 7 (Joyce L. Kornbluh ed., 1965).
21. See 4 PHILIP S. FONER, HISTORY OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED
STATES 172-73 (1965).
22. See id,
23. See id. at 190-91.
24. See COMMISSION ON INDUS. RELATIONS, FINAL REPORT 150-55 (1915).
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authorities tended to legitimize the cause of the protesters while
making them even more radical, whereas a benevolent disregard
of radical speech tended to dissipate its violent impulses."
Section II considers the paradoxical effects of America's entry
into the First World War and the stunning success of the domes-
tic propaganda campaign administered by George Creel's Com-
mittee on Public Information. To be sure, these developments
brought about a reversal in public tolerance for "subversive" dis-
sent, a change that was legally enshrined in the Espionage Act
of 1917.26 At the same time, though, they offered further proof
that overt censorship might in the long run strengthen the very
ideas it attempted to eradicate. 7 Interestingly, some of the most
careful thinking about this problem appears in the files of the
attorneys who headed the War Emergency Division of the De-
partment of Justice, which was hastily formed to enforce the
federal wartime statutes." What these lawyers thought and
wrote about privately contrasts sharply with their public roles
as enforcers of federal censorship laws.
In early 1919, the initial constitutional challenges to the Espi-
onage Act reached the Supreme Court.29 Section III recounts
Justice Holmes's efforts to define the meaning of free speech in
these cases. In his first three opinions, written for a unanimous
Court in March 1919, Holmes advanced a restrictive interpreta-
tion of the First Amendment based on the notion that dissent in
wartime represented a "clear and present danger" unworthy of
legal protection. 0 When the Court was in recess for the summer,
however, Holmes reassessed his position."' On the train to his
summer home the previous year, Holmes happened to encounter
25. See id.
26. Espionage Act, ch. 30, tit. 1, 40 Stat. 217 (1917).
27. See Memorandum from Alfred Bettman, United States Department of Justice,
to Thomas Gregory, United States Attorney General (Apr. 25, 1919) (on file with
SUNY Buffalo Law Library).
28. See id
29. See Debs v. United States, 249 U.S. 211 (1919); Frohwerk v. United States,
249 U.S. 204 (1919); Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
30. See Debs, 249 U.S. at 216-17; Frohwerk, 249 U.S. at 210; Schenck, 249 U.S.
at 52.
31. See Gerald Gunther, Learned Hand and the Origins of Modern First Amend-
ment Doctrine: Some Fragments of History, 27 STAN. L. REV. 719, 733-34 (1975).
[Vol. 40:557564
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Judge Learned Hand, and the two judges had an extended con-
versation about the appropriate judicial response to free speech
claims.3 2 Soon after the March decisions were announced, Zecha-
riah Chafee published an article that creatively reinterpreted
the "clear and present danger" test to make it seem like a pro-
tective legal standard, despite the clear import of the Court's
previous rulings.3 Before the summer was out, Holmes read the
article and met with its author. 4 Holmes also followed the
events of the Red Scare with increasing concern, as anti-Bolshe-
vik hysteria dominated the headlines.35 By the time the Court
reconvened, Holmes had abandoned his initial approach to free
speech claims, adopting a more liberal interpretation of the
"clear and present danger" test remarkably similar to the one
advocated by Chafee.3"
Section IV traces the development of a new, uniquely Ameri-
can ideology of free speech in the 1920s. By the end of the de-
cade, the idea of free speech had expanded from being a mere
"safety valve" for popular discontent grudgingly accorded to dis-
sidents, to the preeminent defining principle of American democ-
racy. To those who thought and wrote about the issue, free
speech had arrived at precisely the right moment, for it provided
a broad and generally acceptable principle that answered many
of the most pressing concerns of the era: the presence of massive
numbers of immigrants unschooled in the American values; the
emergence of new political ideologies in Europe; serious and
longstanding animosity between labor and industry; the erosion
of public confidence in democratic processes following decades of
scandals, corruption, and spoils politics; the need to reassure
citizens that their voices were being heard in government; and
32. See id. at 732.
33. See Zechariah Chafee, Jr., Freedom of Speech in Wartime, 32 HARv. L. REV.
932, 967-73 (1919).
34. See G. Edward White, The First Amendment Comes of Age: The Emergence of
Free Speech in Twentieth-Century America, 95 MICH. L. REV. 299, 319 n.62 (1996).
35. See Michael A. Carrier, Book Note, 93 MICH. L. REV. 1894, 1908-09 (1995) (re-
viewing G. EDWARD WHITE, JUSTICE OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES: LAW AND THE INNER
SELF (1995)).
36. See Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 628 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissent-
ing).
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the need to create a distinctive, morally superior conception of
"American democracy" for the postwar era.
Section V explores how these divergent ideas united in a func-
tional justification for free speech that remains at the heart of
modern First Amendment theory. Justice Brandeis's remarkable
opinion in Whitney v. California37 is the centerpiece of this sec-
tion. In the Whitney opinion, Brandeis successfully-indeed,
brilliantly-captured his generation's thoughts about the social
functions of free speech in a manner that both responded to the
concerns of the time and concealed the fact that it was doing so.
In 1931, a majority of the Court quietly adopted Brandeis's uni-
fying theory of free speech as if it had existed all along.8
I. FREE SPEECH AND SOCIAL CONFLICT: 1909-1917
In the fall of 1909, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and a handful of
other IWW leaders traveled to Missoula, Montana, to organize
the migratory laborers of the region.39 Because the workers were
dispersed among mining and logging camps over hundreds of
miles, the Wobblies concentrated their efforts in key cities, such
as Missoula, where the workers congregated between jobs.4"
Missoula itself was home to a ring of bogus "employment agen-
cies."" For a fee, these agencies purported to guarantee jobs for
out-of-town workers, but after the agencies located the "jobs,"
the workers would travel to the sites, at their own expense, ei-
ther to find no positions awaiting them or to be fired without
37. 274 U.S. 357, 372-80 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring).
38. See Stromberg v. California, 283 U.S. 359, 368-70 (1931).
39. See FLYNN, supra note 20, at 101-06. There are a number of excellent works
on the IWW. For an interesting contemporary account, see PAUL FREDERICK
BRISSENDEN, Ti I.W.W.: A STUDY op AMERICAN SYNDICALISM (1919). Of the more
recent studies, volume 4 of Philip S. Foner's History of the Labor Movement in the
United States, supra note 21, is particularly valuable, as is Melvin Dubofsky's We
Shall Be All: A History of the Industrial Workers of the World (2d ed. 1988). For an
excellent source on the free speech fights, see PHILIP S. FONER, FELLOW WoRKERs
AND FRIENDS: I.W.W. FREE-SPEECH FIGHTs AS TOLD BY PARTICIPANTS (1981).
40. See FLYNN, supra note 20, at 103.
41. Id at 104.
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explanation soon after arriving.42 This practice guaranteed a
large pool of unemployed laborers from which the mining and
logging camps did their actual hiring.'
Attacking this scheme in a series of speeches, Flynn and the
other organizers began to attract crowds of disgruntled workers,
many of whom were eager to join the ranks of the Wobblies."
The logging and mining interests that largely controlled
Missoula viewed the Wobbly insurgence as a serious menace,
and they quickly secured passage of an ordinance prohibiting all
street speaking.45 Soon nearly all of the original IWW organiz-
ers, with the exception of Flynn and a few others, were arrested
under the ordinance and sentenced to fifteen days in the county
jail.46 "Those of us who were left," Flynn later wrote, "planned
the mass tactics which were advocated in free speech fights, of
which Missoula was one of the first examples."
47
The plan was a simple form of nonviolent protest designed to
overwhelm the local courts and jails.' One at a time, IWW
members stood at a conspicuous street corner and began a
speech with the customary Wobbly greeting, "Fellow workers
and friends."49 Typically, this "four-word speech'" was enough to
get them arrested and jailed.50 The Wobblies hoped that police
would arrest them in large enough numbers that the city would
at some point have to stop enforcing the ordinance.5 ' Success in
the free speech fights was critical, IWW leaders believed, be-
cause efforts to recruit new members depended on their access
to public areas as speaking and gathering places.52 As one orga-
nizer put it, the streets were the Wobblies' "only hall ... and if
42. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 177-78.
43. See id at 176.
44. See FLYNN, supra note 20, at 103.
45. See idL at 104.
46. See id.
47. Id.
48. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 172-75 (providing a brief description of the
ideology and tactics of the Wobblies' free speech fights).
49. I& at 172.
50. Id- at 174.
51. See id
52. See iat at 172.
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denied the right to agitate there then they must be silent."53
Street speaking also enabled the IWW to combat the negative
publicity it received in the press and to raise money for strike
funds through the sale of leaflets and other Wobbly literature.54
The September 30, 1909, issue of the Industrial Worker ap-
pealed to IWW members to join the fight to free the streets of
Missoula.55 As volunteers arrived in the city, IWW leaders in-
structed them to go to the street corner where others had been
arrested, stand up on a soapbox, and begin speaking.56 If the
police did not arrest them after the four word greeting, the
speakers continued with an improvised statement, or read from
a book. As Flynn recalled: "Some suffered from stage fright. We
gave them copies of the Bill of Rights and the Declaration of
Independence. They would read along slowly, with one eye hope-
fully on the cop, fearful that. they would finish before he would
arrest them." 7
The Missoula County Jail soon was packed with Wobblies.5"
To create the greatest possible financial burden on the city, the
speakers deliberately had themselves arrested before supper so
that the city would bear the additional expense of feeding
them.59 When the jail was full, the city began housing prisoners
in a makeshift cell in the basement of the Missoula fire station.60
When horse excrement began leaking through the floorboards
above, the prisoners protested loudly "by song and speech," dis-
rupting the proceedings of the nearby courthouse and annoying
the guests of Missoula's most prestigious hotel.6 "
The conflict in Missoula drew national publicity, and a num-
ber of public figures visited the city, including Senator Robert
La Follette of Wisconsin, who delivered an address condemning
53. Id (quoting a statement attributed to IWW worker Grant Youmans).
54. See i& at 172-73.
55. See id at 176 (citing THE INDUSTRIAL WORKER, Sept. 30, 1909).
56. See idU
57. FLYNN, supra note 20, at 105.
58. See id at 104.
59. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 176-77.
60. See ida at 176.
61. See FLYNN, supra note 20, at 104.
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the city's actions.62 Finally, under pressure from the city's tax-
payers, who were concerned with both the expense of enforcing
the street speaking ban and the negative publicity it generated,
Missoula officials relented and dropped all cases against the pro-
testers.63
On the heels of their triumph in Missoula, the Wobblies
commenced free speech fights in other strategically important
western cities.64 In a two-year period, the Wobblies successfully
waged major free speech campaigns in Spokane, Washington;
Fresno, California; and Aberdeen, South Dakota, while staging
smaller but equally successful fights in Walla Walla, Washing-
ton, and Minot, North Dakota.65 In each city, protesters followed
the basic model established in Missoula. When a Kansas City re-
porter asked one Wobbly if he was afraid of getting arrested, the
Wobbly responded, "Hardly! We want to get arrested. We'll flood
the jail, and the county farm and any other place they want to
send us to."66
The free speech tactics of the Wobblies, though successful,
created divisions within the movement.67 The IWW valued free
speech fighting primarily for practical reasons: it was a conve-
nient and effective means of assuring access to the streets, and
it helped generate funds from sympathizers who read press ac-
counts of the fights.6" The loftier notion that the speakers were
engaging in a constitutionally protected "right" was secondary to
the utilitarian function of the protests. 69 Some IWW members
feared that the concept of free speech, as an end in itself, was
taking on an exaggerated importance that detracted from the
larger goals of industrial unionism.70 This was apparent particu-
larly when the Wobblies were joined in their efforts by non-labor
62. See id. at 104-05.
63. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 177.
64. See generally id at 177-213 (providing a thorough historical account of free
speech fights in a number of cities in the Western United States).
65. See BRISSENDEN, supra note 39, at 365 (providing a partial list of 24 free
speech fights after Missoula).
66. 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 174 (quoting an IWW member's comments to a
Kansas City Star reporter in 1911).
67. See id. at 210.
68. See d. at 172-73.
69. See iai at 211.
70. See id.
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organizations, such as the newly-formed Free Speech League,
which seemed to be promoting the right of free speech for its
own sake, or for intellectual reasons.7 Concerns of this nature
prompted one IWW writer to complain that the free speech
fights merely were "'fighting the bull instead of the boss,'"v2
while another charged that the union was allowing its primary
objective, organizing workers, "to degenerate into a free-speech
fight.'
73
Apprehensions that the free speech fighting was more waste-
ful than productive seemed to be borne out in a long stalemate
with San Diego authorities beginning in 1912.7' For years, San
Diego had reserved a block of the city known as "Soapbox Row"
for the Salvation Army, evangelist preachers, and similar
groups. 75 As the IWW gathered strength in the early 1910s,
Soapbox Row became a meeting place for Wobblies, a develop-
ment that alarmed the business-dominated city council.76 In Jan-
uary 1912, the council passed an ordinance that, under the guise
of regulating traffic, prohibited all street corner meetings.77 The
IWW responded by calling for a free speech fight.78 On the day
the ordinance went into effect, police arrested forty-one free
speech fighters for violating the ban. 79 The following days saw
more arrests, and on February 13, the superintendent of police
ordered a general roundup of all "vagrants," whether or not they
had actually violated the ordinance.80
The San Diego free speech fight turned into the longest and
bloodiest of the IWW free speech campaigns."' The initial stages
71. See id
72. k at 210.
73. Id. at 211 (quoting W.I. Fisher, Soap-Boxer or Organizer, Which?, INDUS.
WORKER, June 6, 1912).
74. See THEODORE SCHROEDER, FREE SPEECH FOR RADICALS 116-90 (1916) (contain-
ing a detailed account of the San Diego free speech fight); see also FONER, supra
note 21, at 194-205 (describing significant encounters that occurred during the IWW
free speech fights in San Diego).
75. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 194.
76. See id. at 194-95.




81. See id at 194-204.
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involved nightly vigilante raids against prisoners, who police
drove into the desert and forced to "run a gauntlet" while off-
duty policemen beat them with clubs and axe handles.82 Ben
Reitman, who had accompanied Emma Goldman to San Diego
for a speaking engagement, nearly died after being kidnapped,
driven into the desert, and tortured.83 At one point, President
Taft was on the verge of sending federal troops to San Diego af-
ter area businessmen circulated a spurious rumor that 10,000
armed Wobblies were poised to overtake the city.84 An editorial
from the San Diego Tribune reflected the mood within the San
Diego business community:
"Hanging is none too good for [the Wobblies] and they would
be much better off dead; for they are absolutely useless in the
human economy; they are waste material of creation and
should be drained off in the sewer of oblivion there to rot in
cold obstruction like any other excrement.8 5
After weeks of violence, the intensity of the struggle gradually
abated.86 An extended stalemate between the IWW and San Die-
go officials took hold, with neither side showing signs of weaken-
ing. 7 Despite the lack of progress, Wobblies vowed to carry the
fight "'to a finish for absolute and unrestricted free speech with
no compromise. ' "" Eventually, the city's resolve to enforce thestreet speaking ban started to wane. s Police released some free
82. For eyewitness accounts of vigilantism in San Diego, see FONER, supra note
39, at 131-44.
83. See RICHARD DRINNON, REBEL IN PARADISE: A BIOGRAPHY OF EMMA GOLDMAN
134-36 (1961).
84. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 203. Although Taft decided against sending
troops to San Diego, he instructed Attorney General Wickersham that the govern-
ment should "show the strong hand of the United States in a marked way so [the
IWW] shall understand that we are on the job." Id. (quoting Letter from William
Howard Taft, President of the United States, to George W. Wickersham, Attorney
General of the United States (Sept. 7, 1912)).
85. Editorial, SAN DIEGO EVENING TRIB., Mar. 12, 1912, quoted in Joe Holley, SAN
DIEGO UNION-TRIB., Sept. 2, 1989, at B1, available in 1989 WL 6950554.
86. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 201.
87. See id at 201-03.
88. Id. at 204 (quoting THE WOODEN SHOE, Jan. 22, 1914).
89. See id. at 203.
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speech fighters from jail, made fewer arrests, and interrupted
IWW gatherings less frequently."0
The San Diego free speech fight, and the ones that preceded
it, are noteworthy not only for their impact on the labor move-
ment, but also for their influence on national attitudes toward
freedom of speech. The right of free expression had rarely, if ev-
er, been the subject of national debate, even in times of
widespread repression.9 With news of "free speech fighting"
splashed across newspaper and magazine headlines, the problem
of labor violence and the accompanying perception of an increas-
ingly uncontrollable working class-perhaps the most disconcert-
ing domestic concern of the period-started to take on a new
slant, one that seemingly implicated a basic, if vaguely under-
stood, principle of American liberty. Not only were radical labor-
ers agitating for improved conditions and greater power over
their work as they always had, they now were claiming to be do-
ing so with the blessing of the Constitution.92 In this turbulent
atmosphere, efforts to understand the meaning and function of
free speech took on greater urgency.
93
The proceedings of the U.S. Commission on Industrial Rela-
tions provide one illuminating source of discussion about free
speech. In August 1912, in the wake of the San Diego uprising,
Congress created the Commission and directed it to conduct a
wide-ranging inquiry into the causes of industrial unrest and
90. See id
91. It bears mentioning that the controversy surrounding the Alien and Sedition
Acts of 1798-a widely-cited example of an early "denial of first amendment
rights"--was primarily a struggle for power between government elites. It evaporated
with the defeat of Adams and his fellow Federalists in the 1800 elections. For dis-
cussion of these laws, see JAMES MORTON SMITH, FREEDOM'S FET'ERS: THE ALIEN
AND SEDITION LAWS AND AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES (1963). The persecution of aboli-
tionists in the antebellum period-another widely-cited example of early free speech
infringement-was never challenged successfully on constitutional grounds. See Mi-
chael Kent Curtis, The Curious History of Attempts to Suppress Antislavery Speech,
Press, and Petition in 1835-37, 89 Nw. U. L. REV. 785, 802-66 (1995) (providing a
discussion of efforts to suppress free speech and defenses to the same).
92. See 4 FONER, supra note 21, at 212 (explaining that free speech fights "ex-
posed the inequality of 'justice'" and that workers demonstrated "in the interest of
the constitutional right of freedom of speech").
93. See generally id. at 172-213 (discussing the impact of the "free speech fights"
on the perceptions of individuals regarding the importance of free speech).
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report on possible solutions to the problem.9' The hearings of the
Commission, published in eleven volumes in 1916, contain tens
of thousands of pages of testimony from an extraordinarily wide
range of witnesses, including Clarence Darrow, Louis Brandeis,
Mother Jones, Theodore Schroeder, William "Big Bill" Haywood,
scores of ordinary workers, and the celebrated icons of capital-
ism, including Daniel Guggenheim, George Walbridge Perkins
(of U.S. Steel), Henry Ford, and Andrew Carnegie.95
As one might expect, many witnesses testified about horren-
dous working conditions and poor wages, identifying these as
the prime causes of unrest.96 As testimony accumulated, though,
it became apparent that the repressive measures customarily
used to control labor protests, such as the mass arrests of free
speech fighters, were actually a partial cause of the violence.97
Gilbert Roe, a New York attorney and co-founder of the Free
Speech League, expressed his opinion that repressive policies
94. See Act of Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 35, 37 Stat. 415, reprinted in COmMSSION ON
INDUS. RELATIONS, supra note 24, at ii.
95. See 1-11 COMISSION ON INDUS. RELATIONS, FINAL REPORT AND TESTIMONY, S.
DOC. NO. 64-415 (1st Sess. 1916); 7 SIiTH, supra note 5, at 370-90. According to
Smith, an historian of the American progressive era, this report "was the 'most re-
markable official document ever published in this country.'" Id. at 402 (citation omit-
ted). Smith continues:
It can be said with some assurance that the hearings of the commission
marked the high-water mark of political toleration in the United States.
The fact that unorthodox and "radical" viewpoints were given a fair and
impartial hearing was a source of pride to those Americans who valued
free speech. But the commission's hearings did far more. They broke the
illusion of invulnerability that had enveloped the great capitalist over-
lords. When men like the elder and younger Rockefellers, Harrison Gray
Otis, the "lord" of Los Angeles, and even Andrew Carnegie himself
(though, it must be said, he was the most tenderly handled of all the
tycoons) were summoned before a commission plainly composed of men
(and a woman) sympathetic in the main to the cause of the American
workingman and grilled about their words and actions, the myth was
suddenly dissipated. Such men were, it turned out, reassuringly mortal.
They fidgeted and perspired like common criminals before a merciless
prosecutor. Like convicted thieves, they acknowledged their misdeeds, ex-
pressed contrition, and spoke plaintively of their philanthropic efforts as
constituting extenuating circumstances.
Id.
96. See generally COMIiSSION ON INDUS. RELATIONS, supra note 24, at 8-91 (pro-
viding a summary of the Commission's findings).
97. See id at 61-64, 67-79, 150-55.
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"create a revolutionary sentiment on the part of the people."s"
Other witnesses drew parallels between government suppression
of free speech in labor uprisings and the actions of the British
leading up to the American Revolution.9" Such comparisons were
disquieting, to say the least, and Commissioner Weinstock noted
that they were "brought out frequently" by the witnesses.00
One witness above all others impressed the Commission with
his approach to controlling protests. Arthur Woods, a longtime
friend of Theodore Roosevelt, had taken over as New York City
Police Commissioner in April 1914, following weeks of violent
confrontations between police and protesters.'0 ' Shortly before
Woods took office, more than a thousand protesters had clashed
with police after a march up Fifth Avenue, during which several
innocent bystanders were injured.' 2 Woods testified that, imme-
diately upon taking office, he "quite changed the policy, the
methods, and the orders given to the police" in dealing with pro-
testers.' '3 Anticipating another large meeting in Union Square
the next Saturday, Woods ordered the police "to afford to the
assemblage its full rights; [and] to interfere only if the traffic
was seriously impeded, and if incitement to immediate violence
was present."0 4 As a result of the new hands-off policy, the dem-
onstration did not lead to bloodshed and the police made no ar-
rests. "[A] good many thousands of people were there," Woods
told the Commission, "and they spoke all sorts of doctrines, and
they went on, and there was no disturbance; there was no trou-
ble; there was no disorder."
10 5
In the Commission's final report to Congress, it praised
Woods's methods for dealing with public dissent and criticized
98. 11 COMMISSION ON INDUS. RELATIONS, supra note 95, at 10,481.
99. See id at 10,826.
100. I1&
101. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 56-57..
102. See Arthur Woods, Reasonable Restrictions Upon Freedom of Assemblage, 9
AM. Soc. SocY 29, 29-30 (1914).
103. 11 COMMISSION ON INDUS. RELATIONS, supra note 95, at 10,551; see generally
COMMISSION ON INDUS. RELATIONS, supra note 24, at 151-52 (summarizing Woods's
account of public violence in New York City).




those of other police authorities. °6 "One of the greatest sources
of social unrest and bitterness has been the attitude of the police
toward public speaking," the Commission reported.0 7 Public offi-
cials commonly reacted to radical speech by attempting to sup-
press it.' "There could be no greater error" than using force in
this manner, the Commission concluded, not only because it
clashed with the principles of a democratic society, but also be-
cause it was ultimately self-defeating.0 9 As the Commission ex-
pressed this idea, "it is the lesson of history that attempts to
suppress ideas result[] only in their more rapid propagation.""'
In short, the Commission concluded that authorities could re-
strain radical action more easily by allowing free speech.
The idea that suppression of radical speech tended to intensify
popular dissent continued to receive attention in the years lead-
ing up to America's entry into the European war. As much as
any other person, Arthur Woods was a national "expert" on the
subject."' But Woods's tolerant approach to dissent was by no
means the dominant one in the mid-1910s. The specter of an in-
creasingly fanatical left gathering strength under the banner of
"free speech" prompted many to argue that a firm hand should
silence radical views for the sake of domestic security."2 This
attitude manifested itself with special force against Europeanimmigrants, who were disparagingly but commonly referred to
as "hyphenated Americans.""3 In his annual address to Congress
in 1915, President Woodrow Wilson warned that there were
some immigrants "born under other flags but welcomed under
106. See COMMISSION ON INDUS. RELATIONS, supra note 24, at 150-51.
107. Id& at 150.
108. See id at 150-51.
109. Id at 151.
110. Id
111. In 1915, for example, the American Sociological Congress invited Woods to de-
liver a lecture on his policy for controlling mass protest. See Woods, supra note 102,
at 29. Addressing the group, Woods maintained that police should intervene in pub-
lic demonstrations only when actual violence appears imminent. According to Woods,
"the present order can certainly stand a free, orderly discussion of the advantages it
has to offer as opposed to the advantages of different theories of the conduct of hu-
man affairs." Id at 32.
112. See, e.g., i. at 29-30.
113. See JOHN HIGHAM, STRANGERS IN THE LAND: PATTERNS OF AMERICAN NATIVISM
1860-1925 195-204 (1955).
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our generous naturalization laws to the full freedom and oppor-
tunity of America, who have poured the poison of disloyalty in-
to the very arteries of our national life."" 4 "Such creatures of
passion, disloyalty, and anarchy," Wilson declared, "must be
crushed out."" 5
II. WAR AND PROPAGANDA
America's entry into the European conflict in April 1917 fur-
ther inflamed these nativistic impulses." 6 Within days after en-
tering the war, the Wilson administration launched a massive
propaganda campaign through a hastily-created Committee on
Public Information (CPI)."7 Under the direction of prominent
114. 1 THE MESSAGES AND PAPERS OF WOODROW WILSON 150 (Albert Shaw ed.,
1924).
115. I& at 151.
116. America's domestic experience during the First World War has been well doc-
umented. See, e.g., ROBERT JUSTIN GOLDSTEIN, POLITICAL REPRESSION IN MODERN
AMERICA: FROM 1870 TO THE PRESENT 105-35 (1978); DONALD JOHNSON, THE CHAL-
LENGE TO AMERICAN FREEDOMS: WORLD WAR I AND THE RISE OF THE AMERICAN CIV-
IL LIBERTIES UNION (1963); DAvID M. KENNEDY, OVER HERE: THE FIRST WORLD WAR
AND AMERICAN SOCIETY (1980); HENRY F. MAY, THE END OF AMERICAN INNOCENCE:
A STUDY OF THE FIRST YEARS OF OUR OWN TIME 1912-1917 387-98 (1959);
POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 82-88. Many states banned the teaching of German,
which one state board of education denounced as "a language that disseminates the
ideals of autocracy, brutality and hatred." LEWIS PAUL TODD, WARTIME RELATIONS OF
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS: 1917-1918 73 (1971) (quoting
THIRD BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
1916-1918 14 (1918)). In Iowa, a local politician claimed that "[n]inety per cent of all
the men and women who teach the German language are traitors." Id German-
sounding words were given patriotic replacements, such as "liberty cabbage" instead
of "sauerkraut." See HIGHAM, supra note 113, at 208. Indeed, virtually any tie to
old-world culture was seen as a threat to a united war effort, and the slogan "one
hundred percent Americanism" captured the desire to eradicate influence of foreign
traditions. Id at 204-07, 215-16, 219, 222-23, 247-50. In one particularly bizarre war-
time ritual, graduating students of Henry Ford's school for immigrants were made to
walk into a gigantic "melting pot" wearing their native clothing, emerging on the
other side "prosperously dressed in identical suits of clothes and each carrying a
little American flag." Id- at 248.
117. See generally JAMES R. MOCK & CEDRIC LARSON, WORDS THAT WON THE WAR:
THE STORY OF THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION 1917-1919 (1939) (describing
the history of the CPI, also known as the Creel Committee of World War I). Part of
the original mission of the CPI was to counteract a purportedly highly-organized pro-
paganda effort by the Germans. See id at 251-57. Fears that German propaganda
could manipulate American opinion grew to absurd proportions during the war. For
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muckraker George Creel,1 ' the CPI promoted films with titles
such as The Kaiser and The Beast of Berlin, and it organized
groups of speakers to tell stories of German atrocities." 9 The
CPI ran advertisements in popular magazines urging citizens to
report to the Justice Department "the man who spreads pessi-
nistic stories ... or belittles our efforts to win the war."20 As
Creel fondly remembered it, he directed the Committee's propa-
ganda effort so that "every printed bullet might reach its
mark."'
21
In this atmosphere of hyper-patriotism, people who objected
to, or even questioned, America's role in the war faced vilifica-
tion by the press and the threat of mob violence. 22 Even Arthur
Woods changed his position on free speech during the war. 23 In
the summer of 1917, wartime "citizens' groups" such as the
American Defense Society 4 publicly criticized Woods and New
example, in a secret cablegram sent to the War Department in November 1917,
General John Pershing blamed German propaganda for the defeat of the Italian Sec-
ond Army, claiming that it had the effect of "inoculating [the] army with [the] same
doctrine as that which ruined Russia." Cablegram from General John Pershing to
Adjutant General (Nov. 9, 1917) (copy on file with author). To prevent "similar insid-
ious attempts at corruption of our own people and Army," Pershing recommended
that the government disseminate "counter propaganda through pulpit and press if
feasible." Id.
118. See Rabban, Free Speech Fights, supra note 16, at 1098 n.281 (citing JOHN A.
THOMPSON, REFORMERS AND WAR: AMERICAN PROGRESSIVE PUBLICISTS AND THE FIRST
WORLD WAR 16-17 (1987) (describing Creel as a former "muckraking" journalist and
editor)).
119. See MOCK & LARSON, supra note 117, at 151-52.
120. Committee on Public Information, Spies and Lies, SATURDAY EVENING POST,
reprinted in MOCK & LARSON, supra note 117, at unnumbered page opposite 64.
121. COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, THE CREEL REPORT: COMPLETE REPORT
OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION 2 (1920). For Creel's
own account of the committee's work, see GEORGE CREEL, How WE ADVERTISED
AMERICA (1972).
122. The IWW took a particularly heavy beating during the war. In one notorious
incident, Frank Little, an IWW organizer who seven years earlier had helped lead
the Missoula free speech fight, was kidnapped by vigilantes in Butte, Montana,
dragged behind an automobile, and lynched from a railroad trestle. See KENNEDY,
supra note 116, at 73. Many cities conducted "slacker raids," in which men of draft-
able age were arrested on the street if they failed to produce their registration
cards. For an excellent description of the slacker raids, see JOAN M. JENSEN, THE
PRICE OF VIGILANCE 203-18 (1968).
123. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 57.
124. Of course, the term "citizens' groups" is misleading. Although the patriotic so-
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York City Mayor John Mitchell for failing to crack down on un-
patriotic street speakers.'25 Pressure on the city's leaders peaked
in August 1917, following incidents of mob violence against paci-
fist speakers 26 and the highly-publicized arrest of a man for pro-
testing against "pro-German remarks" made at a meeting of the
Friends of Irish Freedom.'27 Responding to the latter incident,
the American Defense Society threatened to organize squads of
vigilantes to deal with disloyal street speakers if the city failed
to take action on its own. 28 At one point, Woods's friend Theo-
dore Roosevelt published an open letter in the New York Times
calling for the arrest of all street speakers who criticized the
American war effort. 129 Facing the possibility of widespread vigi-
lantism against leftist speakers and tremendous criticism in the
press, Woods abandoned his lenient approach to public dis-
sent.3 0 Responding to Roosevelt's letter, Woods conceded that
"the changed conditions" of wartime dictated harsher policies.'l '
"[Wie shall not let free speech be used to cloak sedition," Woods
wrote. 32 Within days, Mayor Mitchell ordered Woods "to do his
best to suppress treasonable utterances in public,"13 and
Woods's office issued a public statement announcing that "some
cieties that sprung up during the war portrayed themselves as grassroots organiza-
tions, American business interests actually were largely responsible for organizing
and funding them. For example, the National Security League was funded by T.
Coleman DuPont, Henry C. Frick, J.P. Morgan, and John D. Rockefeller, among oth-
er corporate leaders. See ROBERT K. MURRAY, RED SCARE: A STUDY IN NATIONAL
HYSTERIA, 1919-1920 85 (1955). As Robert Murray points out, "the real motives of
the patriotic societies were not always the publicly declared ones since patriotism
was definitely tied to the security of private property and more especially to the
maintenance of economic conservatism." Id-
125. See Roosevelt Enters Fight on Sedition, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 18, 1917, at 6.
126. See Crowd Beats Soldiers' Critic, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 5, 1917, at 7.
127. See Moffet Arrested for Street Protest, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 5, 1917, § 1, at 19;
see also German Chased by Angry Patriots, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 14, 1917, at 1 (de-
scribing another incident of mob violence).
128. See Roosevelt Enters Fight on Sedition, supra note 125, at 6.
129. See id.
130. See Disloyal Preaching Safe Under the Law, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 22, 1917, at 4
(publicizing Woods's letter to Roosevelt).
131. Id.
132. POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 57 & n.24 (quoting Woods's reply to Roosevelt
on Aug. 21, 1917).
133. Treason and Free Speech, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 25, 1917, at 6.
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people are attempting to use the right of free speech to court
disorder, either for the purpose of creating the impression
abroad that the American people are not united in the prosecu-
tion of the war or for some other sinister purpose."134 Such ac-
tions, the statement said, "will not be permitted."135
The lawyers who ran the War Emergency Division at the De-
partment of Justice gave more reflective consideration to free
speech issues at this time. The Division was formed in the sum-
mer of 1917 to enforce the newly-enacted Espionage Act and
other war-related statutes.3 ' President Wilson appointed a
prominent Buffalo attorney, John Lord O'Brian, to head the divi-
sion.13 O'Brian had served in the New York State Assembly and
had been the U.S. Attorney for the Western District of New York
during the Theodore Roosevelt administration."3 ' Although he
was a lifelong Republican and had campaigned for Wilson's op-
ponent, Charles Evans Hughes, in the 1916 election,139 O'Brian
generally had a liberal outlook on civil liberties." Along with
134. End of Street Sedition, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 31, 1917, at 18.
135. Ido Praising the City's actions, a New York Times editorial declared that "[t]he
people are tired of the toleration of 'free speech' which is intentionally treasonable
and is uttered in sympathy with our enemies.... There will come a time when the
pro-German soap-box orators will find it dangerous to express their disloyal views in
public." Treason and Free Speech, supra note 133, at 6.
The perception that "free speech" for radicals was merely treason by another
name was widely disseminated during the war. Attempting to clear up "confusion"
about the meaning of free speech, a professor of International Law at Princeton Uni-
versity wrote that free speech had been "a much abused term" that had no applica-
tion to the "pacifist agitator." Philip Marshall Brown, Confusion about Free Speech,
N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 9, 1917, at 122. Such individuals were not exercising a legal right
at all but simply were rejecting the will of the majority, something that a democracy
could not permit. See id. "There can be no tolerance for the disloyal citizen," the
professor wrote, "when his own kith and kin are laying down their lives for a cause
which this nation has soberly declared to be just and righteous." Id.
136. See supra notes 26-28 and accompanying text. The Espionage Act punished
the willful obstruction of the draft and actions causing "insubordination, disloyalty,
mutiny, or refusal of duty," and false statements about the armed forces. Espionage
Act, ch. 30, tit. 1, § 3, 40 Stat. 217 (1917).
137. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 29.
138. See id at 30.
139. See JOHN LORD O'BRiAN, THE REMINISCENCES OF JOHN LORD O'BRIAN 220-23
(1953).
140. Later in his life, O'Brian was one of the earliest and most influential critics of
McCarthyism. See, e.g., JOHN LORD O'BRIAN, NATIONAL SECUIrY AND INDIVIDUAL
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his chief assistant, Cincinnati attorney Alfred Bettman,1
4 1
O'Brian's "primary desire was to have the War work of the coun-
try carried on with the least possible disturbance of individual
liberties."'
Outbreaks of "spy mania," as O'Brian called it, 143 were partic-
ularly serious in western states, where the Justice Department
had noticeable difficulty restraining some of its more fervent
attorneys.'" Only thirteen U.S. Attorneys, located primarily in
the West, initiated nearly half of all prosecutions. 45 In many
cases, federal district judges did little to ease the situation. One
district judge in Missouri sentenced a woman to ten years in
prison for writing the words "'I am for the people, while the gov-
ernment is for the profiteers" in a letter to the editor of a St.
FREEDOM (1955); John Lord O'Brian, Changing Attitudes Toward Freedom, 9 WASH.
& LEE L. REV. 157 (1952); John Lord O'Brian, Law and Freedom, in MAN'S RIGHT
TO KNOWLEDGE 43 (2d ser. 1955); John Lord O'Brian, Loyalty Tests and Guilt by
Association, 61 HARV. L. REV. 592 (1948); John Lord O'Brian, New Encroachments
on Individual Freedom, 66 HARV. L. REV. 1 (1952); John Lord O'Brian, The Value of
Constitutionalism Today, in GOVERNMENT UNDER LAW 507 (1956).
141. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 29-30.
142. John Lord O'Brian, The Experience of the Department of Justice in Enforcing
War Statutes 1917-1918, at 3 (1940) (unpublished manuscript, copy on file with au-
thor). Throughout his tenure at the War Emergency Division, over-zealous local au-
thorities hampered O'Brian's efforts to enforce the Espionage Act with restraint. For
example, a group of young naval officers stationed at Ellis Island took it upon them-
selves to make wholesale arrests of aliens whom they suspected of being enemy
spies. See Memorandum from John Lord O'Brien to Attorney General Thomas Grego-
ry 1 (Dec. 14, 1917) (copy on file with author). Despite the fact that the officers
lacked any authority to make arrests and that the arrests were groundless in any
event, the officers jailed several hundred immigrants in 1917. See id, Naval authori-
ties approved these actions. See id. After O'Brian's aides secured the release of a
number of the arrestees, the Naval Intelligence Office lodged an official complaint
with the President requesting the power to make arrests. See Memorandum from
John Lord O'Brian to Attorney General Thomas Gregory (Nov. 13, 1917) (copy on
file with author). "For some reason," O'Brian wrote, "it is [the Navy's] view that ev-
ery alien once arrested should be interned for the whole period of the war, regard-
less of his degree of guilt, his family or dependents, or similar considerations." Mem-
orandum from John Lord O'Brian to Attorney General Thomas Gregory 3 (Dec. 14,
1917) (copy on file with author).
143. John Lord O'Brian, Civil Liberty in War Time, Address before the New York
State Bar Association 5 (Jan. 17-18, 1919) (transcript on file with the SUNY-Buffalo
Law Library).
144. See HARRY N. SCHEIBER, THE WILSON ADMINISTRATION AND CIVIL LIBERTIES
1917-1921 46-49 (1960).
145. See id. at 47.
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Louis newspaper. 146 In another case, a movie producer was given
a ten-year sentence for showing the film, The Spirit of '76, which
included a scene depicting British war atrocities during the
American Revolution.14 This offending scene, the judge rea-
soned, "tended to raise questions about the good faith of Ameri-
ca's war-time ally." 148
Public officials and journalists pressured the Justice Depart-
ment to deal with suspected spies, pro-German aliens, and
"slackers" 49 with greater harshness. 5 ° O'Brian and Bettman
expressed concern about the effects of this type of publicity." 1
O'Brian obtained and read the typed manuscript of a book draw-
ing parallels between anti-German newspaper propaganda and
the lynching of Robert Praeger, a German-American who was
attacked by a mob while attempting to register for the draft." 2
As O'Brian and his staff quickly realized, self-styled spy chasers
and protectors of liberty created more social disruption than
German agents ever could have hoped to achieve.'53
In the spring of 1918, amid growing suspicions of disloyalty,
Congress enacted the sedition amendments to the federal espio-
nage statute. 54 The process leading to the passage of this now
infamous legislation began rather innocuously, with a proposal
by Attorney General Gregory to clarify two ambiguities in the
language of the original Espionage Act. 5 5 A bill amending the
146. Stokes v. United States, 264 F. 18, 20 (8th Cir. 1920). The Stokes conviction
was reversed in 1920. See id. at 26. For a representative description of district court
rulings in Espionage Act cases, see ZECHARIAH CHAFEE, JR., FREE SPEECH IN THE
UNITED STATES 51-60 (1942).
147. See Goldstein v. United States, 258 F. 908, 910-11 (9th Cir. 1919).
148. GOLDSTEIN, supra note 116, at 114.
149. "Slackers" were men who avoided military service. See supra note 122.
150. For example, a U.S. Congressman urged the quick hanging of all treasonable
and seditious persons. See Kahn Would Silence Sedition with Rope, N.Y. TIMES,
Mar. 25, 1918, at 8.
151. See O'Brian, supra note 143, at 5.
152. See Douglass, The Newspapers and Democracy (1918) (unpublished manuscript,
on file with the SUNY-Buffalo Law Library).
153. See O'Brian, supra note 143, at 5.
154. See Espionage Act, ch. 75, 40 Stat. 553.
155. The first revision would have prohibited efforts to interfere with the flotation
of war bonds explicitly, a gray area under the original statute, while the second
would have made it clear that attempts to obstruct the draft were illegal. This sec-
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Espionage Act in the limited manner requested by the Attorney
General easily passed in the House.'56 The Senate Judiciary
Committee, however, drastically rewrote the bill to prohibit vir-
tually every imaginable manifestation of disloyalty. 157 The Judi-
ciary Committee copied its revisions nearly verbatim from a
sweeping syndicalism statute that had recently been enacted in
Montana,'58 the home state of Committee member Thomas J.
Walsh. The day after the revised sedition bill was reported out
of the Judiciary Committee, Charles Warren, then a Justice De-
partment aide, advised Gregory that the new provisions were
"drastic and extreme" and might generate "a storm of disapprov-
al" across the country.'59 "The administration and this Depart-
ment will be attacked and will undoubtedly be held responsible
by the people for this suggested legislation," Warren wrote,
"even though it was not drafted by us." 6 ° Urging the Depart-
ment and the administration to disclaim any responsibility for
the amendment, Warren asked whether "a Democratic Adminis-
tration [could] afford, even by silence, to give consent to so re-
pressive a statute."'6 '
ond proposal was an attempt to overrule a decision by U.S. District Judge George
M. Bourquin, which held that the Espionage Act did not criminalize attempts to ob-
struct the draft, only actual obstruction. See United States v. Hall, 248 F. 150, 153
(D. Mont. 1918). For a description of the background and aftermath of this case, see
POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 27-29.
156. POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 31.
157. One cannot overstate the vague, all-encompassing nature of the Judiciary Com-
mittee revisions. Added to the House version of the amendment were the following
offenses: uttering, printing, writing, or publishing any disloyal, profane, scurrilous, or
abusive language--or language intended to cause contempt, scorn, contumely, or dis-
repute-regarding the form of government of the United States, the Constitution, the
flag, or the uniform of the Army or Navy; or any language intended to incite resis-
tance to the United States or promote the cause of its enemies; urging any curtail-
ment of production of any things necessary to the prosecution of the war with intent
to hinder its prosecution; advocating, teaching, defending, or suggesting the doing of
any of these acts; and words or acts supporting or favoring the cause of any country
at war with us, or opposing the cause of the United States therein. See Act of May
16, 1918, ch. 75, 40 Stat. 553 (repealed 1921).
158. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 31.
159. Memorandum from Charles Warren, United States Department of Justice, to
Attorney General Thomas Gregory 3 (Apr. 3, 1918) (copy on file with author).
160. Id
161. Id- at 4.
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Despite these misgivings, the Justice Department ultimately
supported the sedition amendments. One reason for this support
was that the new language was tied to a portion of the amend-
ment proposed by the Attorney General that, although limited in
scope, the Department thought was essential to its ability to
enforce the draft obstruction clause of the original statute.162
Some Justice Department officials believed, mistakenly as it
turned out, that the sweeping language of the amendment would
calm mob hysteria by demonstrating the government's resolve in
punishing disloyalty. As Alfred Bettman of the Justice Depart-
ment explained, the "only excuse" for the sedition amendment
"was to allay the public sentiment."' 6 After a clause was added
that exempted Congress from prosecution for publicly criticizing
the administration, the amendment passed with little opposi-
tion.16
4
Hoping to sound a note of restraint, Attorney General Gregory
issued a confidential memorandum to all U.S. Attorneys urging
them to enforce the new law with caution.'65 Gregory warned
that the statute "should not be permitted to become the medium
whereby efforts are made to suppress honest, legitimate criti-
cism of the administration or discussion of Government policies;
nor should it be permitted to become a medium for personal
feuds or persecution."'66 The protection of "loyal persons from
unjust suspicion and persecution," Gregory stressed, "is quite as
important as the suppression of actual disloyalty." 67
162. O'Brian feared that Judge Bourquin's distinction between attempts to obstruct
and actual obstruction of the draft would "practically nullify .. . prosecutions" under
this clause. Memorandum from John Lord O'Brian, Special Assistant to the Attorney
General for War Work, to Attorney General Thomas Gregory 2 (Feb. 27, 1918) (copy
on file with author).
163. Letter from Alfred Bettman, Department of Justice, to Zechariah Chafee, Jr.,
Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School (Sept. 20, 1919), quoted in POLENBERG, su-
pra note 15, at 31.
164. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 32-33. The final vote in the House was
291-1, with the single vote against the measure cast by Meyer London, a Socialist
representative from New York. See id. at 33.
165. See Memorandum from Attorney General Thomas Gregory to all U.S. Attor-
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The Attorney General's warnings had little impact. As
O'Brian put it, the sedition amendments "fanned animosities
into flame, vastly increasing the amount of suspicion and com-
plaints throughout the country."16 The new act resulted in in-
creasing numbers of arrests and prosecutions. Perhaps the most
famous example was the arrest of Eugene V. Debs in Canton,
Ohio, following a speech in which he told the audience they were
"fit for something better than... cannon fodder."'69 Undercover
federal agents who had attended the gathering in order to as-
semble evidence against Debs transcribed the speech. 7 ° The
next day, the local U.S. Attorney sent a verbatim transcript of
the speech to O'Brian in Washington with a letter expressing his
opinion that Debs had violated the newly expanded Espionage
Act. '7 O'Brian disagreed. He told the U.S. Attorney that "it is
highly important that prosecutions be avoided in cases of this
kind which do not violate.., express provisions [of the Act]. " "2
Although acknowledging that "the case is not without serious
doubts," O'Brian concluded that the statements identified in the
Debs transcript, "in and of themselves, do not violate the law." "v'
O'Brian recommended that the U.S. Attorney refrain from prose-
cuting Debs.' 7 ' Rejecting this advice, the prosecutor ordered
Debs's arrest and obtained a conviction that a unanimous
Supreme Court ultimately upheld. 7 5 Questionable prosecutions
soon became so widespread that Attorney General Gregory di-
rected all U.S. Attorneys to seek the approval of the Justice De-
partment before submitting any case to a grand jury.'76
168. O'Brian, supra note 143, at 18.
169. JOHNSON, supra note 116, at 72.
170. See id. at 72 n.43.
171. See Letter from E.S. Wertz, U.S. Attorney, to John Lord O'Brian, Special As-
sistant to the Attorney General for War Work (June 17, 1918) (copy on file with the
SUNY-Buffalo Law Library).
172. Letter from John Lord O'Brian, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for




175. See Debs v. United States, 249 U.S. 211, 216-17 (1919).
176. See U.S. Department of Justice Circular No. 908 from Thomas Gregory, U.S.




O'Brian and his aides were uniquely positioned to understand
the social effects of repression and to develop their own ideas
about the functions of free speech.177 Within weeks after Alfred
Bettman joined the Division, he began to see that government
efforts to stifle radical groups actually served to strengthen
and further radicalize them.' In a memorandum to O'Brian,
Bettman highlighted a passage from a report of the President's
Mediation Commission stating that the overt repression of labor
uprisings would increase membership in radical organizations by
turning their leaders into martyred heroes.'79 "Personal bitter-
ness and more intense industiral [sic] strife inevitably result"
from a policy aimed at silencing radical organizations, the report
warned.80 Bettman told O'Brian that he had "much interest[" in
the report, and believed the Division should take its warnings
seriously when enforcing the Espionage Act.'
As the work of the War Emergency Division drew to a close
after the armistice, Bettman devoted more attention to free
speech. After Germany was defeated, advocates for the restraint
of free speech directed their attention primarily at suspected
Bolsheviks.8 2 Having read a good deal of Bolshevik literature
himself, Bettman was convinced that the worst possible means
of dealing with Bolshevism in this country was to treat its ad-
herents as criminals."3 If Bolshevik ideas were "permitted to
bloom in the open, they [could] soon wilt," Bettman wrote; how-
ever, if stifled by government suppression, they would be given
177. O'Brian frequently spoke about the "great load of anxiety which we bore
throughout the war in endeavoring to preserve without stain the domestic adminis-
trition of law," and the "immense pressure brought to bear throughout the war on
the Department of Justice in all parts of the country for indiscriminate prosecution
demanded in behalf of a policy of wholesale repression and restraint of public opin-
ion." O'Brian, supra note 143, at 19.
178. See Memorandum from Alfred Bettman, U.S. Department of Justice, to John
Lord O'Brian, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for War Work 1 (Feb. 26,
1918) (copy on file with author) [hereinafter Bettman Memorandum (Feb. 26, 1918)].
179. See id-
180. Ic- (quoting President's Mediation Commission Report).
181. Bettman Memorandum (Feb. 26, 1918), supra note 178, at 1.
182. See CHAFEE, supra note 146, at 141-45.
183. See Memorandum from Alfred Bettman, U.S. Department of Justice, to John
Lord O'Brian, Special Assistant to the Attorney General for War Work 1 (Dec. 9,
1918) (copy on file with author).
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the "strongest nutriment possible."" 4 Allowing radical leaders to
express their opinions peacefully in public therefore would be
the best way to ensure that the movement gained little head-
way.
Shortly before the War Emergency Division disbanded,
Bettman presented his views on free speech to the Attorney
General in a carefully written memorandum entitled "Regulation
of Free Speech."8 5 Bettman maintained that tolerance toward
radical speech was vital if the country were to avoid political
revolution.8 6 The American government, democratic in theory,
was placing its own legitimacy in question by engaging in wide-
spread repression of dissent. The appearance of fairness and
tolerance in the administration of the law is just as important as
the actual operation of the law, Bettman argued.187 In order to
justify its own existence, the democratic system needed to foster
the belief that it considered all viewpoints, even those attacking
the present order. A public airing of radical views would not en-
danger the system, for such an airing would deprive speakers of
one of their strongest arguments: that the system fails to adhere
to its own democratic principles. If the government continued to
suppress radical ideas, it would succeed only in turning more
people into radicals. As Bettman put it, "arbitrary interference
with discussion is both a breeder of and a justification for revo-
lution."88 The Department of Justice bore the responsibility of
"protecting the country against violent and undemocratic types
of revolution," and it, more than any other agency, should work
to prevent suppression."8 9 Free speech, Bettman wrote, could
function "both in justification of our system and as a preventive
of revolution." 9 '
184. 1&
185. Memorandum from Alfred Bettman, U.S. Department of Justice, to Attorney
General Thomas Gregory 1 (Apr. 25, 1919) (copy on file with author).
186. See id
187. See id at 1-2.
188. Id- at 2.




I1. JUSTICE HOLMES, NINETEEN NINETEEN
If Alfred Bettman's experiences in the War Emergency Divi-
sion underscored the social and political values of free speech,
litigation under the wartime statutes created a pressing need for
legal theory. First Amendment challenges to the Espionage Act
forced many judges to grapple with free speech issues for the
first time. Although speech-related claims had been asserted
occasionally, they received scant consideration and were rejected
without much discussion or analysis."1 One reason for this was
the tremendous deference the judiciary paid to the power of the
government to regulate health, safety, and morality.'92 Another
was the commonplace deferral to William Blackstone's crabbed
definition of protected speech, which prohibited only prior re-
straint, not subsequent punishment.'93 As a result, existing law
offered little guidance as to the purpose and scope of the free
speech clause. As Holmes recalled, the judges had little choice
but to "th[ink] it out unhelped."'94
Judge Learned Hand gave the bewildered judiciary an excel-
lent guide for resolving First Amendment issues in Masses Pub-
lishing Co. v. Patten,"'9 though his reasoning was fifty years
ahead of its time. The Masses was a "monthly revolutionary
journal" published by leftist intellectuals. 96 In July 1917, New
York Postmaster Thomas G. Patten notified the journal that the
191. See, e.g., Patterson v. Colorado, 205 U.S. 454, 462 (1907) (holding that the act
of issuing a publication regarding a case still pending before a court may be pun-
ished for interfering with the operation of the court); Davis v. Massachusetts, 167
U.S. 43, 46-48 (1897) (upholding a City of Boston ordinance requiring a permit from
the mayor for any public address on public grounds).
192. For a discussion of the relationship between free speech and early conceptions
of the police power, see Alexis J. Anderson, The Formative Period of First Amend-
ment Theory, 1870-1915, 24 Am. J. LEGAL HIST. 56, 64-66 (1980).
193. See 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *151-52.
194. Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, to Zechariah
Chafee, Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School (June 12, 1922), quoted in Fred D.
Ragan, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Zechariah Chafee, Jr., and the Clear and
Present Danger Test for Free Speech: The First Year, 1919, 58 J. AM. HIST. 24, 26
(1971). •
195. 244 F. 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1917).
196. See generally LESLIE FISHBEIN, REBELS IN BOHEMIA" THE RADICALS OF THE
MASSES .1911-1917 (1982) (offering a description of The Masses).
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Postmaster General would exclude its forthcoming August issue
from the mails under a much-abused provision of the Espionage
Act.197 In granting The Masses' request for a preliminary injunc-
tion, Judge Hand used a "direct incitement" test9 . that the Su-
preme Court eventually adopted in Brandenburg v. Ohio.'99
Hand acknowledged that "there has always been a recognized
limit" to First Amendment privileges, but he rejected the view
that such a limit extended to all statements that might indirect-
ly cause others to engage in illegal behavior.0 0 Instead, Hand
construed the Espionage Act to prohibit only those statements
that directly incited violations of the Act's specific provisions. "If
one stops short of urging upon others that it is their duty or
their interest to resist the law," Hand wrote, "it seems to me one
should not be held to have attempted to cause its violation."2 '
Patten had objected to a few cartoons and passages of text, in-
cluding a poem dedicated to Emma Goldman and Alexander
Beckman, who were then serving prison terms for resisting the
draft.20 2 Under his direct incitement test, Hand concluded that
nothing in the journal ran afoul of the law.20 3
Although history ultimately vindicated the direct incitement
test, the Second Circuit reversed Hand. 20 4 The court scolded him
197. See Masses Publ'g Co., 244 F. at 536. Title XII of the Espionage Act em-
powered the Postmaster General to exclude from the mails any publication that vio-
lated any other provision of the Act. See Espionage Act, ch. 30, § 1, 40 Stat. 230
(1917) (current version at 18 U.S.C. § 1717 (Supp. 1994)).
Postmaster General Albert Sidney Burleson, who directed Patten to withhold
The Masses, found violations in an amazingly wide variety of publications, including
an issue of The Nation that criticized a slacker raid in New York City, an issue of
the Freeman's Journal and Catholic Register that had reprinted Thomas Jefferson's
views on Irish independence, and Thorstein Veblen's Imperial Germany and the In-
dustrial Revolution, despite the fact that the book had been recommended for its
propaganda value by the Committee on Public Information because it contained dam-
aging information about Germany. See CHAFEE, supra note 146, at 98-99. The fanati-
cism of Burleson was one of the chief embarrassments of O'Brian's War Emergency
Division. See Memorandum from Alfred Bettman to Thomas Gregory, Regulation of
Free Speech 2 (Apr. 25, 1919) (on file with author).
198. See Masses Publ'g Co., 244 F. at 539-43.
199. 395 U.S. 444, 447 (1969).
200. Masses Publ'g Co., 244 F. at 540.
201. Id
202. See id. at 541, 544.
203. See id. at 542.
204. See Masses Publ'g Co. v. Patten, 246 F. 24, 33 (2d Cir. 1917) (vacating in-
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for not heeding the axiom of administrative law that the deci-
sion of an administrator acting within his authority, in this case
the Postmaster acting under the Espionage Act, cannot be over-
turned unless it is plainly arbitrary or wrong." 5 The court also
renounced Hand's interpretation of the reach of the Espionage
Act.2"' According to the Second Circuit, speech would violate the
Act [i]f the natural and reasonable effect of what is said is to
encourage resistance to a law, and the words are used in an en-
deavor to persuade resistance."" 7 In this statement, the court
expressed the intertwined doctrines of "bad tendency" and "con-
structive intent" that federal judges commonly invoked in up-
holding Espionage Act convictions.0 8 Judges would find viola-
tions of the Act if the disputed statement had a "tendency" to
bring about prohibited behavior.0 9 Though the Act clearly re-
quired the element of specific intent, the doctrine of constructive
intent essentially negated this requirement because it enabled
fact finders to infer intent whenever words indirectly led to Es-
pionage Act violations because of their injurious tendencies. 10
As the Second Circuit explained the circular reasoning of the
doctrines, "considering the natural and reasonable effect of the
publication, it was intended willfully to obstruct recruiting."211
The Espionage Act cases did not reach the Supreme Court
until months after the armistice. When oral argument on the
first set of cases began in January 1919, observers followed the
proceedings closely.1 2 Eugene Debs's case drew the most atten-
tion, and many believed the Court would treat it as a test case
to rule on the constitutionality of the entire Act. 1' The Court
junction).
205. See id. at 30-31.
206. See id, at 37-38.
207. Id- at 38.
208. For a summary of some of the more controversial district court decisions, see
CHAFEE, supra note 146, at 51-60.
209. See id.
210. See id,
211. Masses Publ'g Co., 246 F. at 39.
212. See, e.g., Debs Case in High Court: Great Interest in Appeal Against Convic-
tion Under Espionage Act, N.Y. TnmEs, Jan. 28, 1919, at 4.
213. See id.
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handed down the first decision, Schenck v. United States,21 4 on
March 3, 1919. It announced two others, Frohwerk v. United
States. 5 and the Debs case,"' the following Monday. All three
went against the petitioners, and Justice Holmes penned all
three for a unanimous Court.1 7
In Schenck, Holmes first articulated the famous "clear and
present danger" test.2" Although many scholars have praised
Holmes for devising a liberal, speech-protective standard in
Schenck, others have argued that he failed to realize the liber-
tarian potential of his test until he dissented eight months later
in Abrams v. United States.219 Holmes purported to apply the
identical "clear and present danger" test in Abrams that he ap-
plied in Schenck, Frohwerk, and Debs, but an examination of
Holmes's correspondence, as well as an analysis of the opinions
themselves, reveals that he applied remarkably different stan-
dards.2 One striking aspect of the three March decisions is
Holmes's reliance on "bad tendency" and "constructive intent"
rationales. In Schenck, Holmes placed heavy emphasis on the
defendant's "act[,] ... its tendency[,I and the intent with which
it is done."22' The Frohwerk opinion pointed out the dangers of
"innuendo" and suggested that "a little breath would be enough
to kindle a flame."22 In Debs, Holmes stated that the defen-
dant's speech was delivered in such a manner "that its natural
and intended effect would be to obstruct recruiting."22
214. 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
215. 249 U.S. 204 (1919).
216. Debs v. United States, 249 U.S. 211 (1919).
217. See Debs, 249 U.S. at 211; Frohwerk, 249 U.S. at 204; Schenck, 249 U.S. at 47.
218. See Schenk, 249 U.S. at 52.
219. 250 U.S. 616 (1919). One of the first scholars to identify Holmes's transforma-
tion between Schenck and Abrams was Fred Ragan. See Ragan, supra note 194, at
25. For a forceful presentation of this argument, see Rabban, Emergence, supra note
16, at 1311-17.
220. See Gerald Gunther, Learned Hand and the Origins of Modern First Amend-
ment Doctrine: Some Fragments of History, 27 STAN. L. REV. 719, 755-61 (1975); see
also Ragan, supra note 194, at 44-45 (discussing the difference between the cases).
221. Schenck, 249 U.S. at 52.
222. Frohwerk, 249 U.S. at 207, 209.
223. Debs v. United States, 249 U.S. 211, 215 (1919).
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Holmes's concern with the injurious effects of "innuendo," the
"tendency" of speech to cause forbidden acts, and the "little
breath" that might "kindle a flame," contrasts sharply with the
eloquent plea for free speech in his Abrams dissent. Holmes lat-
er told Chafee that in Schenck he believed Blackstone's con-
stricted definition of protected speech was "unrefuted, wrong-
ly.... I simply was ignorant."2" By November 1919, however,
Holmes had abandoned his earlier thinking and reformulated
the "clear and present danger" test into a far more liberal doc-
trine. Instead of seeing the dangers of speech, Holmes praised
the "sweeping command" of the First Amendment. 25 Even
Holmes's customary use of metaphor to convey his points reflect-
ed a different understanding of speech. The dominant metaphor
of the March decisions was fire: the "little breath" that can "kin-
dle a flame";2 26 shouting "fire" in a crowded theater.2 In
Abrams, Holmes instead invoked a metaphorical "market" in
which ideas, bad and good, competed in the timeless human
struggle for truth.122 Rather than focusing on the "tendency" of
speech to produce violence, as a small fire might spread into a
conflagration, Holmes found speech essential to the advance-
ment of knowledge through a "free trade in ideas."2 29  The
Abrams dissent was not a natural outgrowth of the March deci-
sions but a fundamental change in Holmes's understanding of
the nature and functions of speech.
Some writers have attempted to explain why Holmes changed
positions so radically between March and November of 1919.230
For the most part, these writers stress Holmes's relationship
with three people: Learned Hand, Zechariah Chafee, Jr., and,
224. Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, to Zechariah
Chafee, Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School (June 12, 1922), quoted.in Ragan,
supra note 194, at 26.
225. Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630-31 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
226. Frohwerk, 249 U.S. at 209.
227. Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 50, 52 (1919).
228. See Abrams, 250 U.S. at 630 (Holmes, J., dissenting).
229. Id
230. See, e.g., David S. Bogen, The Free Speech Metamorphosis of Mr. Justice
Holmes, 11 HOFSTRA L. REV. 97, 98-99 (1982) (discussing other authors' explanations);
Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at 1311-17; Ragan, supra note 194, at 39-44.
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Ernst Freund.2"' Holmes's correspondence with Hand and his
reading of Freund and Chafee generally are credited as the chief
factors influencing Holmes's transformation between the March
decisions and Abrams.232 Scholars have paid less attention to the
social and political factors that may have influenced Holmes's
thinking. These factors not only affected Holmes; they also
helped shape the ideas of Hand, Chafee, and Freund, the very
ideas Holmes found so appealing.
Holmes's correspondence with Hand began after a chance en-
counter on a train in June 1918.23 They discussed their
thoughts on free speech during the trip, and they continued the
conversation in a series of letters.3 4 Hand believed that opinions
"are at best provisional hypotheses, incompletely tested."235 Be-
cause one can never be assured of the truth of dominant opin-
ions, judges should not silence others who "insist upon saying
things which look against Provisional Hypothesis Number Twen-
ty-Six, the verification of which to date may be found in its prop-
er place in the card catalogue."2 ' Holmes replied that "free
speech stands no differently than freedom from vaccination."237
Rather than tolerating an enemy, a person should "take thy
place on the one side or the other ... [and] kill him if thou
Canst," because "man's destiny is to fight."238 Written the sum-
mer before the Schenck, Frohwerk, and Debs decisions, this
statement reflects thoughts Holmes himself later admitted were
231. See, e.g., Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at 1315; Ragan, supra note 194,
at 39-44.
232. See Gunther, supra note 220, at 719; Ragan, supra note 194, at 39-44.
233. See Gunther, supra note 220, at 732.
234. See id. at 732-35, 755-61.
235. Letter from Learned Hand, Judge, U.S. District Court for the Southern Dis-
trict of New York, to Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court (June 22,
1918), quoted in Gunther, supra note 220, at 755.
236. Id, quoted in Gunther, supra note 220, at 756.
237. Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, to Learned
Hand, Judge, U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York (June 24,
1919), quoted in Gunther, supra note 220, at 757.
238. Id In this passage, Holmes remains true to his martial inclinations formed as
a soldier in the American Civil War. See John Gorham Palfrey, Introduction, in 1
HOLMES-POLLOCK LETTERS: THE CORRESPONDENCE OF MR. JUSTICE HOLES AND SIR




wrong. According to Holmes's pre-Abrams philosophy, speech
was no different than other forms of human activity, and it
could be restricted by laws that "correspond with the actual feel-
ings and demands of the community, whether right or wrong."239
Hand's views on tolerance bore greater similarity to the "mar-
ketplace" rationale adopted by Holmes in Abrams.
In March 1919, Hand wrote a letter to Holmes criticizing the
Debs and Frohwerk opinions and pointing out the harmful social
effects that might result if the Court were to continue its adher-
ence to the "bad tendency" doctrine.240 Hand saw no logic in the
idea that "responsibility for speech has ever been that the result
is known as likely to follow."241 A better test, Hand thought, was
that "responsibility only began when the words were directly an
incitement" to illegal conduct and not merely when the words
might tend to encourage it.242 Considering the upheaval of the
times, Hand suggested that the bad tendency doctrine might be
a "dangerous test" because "men are excited and since juries are
especially clannish groups."2" Hand feared that the doctrine
would only increase unrest by intimidating those "who might
moderate the storms of popular feeling."2" Recalling the Masses
case, Hand wrote that the bad tendency rule, coupled with the
zealotry of the postmaster, "certainly terrorized some of the
press whose voices were much needed."245 In Hand's view, Debs
and Frohwerk might add to further disorder, even if Holmes was
not yet willing to see it.
246
239. OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW 36 (Mark De Wolfe Howe ed.,
Harvard Univ. Press 1963) (1881).
240. See Letter from Learned Hand, Judge, U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York, to Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court (Mar.
1919), quoted in Gunther, supra note 220, at 758.
241. Id
242. Id.
243. Id., quoted in Gunther, supra note 220, at 759.
244. Id.
245. Id.
246. Hand wrote to Holmes, stating that Debs and Frohwerk "will serve to intimi-
date,--throw a scare into,-many a man." Id. Holmes replied, "I don't quite get your
point." Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, to Learned
Hand, Judge, U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York (Apr. 3,
1919), quoted in Gunther, supra note 220, at 759.
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Ernst Freund, a law professor at the University of Chicago,
criticized Holmes even more pointedly in an article published in
The New Republic. 47 He wrote that the Debs decision represent-
ed "the arbitrariness of the whole idea of implied provocation."2 '
The "draconic sentences" imposed under a "crude piece of legisla-
tion" were intended to silence political agitators through intimi-
dation and terror, Freund wrote.24 Instead of silencing radical-
ism, however, the tactic would "merely serve to create animosity
and bitterness with reference to our processes of justice."250
To identify Debs and his followers as felons, Freund declared,
would "dignify the term felony instead of degrading them."251
The social impact of the Debs ruling would be to legitimize law-
lessness and public disorder, for "every thief and robber will be
justified in feeling that some of the stigma has been taken from
his crime and punishment."52 Freund noted that, by sanctioning
repression, the Supreme Court created "an enormous amount of
dissatisfaction" and strengthened "the forces of discontent."253 He
warned that "in the long run sound law cannot be inimical to
sound policy."254 Although government officials might believe
that suppression stops rebellion before it gathers steam, they
were actually unleashing a "loose and arbitrary law which at
some time may react against [them]."255 Freund concluded that
"[tioleration of adverse opinion is not a matter of generosity, but
of political prudence."256
247. See Ernst Freund, The Debs Case and Freedom of Speech, NEW REPUBLIC,
May 3, 1919, at 13.
248. Id. at 14.
249. k






256. Id. Shortly after Freund's article appeared, Learned Hand wrote to Freund
that the article "was a great comfort to me" and "express[ed] my own opinion much
better than I could myself." Letter from Learned Hand, Judge, U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of New York, to Ernst Freund, Professor, University of
Chicago School of Law (May 7, 1919), quoted in Douglas H. Ginsburg, Afterword, 40
U. CHI. L. REv. 243, 244 (1973).
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Holmes was so piqued by Freund's article that he wrote a let-
ter about the March decisions originally addressed to Herbert
Croly, an editor of The New Republic. Although still maintaining
that the Court had decided Debs correctly, Holmes's retreat was
clearly underway. He wrote that he "hated to have to write the
Debs case and still more those of [Schenck and Frohwerk]."5 7
Holmes "could not see the wisdom of pressing the cases, espe-
cially when the fighting was over and I think it quite possible
that if I had been on the jury I should have been for acquit-
tal."25 In a revealing passage, Holmes ruminated over the social
effects of repression, writing that "in the main I am for aeration
of all effervescing convictions-there is no way so quick for let-
ting them get flat."259
If Holmes was beginning to see connections between govern-
ment repression and social disorder, the events of 1919 gave him
much to ponder. Nineteen nineteen was a year of strikes and
riots. There was an omnipresent, if amorphous, fear of Bolshevik
and anarchist insurrection.26 ° In early February, the Seattle
Central Labor Council announced plans for a strike of all work-
ers in that city in an effort to force a favorable settlement of a
shipyard workers strike.261 General strikes had been rare in
American labor history, and the announcement of Seattle's gen-
eral strike evoked images of mass rebellion.262 When the strike
commenced on February 6, newspapers across the country saw
red. The Washington Post analogized the strike to "the road
257. Enclosure with Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme
Court, to Harold Laski, Instructor, Harvard College (May 13, 1919), in 1 HOLMEs-.
LASKI LETTERS: THE CORRESPONDENCE OF MR. JUSTICE HOLMES AND HAROLD J.
LASKI 1916-1936 153 (Mark De Wolfe Howe ed., 1963) [hereinafter HOLEs-LAsKI
LETTERS].
258. Id.
259. Id. After writing the letter "to ease my mind," Holmes ultimately decided
against mailing it to Croly, "as some themes may become burning." Id. at 152-53.
Instead, Holmes sent the letter to his friend Harold Laski. Holmes told Laski that
he thought Freund's article was "poor stuff." Id. at 153.
260. John Dos Passos evokes the spirit of the time in 1919, th6 second novel of his
U.S.A. trilogy. See, JOHN Dos PASSOS, U.S. 357-761 (Library of America, 1996)
(1932).
261. See Troops on Guard in Seattle Strike, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 7, 1919, at 1.
262. See MURRAY, supra note 124, at 60-61.
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traveled by the bolsheviki in Russia,"263 and the Chicago Tribune
suggested that "it is only a middling step from Petrograd to
Seattle."264 On the first morning of the strike, Seattle Mayor Ole
Hanson led a procession of federal troops into Seattle with a
huge American flag draped over his car.265 "The time has come,"
Hanson declared, "for every person in Seattle to show his Ameri-
canism.... The anarchists in this community shall not rule its
affairs."266 Despite press accounts to the contrary, the strikers
were never more than a loosely organized coalition.26 v After local
AFL unions threatened to withdraw their support, the strike
was called off on February 10, four days after it began.268 The
Seattle Star blazed, "FULL STEAM AHEAD! ... Today this Bol-
shevik-sired nightmare is at an end."269
Anti-Bolshevik hysteria reached even greater heights that
spring. On April 29, a bomb was delivered to the home of former
Senator Thomas Hardwick of Georgia, seriously injuring his wife
and another person.270 After receiving a description of the pack-
age, a New York postal employee alerted authorities to identical
bombs addressed to more than thirty prominent public figures,
including Holmes. 7' On May Day, demonstrations and riots
broke out in New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Boston, and
other cities, as police and vigilante mobs attacked paraders cele-
brating the traditional laborer's holiday. 2 Although the protes-
263. The Rule of the Mob, WASH. POST, Feb. 10, 1919, at 6.
264. The Seattle Soviet, CHI. TRIB., Feb. 7, 1919, at 6.
265. See MURRAY, supra note 124, at 63.
266. Seattle to Face Army Rule Unless Strike Ends Today, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 8,
1919, at 1.
267. See MURRAY, supra note 124, at 60-64.
268. See id. at 64.
269. SEATTLE STAR, Feb. 11, 1919, at 1. Ole Hanson quickly cashed in on his new-
found popularity. After the strike, Hanson resigned as mayor and toured the lecture
circuit giving talks on the evils of Bolshevism, "an activity which netted him $38,000
in seven months while his salary as Mayor of Seattle had been only $7,500 a year."
MURRAY, supra note 124, at 66.
270. See Bomb Injures Ex-Senator's Wife, Maims a Servant, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 30,
1919, at 1.
271. See Thirty-Six Were Marked as Victims by Bomb Conspirers, N.Y. TIMES, May
1, 1919, at 1.
272. See Widespread Disturbances Mark May Day Celebrations Here and Abroad,
N.Y. TIMES, May 2, 1919, at 3.
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tors were mainly the targets rather than the instigators of the
violence, the press interpreted the riots as a well-organized bat-
tle to advance the Bolsheviks' master plan for worldwide domi-
nation. v3
In the summer, a number of northern cities experienced race
riots, with the bloodiest occurring in Washington, D.C. and Chi-
cago, where over forty people died." 4 The press again declared
the riots to be Bolshevik-inspired, but added a racist twist. The
New York Times, for example, warned that radicals were at-
tempting to "undermine the loyalty of the negroes."275 J. Edgar
Hoover reported to Congress that "a certain class of Negro lead-
ers" espoused "Bolsheviki or Soviet doctrines,' had been 'openly,
defiantly assertive' of their 'own equality or even superiority'
and had demanded 'social equality.'
276
Imported Bolshevism also was blamed for causing the Boston
police strike, the steel strike, and the soft coal strike-the three
"great fall strikes" of 1919.277 In each case, conservative business
interests attempted to break the strikes by capitalizing on anti-
communist hysteria.278 At the same time, reactionary right-wing
organizations enjoyed an upsurge in membership and influence.
273. For an account of the May Day riots, see MURRAY, supra note 124, at 67-81.
274. See MURRAY B. LEVIN, POLITICAL HYSTERIA IN AMERICA THE DEMOCRATIC CA-
PACITY FOR REPRESSION 71 (1971).
275. Bolshevism Taught to Negroes, N.Y. TIES, June 30, 1919, at 10.
276. GOLDSTEIN, supra note 116, at 150 (quoting ARTHUR I. WASKOW, FROM RACE
RIOT TO SIT-IN, 1919 AND THE 1960s 189-90 (1966)).
277. See MURRAY, supra note 124, at 122-65.
278. When two-thirds of the police officers in Boston struck on September 9, the
newspapers substantiated their charges of Bolshevism merely by quoting prominent
business leaders and chamber of commerce members who labeled the strikers as
"agents of Lenin" and "[Blolshevists." MURRAY, supra note 124, at 126. Likewise,
steel and coal interests worked to shape public perception of the labor disputes in
their industries. See id. at 135-65. These interests transformed the basic issues over
which the workers struck-working conditions, wages, and recognition of labor orga-
nizations-into a single issue of Bolshevism versus Americanism. See ic. Business
leaders purchased scores of newspaper advertisements urging readers to "STAND BY
AMERICA," 'SHOW UP THE RED AGITATOR FOR WHAT HE IS," and "BEWARE
THE AGITATOR WHO MAKES LABOR A CATSPAW FOR BOLSHEVISM." Id& at
143. The. steel industry also circulated false stories, duly reported in the newspapers,
that workers earned up to $70 a day on the job and therefore were not striking for
higher wages. See id at 142-43. These and similar efforts to mold public opinion
created the impression that the fall strikes were yet another display of Bolshevism.
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Some of these groups, such as the American Defense Society and
the National Security League, had flourished during the war.
2 7 9
Now, with the German enemy vanquished, the groups redirected
their venom toward European radicals."' The Bolsheviks served
as ready replacements for the Hun.
Other right-wing organizations were formed after the war. For
example, in May 1919, a contingent of World War I veterans
founded the American Legion in order to "foster and perpetuate
one hundred per cent Americanism."28' Through its major organ,
the American Legion Weekly, Legionnaires vilified radicals and
urged drastic government action, including "the immediate de-
portation of all individuals, whether citizens or aliens, who de-
famed the American way of life."282 By the end of 1919, the
American Legion boasted more than a million members.28 3 Mem-
bership in the Ku Klux Klan also mushroomed during this peri-
od as Klan leaders linked racism and anti-Semitism with hyper-
patriotic ideals.28 '
Pressured to stem the Bolshevik tide, state legislatures passed
dozens of anti-radical statutes in 1919. Twenty-seven states
passed statutes banning the display of red flags.285 Other legisla-
tion took the form of criminal syndicalism, anarchy, and sedition
laws that granted sweeping powers to state and local officials to
punish the expression of objectionable opinions. 28 In each case,
the legislation was backed by business interests that believed
that holding radical labor in check was an economic necessity.
287
279. See id. at 12.
280. See id. at 14-16.
281. Id. at 88 (quoting Caucus of the American Legion Proceedings and Committees
at St. Louis, Missouri 155 (1919)).
282. Id.
283. See MURRAY, supra note 124, at 88.
284. See generally JOHN MOFFATT MECKLIN, THE Ku KLUX KLAN: A STUDY OF THE
AMERICAN MIND (1924) (giving a contemporaneous account of the Ku Klux Klan and
its efforts to commingle Americanism, racism, and anti-Semitism).
285. See GOLDSTEIN, supra note 116, at 147.
286. See id.
287. For the most comprehensive study of the passage of anti-radical legislation
during this period, see Eldridge Foster Dowell, A History of Criminal Syndicalism
Legislation in the United States, 57 JOHNS HOPKINS U. STUD. IN HIST. & POL. SCI.
13 (1939). "[Elmployers ... saw in the philosophy and practices of the radical
groups a threat to . . . the social and economic order." Id- at 46.
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Although there are no reliable figures on the number of persons
prosecuted under these statutes from 1919 to 1920, the best esti-
mate places the number at approximately 1,400.288
In June 1919, as the "red summer" was heating up, the Har-
vard Law Review published Freedom of Speech in War Time,289
an article that was to have tremendous influence on Holmes's
thinking. The article was written by Zechariah Chafee, Jr., a
thirty-three-year-old law professor who had joined the Harvard
law faculty three years earlier to teach courses on commercial
law, insurance, and equity.9 It was through his course on equi-
ty that Chafee first became interested in First Amendment is-
sues.291 The use of injunctions as prior restraints on publication
focused his attention on freedom of the press.292 Chafee's interest
in the area sharpened with the passage of the Espionage Act,
and during the war he tracked most of the free speech cases
challenging the Act.293
Chafee was an unlikely civil libertarian. Both his mother and
father were wealthy Rhode Island industrialists,294 and Chafee
was proud of his conservative business inclinations. He once
wrote: "My people have been business people for generations.
They have made money. My family is a family that has money. I
believe in property and I believe in making money."295 Although
at first glance Chafee's writings on free speech appear entirely
libertarian and have been interpreted that way by many consti-
tutional scholars, they seem equally motivated by a combination
of noblesse oblige, professional self-interest, and commitment to
288. See 4 THE AMERICAN LABOR YEAR Boomc 1921-22, at 26 (Alexander Trachten-
berg & Benjamin Glassberg eds., 1922). Of this number, approximately 300 were
finally convicted. See id.
289. See Chafee, supra note 33.
290. See DONALD L. SMITH, ZECHARIAH CHAFEE, JR.: DEFENDER OF LIBERTY AND
LAW 1-2 (1986).
291. See id, at 16.
292. See id
293. See id. at 13-16 (stating that Chafee was "shaken ... by repressions under
the federal Espionage Act of 1917").
294. See i at 59-65.
295. Zechariah Chafee, Jr., Address to the Harvard University Board of Overseers
(May 21, 1921), quoted in FELIX FRANKFURTER, FELIX FRANKFURTER REMINISCES: RE-
CORDED IN TALKs WrrH DR. HARLAN B. PHILLIPs 177 (1960).
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the maintenance of conservative values. Chafee once told a
friend:
When I am loafing around on my boat, or taking an inordi-
nately large number of strokes on the golf course I occasional-
ly think of these poor devils [convicted under the wartime
statutes] who won't be out for five or ten years and [I] want
to do a bit to make the weight of society less heavy on
them.296
Perhaps more to the point than Chafee's sense of genteel obliga-
tion, however, was his desire to secure a professional niche by
publishing original scholarship. His initial research revealed
practically no literature on freedom of speech.297 As Chafee's bi-
ographer points out, he "longed to be a writer, and the un-
charted terrain of the First Amendment clearly offered a young
legal scholar many opportunities to write."298 Chafee also under-
stood free speech as a means to preserve the conservative status
quo. Throughout his writings, Chafee argues that free speech
serves to prevent radicalism and preserve the existing order.299
After the Supreme Court announced its decisions in Schenck,
Frohwerk, and Debs, Chafee set out to revise the "clear and
present danger" standard in a way that accorded with his own
beliefs. Chafee agreed with the view that repression was a
"breeder of revolution" and that free expression, if properly man-
aged, would tend to dissipate social unrest and reinforce popular
loyalty to the government."'0 He found the March decisions trou-
bling because they seemed to foreshadow even greater repres-
sion ahead. 0 ' Instead of criticizing the decisions directly, as
Freund had chosen to do, Chafee attempted to make a case that
296. Letters from Zechariah Chafee, Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School, to
Sayre MacNeil (May 4, 1922 & Oct. 9, 1923), quoted in SMIrH, supra note 290, at 2.
297. See SMITH, supra note 290, at 16-17. Chafee wrote that "[tihe cases are too
few . . .to develop any definite boundary between lawful and unlawful speech." Id.
at 17.
298. Ido at 16.
299. For a fuller treatment of this aspect of Chafee's thought, see infra notes 375-
88 and accompanying text.
300. See id.
301. See G. Crawford Moorefield III, Zechariah Chafee, Jr., Defender of Liberty, 22
HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REv. 284, 286-87 (1987) (book review).
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Holmes's "clear and present danger" language was intended to
establish a protective standard all along, despite all evidence to
the contrary." 2 Although Chafee has been justly criticized for his
lack of candor, 3 the strategy worked brilliantly. As Chafee later
told Felix Frankfurter, "[in 1918-19 1 was ready to welcome any
acceptance of this solution [to the free speech problem] .... The
clear and present danger test is one way of describing the solu-
tion and making it vivid."3 ' Although Chafee preferred Learned
Hand's direct incitement test, "a reversed district judge can't be
profitably set up against a unanimous Supreme Court.""0 5
Chafee thus chose to take the clear and present danger test as a
given but to work to transform it into a liberal doctrine.0 '
Chafee launched this revision on several fronts. First, he at-
tempted to read the "bad tendency" and "constructive intent"
doctrines out of what he called the "normal" standard for the
punishment of speech. 0 7 The authors of the First Amendment,
Chafee wrote, intended to abolish both doctrines in response to
their own experiences with British censorship. 8' The "normal"
test for the limits of free speech, as expressed by the Framers,
was essentially a direct incitement test similar to that advocated
by Learned Hand. 09 Next, Chafee asserted that Holmes's clear
and present danger test "substantially agrees" with the "normal"
direct incitement test310 and therefore would be "a good test for
future free speech cases."' In addition, Chafee offered a theo-
retical rationale for free speech that he privately said was the
"key" to his entire argument.3 11 "One of the most important pur-
302. See Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at 1294-96.
303. See id-
304. Letter from Zechariah Chafee, Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School, to Fe-
lix Frankfurter, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court (Aug. 29, 1949), quoted in SMITH, supra
note 290, at 34.
305. Id.
306. See Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at 1294-96.
307. See Chafee, supra note 33, at 949-53; Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at
1287-89.
308. See Chafee, supra note 33, at 947.
309. See id, at 959-63.
310. Id at 967.
311. Id. at 969.
312. See Papers of Zechariah Chafee, Jr. (on file with the Harvard Law Library),
quoted in Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at 1285.
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poses of society and government is the discovery and spread of
truth on subjects of general concern," Chafee wrote, asserting
that "[t]he First Amendment gives binding force to this principle
of political wisdom."
313
The conclusions Chafee drew in Freedom of Speech in War
Time are almost entirely unsupportable. His interpretation of
legal history, his conjectures about the Framers' intent, and his
assertions about the clear and present danger test are all plainly
wrong. 14 As David Rabban notes, "[w]ritten under the guise of
scholarship, Freedom of Speech in War Time was essentially a
work of propaganda." 15 As propaganda, however, the article suc-
ceeded admirably. By asserting that Holmes had in fact set forth
a protective standard in Schenck, Chafee provided a rationale
that enabled Holmes to change his mind without losing face. In
the summer of 1919, amid increasing social disorder, anti-Bol-
shevik hysteria, and pointed criticisms of the Supreme Court,
Holmes began to see that changing his mind might not be such
a bad idea.$16
Soon after Freedom of Speech in War Time was published,
Harold Laski arranged for a meeting between Holmes and
Chafee.3 17 Laski, who had given Holmes an early version of the
article, hoped that a discussion among Holmes, Chafee, and him-
self might help to sway the Justice's views.3 18 Laski wrote to
Chafee, "we must fight on it. I've read [the article] twice, and I'll
go to the stake for every word." 19 After the three met, Chafee
was not sure that either the meeting or the article had much of
an effect on Holmes. "I have talked with Justice Holmes about
the article but find that he is inclined to allow a very wide lati-
tude to Congressional discretion in the carrying on of the war,"
313. Chafee, supra note 33, at 957.
314. See generally Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at 1285-1303 (outlining
Chafee's misinterpretations concerning the legal history of the First Amendment and
Holmes's clear and present danger test).
315. I& at 1285.
316. See Ragan, supra note 194, at 43-44.
317. See SMITH, supra note 290, at 30.
318. See Ragan, supra note 194, at 42-43.
319. Letter from Harold Laski, Instructor, Harvard College, to Zechariah Chafee,
Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School (July 23, 1919), quoted in Ragan, supra
note 194, at 43.
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Chafee wrote shortly after the meeting. 2 ' Once Holmes's
Abrams dissent proved his initial pessimism wrong, though,
Chafee surmised that the Justice was simply "biding his time" in
the March 1919 decisions before revealing "his deepest thoughts
about the First Amendment.
321
When the new Supreme Court term began in October 1919,
Abrams was one of the first cases slated for argument. The case
involved an appeal brought by four activists convicted under the
Espionage Act for publishing leaflets denouncing the Wilson ad-
ministration's intervention in Russia. 22  Ironically, Alfred
Bettman had advised the Solicitor General in March "not to
force [Abrams] to an early hearing" as it "is not an absolutely
clear case." 23 If the Court had heard Abrams the previous term,
following on the heels of Schenck, Frohwerk, and Debs, and be-
fore the publication of Freedom of Speech in War Time, it is
quite possible that Holmes might not have written his famous
dissent. As it was, Holmes nearly withdrew the dissent at the
behest of his fellow Justices.324 Shortly after circulating a copy of
his opinion, Willis Van Devanter, Mahlon Pitney, and a third
Justice visited Holmes at home and "laid before him their re-
quest that in this case, which they thought affected the safety
of the country, he should, like the old soldier he had once
been, close ranks and forego individual predilections."3 5 Even
Holmes's wife recommended that he not publish the dissent.326
Of the other Justices, only Louis Brandeis agreed with Holmes,
jotting on his copy of the opinion, "I join you heartily & grateful-
ly. This is fine-very."32 ' The Supreme Court handed down the
320. Letter from Zechariah Chafee, Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School, to
Charles F. Amidon, Judge, U.S. District Court for the District of North Dakota
(Sept. 30, 1919), quoted in SiTH-, supra note 290, at 30.
321. CHAFEE, supra note 146, at 86.
322. Richard Polenberg's book, Fighting Faiths, describes the background and after-
math of the Abrams decision from the point of view of the defendants. See
POLENBERG, supra note 15.
323. Memorandum from Alfred Bettman, U.S. Department of Justice, to the Solic-
itor General (Mar. 14, 1919) (copy on file with author).
324. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 236.
325. DEAN ACHESON, MORNNG AND NOON 119 (1965).
326. See hi
327. Mr. Justice Holmes's Opinions, October Term, 1919, quoted in POLENBERG,
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Abrams decision on November 10, 1919, along with Holmes's
dissent.32 The dissent has become a classic in First Amendment
jurisprudence:
But when men have realized that time has upset many
fighting faiths, they may come to believe even more
than they believe the very foundations of their own con-
duct that the ultimate good desired is better reached by
free trade in ideas-that the best test of truth is the
power of the thought to get itself accepted in the com-
petition of the market, and that truth is the only ground
upon which their wishes safely can be carried out. That
at any rate is the theory of our Constitution. It is an
experiment, as all life is an experiment. Every year if
not every day we have to wager our salvation upon some
prophecy based upon imperfect knowledge. While that
experiment is part of our system I think that we should
be eternally vigilant against attempts to check the ex-
pression of opinions that we loathe and believe to be
fraught with death, unless they so imminently threaten
immediate interference with the lawful and pressing
purposes of the law that an immediate check is required
to save the country.329
People on both sides of the free speech issue reacted strongly
to the Abrams dissent. Those who had urged Holmes to adopt a
libertarian stance applauded the decision. In a law review arti-
cle devoted to the Abrams case, Chafee praised Holmes for the
"enduring qualities" of the opinion, calling it a "magnificent ex-
position" of the theoretical basis of free speech.3 ° Laski, who
believed the dissent was the best thing Holmes had ever writ-
ten, told the Justice that it would have "a special niche in the
temple of fame."33' Even Hand admired the dissent, despite a
solid preference for his own Masses "direct incitement" stan-
supra note 15, at 236.
328. See Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616 (1919).
329. See id. at 630 (Holmes, J., dissenting).
330. Zechariah Chafee, Jr., A Contemporary State Trial-the United States Versus
Jacob Abrams et al., 33 HARV. L. REV. 747, 769, 771 (1920).
331. Letter from Harold Laski, Professor, London School of Economics, to Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court (Jan. 27, 1924), in 1 HOLMES-LASKI
LETTERS, supra note 257, at 585.
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dard. 32 Hand admitted privately to Chafee that although he
did "not altogether like" the clear and present danger test,
"[nothing could be more needed than Justice Holmes's opinion. I
am delighted that it appeared." 3 In a letter to Holmes, Hand
predicted that "in the end your views must prevail, after people
get over the existing hysteria. It will not be the first time that
you have formed the law by a minority opinion."3 ' The liberal
press had a similar prognosis for the Abrams dissent, declaring
that it eventually would dominate First Amendment jurispru-
dence.335
Others, most notably conservative members of the legal com-
munity, condemned Holmes with equal intensity. Articles lam-
basting the dissent appeared in both the Yale Law Journal and
the Harvard Law Review."3 6 One author called the opinion "a
positive menace to society and to this Government," writing that
he was "unable to conceive how a man with the antecedents,
education, learning, attainments and .experience" of Holmes
possibly could have written such an "unfortunate and indeed
332. See POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 242.
333. Letter from Learned Hand, Judge, U.S. District Court, Southern District of
New York, to Zechariah Chafee, Langdell Professor, Harvard Law School, (Dec. 3,
1919), quoted in POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 241-42.
334. Letter from Learned Hand, Judge, U.S. District Court, Southern District of
New York, to Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court (Nov. 25, 1919),
reprinted in Gunther, supra note 220, at 760. Hand continued:
Meanwhile the merry sport of Red-baiting goes on, and the pack
gives tongue more and more shrilly. I really can't get up much sympathy
for the victims, but I own to a sense of dismay at the increase in all the
symptoms of apparent panic. How far people are getting afraid to speak,
who have anything really worth while to say, I don't know, but I am
sure that the public generally is becoming rapidly demoralized in all its
sense of proportion and toleration. For men who are not cock-sure about
everything and especially for those who are not damned cock-sure about
anything, the skies have a rather sinister appearance.
Id. at 761.
335. See, e.g., The Call to Toleration, 20 NEW REPUBLIC 360, 360 (1919) (predicting
that the Abrams opinion was "likely to bulk as important in future discussion" of
freedom of speech "as the same Justice's dissenting opinion in the case of Lochner
vs. New York did in relation to judicial interpretation of laws .. . protecting the
health and safety of wage earners").
336. See Edward S. Corwin, Freedom of Speech and Press Under the First Amend-
ment: A Rsumi, 30 YALE L.J. 48, 54 (1920); Note, The Espionage Act and the Lim-
its of Legal Toleration, 33 HARV. L. REV. 442, 446-48 (1920).
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deplorable" opinion." ' John Wigmore, Dean of the Northwestern
University Law School and the country's leading authority on
evidence, 33 3 ranted at length in an article entitled Abrams v.
U.S.: Freedom of Speech and Freedom of Thuggery in War-Time
and Peace-Time.3 9 Some of Wigmore's ire may have reflected his
wartime experiences. He had taken a leave of absence from
Northwestern to serve as a colonel in the Army Judge Advocate
General's Office, where he spearheaded the Army's registration
efforts in order to, in his words, "catch the slacker class."34° Even
putting his anti-slacker proclivities aside, Wigmore's article co-
mes across more as sound-and-fury than a reasonable airing of
disagreement. Among other things, he found the Abrams dissent
"shocking in its obtuse indifference to the vital issues at stake in
August, 1918," and "blind to the crisis-blind to the last su-
preme needs of the fighters in the field, blind to the straining
toil of the workers at home."34'
The extent of Wigmore's vitriol surprised Holmes. "Wigmore's
explosion struck me, (I only glanced at it), as sentiment rather
than reasoning," Holmes wrote to Sir Frederick Pollock, "and in
short I thought it bosh."342 On the whole, however, Holmes
seemed relieved to be finished with free speech matters, writing
that "I hope that we have heard the last, or nearly the last, of
the Espionage Act cases."343 Despite the praise and condemna-
337. C.W. German, An Unfortunate Dissent, 20 U. Mo. B. BuLL. 75, 77-78 (1920).
338. See WiLLIAM R. RoALFE, JOHN HENRY WIGMORE: SCHOLAR AND REFORMER 166
(1977).
339. 14 ILL. L. REV. 539 (1920).
340. John H. Wigmore, Guaranteeing One Hundred Percent Registration (July 29,
1918), quoted in POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 252.
Among Wigmore's many ideas at the Judge Advocate General's Office was a
plan that would have required every man of draft age to display at all times a met-
al badge on his clothing to indicate his registration status. "The psychological effect
of knowing beforehand that such marks of fulfillment of obligation would be imposed
would be a most powerful element in forcing a complete registration," Wigmore
wrote. John H. Wigmore, Measures Required for Identifying Registrants (Aug. 1,
1918), quoted in POLENBERG, supra note 15, at 252.
341. Wigmore, supra note 339, at 545, 549.
342. Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, to Sir Fred-
erick Pollock (Apr. 25, 1920), reprinted in 2 HOLMES-POLLOCK LETrERS, supra note
238, at 42.
343. Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, to Sir Fred-
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tion that greeted the opinion, Holmes never fully appreciated its
historical or legal significance. A month after writing the dis-
sent, he said it was "ancient history now," and he turned his
attention to other subjects."
IV. THE MAKING OF AMERICA'S "FIRST FREEDOM" o
In the 1920s, the concept of free speech underwent a period of
rapid transformation. Whereas it previously had been associated
with political agitators like Emma Goldman and the IWW, it
was now being reconceptualized as something that could help
defuse radicalism, give ideological content to post-war American
democracy, and provide a means of disseminating that ideology
to the masses. This new understanding of free speech involved
an interwoven set of ideas: the belief that free speech could func-
tion as a safety valve for political discontent; the recognition
that both Russian Bolsheviks and Italian fascists did not toler-
ate even mild criticism from within, and thus "freedom," and
free speech in particular, marked a clear point of departure be-
tween American democracy and competing models of govern-
ment; the realization that free speech could be used to secure
and maintain the consent of the powerless by offering a promis-
ing but safely ineffective means of acquiring power; and the
knowledge that the "marketplace of ideas" was not accessible to
all people equally, and that those having access to information
technologies could shape public opinion in profound ways.
A number of sources contributed to the development of these
ideas. Progressive magazines such as The New Republic and
The Nation were widely admired sources of social thought dur-
ing this period.345 The New Republic, for example, was founded
in 1914 as a "pragmatic" journal devoted to the discovery of "the
erick Pollock (Oct. 26, 1919), reprinted in 2 HOLIMeS-POLLOCK LETTERS, supra note
238, at 28.
344. Letter from Oliver Wendell Holmes, Justice, U.S. Supreme Court, to Sir Fred-
erick Pollock (Dec. 14, 1919), reprinted in 2 HOLMES-POLLOCK LETTERS, supra note
238, at 32.
345. See MARK A. GRABER, TRANSFORMING FREE SPEECH: THE AMBIGUOUS LEGACY
OF CIVIL LIBERTARIANISM 236 n.3 (1991) (describing The Nation as a "leading intel-
lectual weekly in the late nineteenth century").
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scientific solution of social problems."346 Its editors and contribu-
tors included Herbert Croly, Walter Lippmann, Jane Addams,
Walter Weyl, and John Dewey. 47 Each bf these thinkers was
committed to the progressive ideal of social management
through wise government policy.3 48 According to Christopher
Lasch, "[it would have been difficult to find [people] able to
write more enthusiastically or more persuasively about the pos-
sibilities of social control."3 49 The Nation, a chief rival of The
New Republic, shared a similar perspective. Owned and edited
by Oswald Garrison Villard-the grandson of William Lloyd
Garrison-The Nation was a persistent critic of government re-
pression during the Red Scare and, along with The New Repub-
lic, helped to formulate the basic concepts of America's new free
speech ideology.350
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) also played an
important role in this process. The ACLU's advocacy of free
speech rights after the war had two main consequences. First,
by portraying free speech as an effective vehicle for the attain-
ment of substantive economic and political gains, the ACLU
helped foster the idea that denial of civil rights was the real bar-
rier to equality and, by implication, that struggles for equality
necessarily were struggles for civil rights. 5' Second, by persis-
tently characterizing free speech as an abstract "right," the
ACLU obscured the social context in which that right arose and
acquired meaning. Once free speech became an abstract princi-
ple, it could be used by anyone for whatever purpose, including
the dissemination of ideas about American culture that por-
346. CHRISTOPHER LASCH, THE NEW RADICALISM IN AMERICA: THE INTELLECTUAL AS
A SOCIAL TYPE 183 (1965). For a good general description of the aims and philoso-
phy of The New Republic, see id. at 181-224.
347. See id. at 183.
348. See id.
349. Id
350. See generally David W. Noble, The New Republic and the Idea of Progress,
1914-1920, 38 MISs. VALLEY HIST. REV. 387 (1951) (explaining the emergence of a
consciousness about free speech issues in The New Republic).
351. See generally Nadine Strossen, In the Defense of Freedom and Equality: The
American Civil Liberties Union Past, Present, and Future, 29 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L.
REV. 143 (1994) (examining different critiques of the ACLU).
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trayed existing hierarchies of power as natural and just features
of the American democratic system.352
If any one source of ideas had the greatest impact, however, it
was Zechariah Chafee's book, Freedom of Speech.353 Published in
1920, Freedom of Speech included revised versions of Chafee's
earlier writings, as well as new material.3 54 Although the book is
cited most often by traditional scholars for its doctrinal advances
and by revisionist scholars for its disingenuous reinterpretation
of the "clear and present danger" test, the text demonstrates
that Chafee was as preoccupied with the social and ideological
functions of free speech as he was with matters of legal doc-
trine.355 Chafee's book reverberates with the themes of social
control, dissipation of unrest, maintenance of popular consent,
and the protection of private property.356
This section of the Article draws on these and other sources
from the period to describe four basic components of America's
"first freedom"-ideas that gained clarity and ultimately co-
alesced into a unified vision of American-style free speech in the
1920s.
A. Free Speech as Safety Valve
If the idea that tolerance of radical speech diminished the
likelihood of radical action was already a familiar one, the
events of 1919-20 provided even greater support for this "safety
valve" theory. While most of the country was caught up in anti-
Bolshevik hysteria, The New Republic and The Nation consis-
tently pointed out the dangers of political repression. 57 On Feb-
352. See, e.g., d. at 157 (noting "the ACLU's unique mission to defend all rights
neutrally, for all people" regardless of their agenda).
353. See ZECHARIAH CHAFEE, JR., FREEDOM OF SPEECH (1920); see also GRABER, su-
pra note 345, at 122 (describing Freedom of Speech as the "Bible on civil liberties
questions").
354. See GRABER, supra note 345, at 123.
355. See CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 17 (stating that "[flor the moment . . it may
be worth while to forsake the purely judicial discussion of free speech, and obtain
light upon its meaning from the history of the constitutional clauses and from the
purpose free speech serves in social and political life").
356. See ad.
357. See, e.g., Danger Ahead, 108 NATION 186 (1919); Freedom of Speech: Whose
Concern?, 18 NEw REPUBLIc 102 (1919).
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ruary 8, 1919, two days after Mayor Ole Hanson led the federal
troops into Seattle, The Nation reported that "[t]he process of
turning the thoughtful working people of the country into dan-
gerous radicals and extreme direct actionists goes merrily on." 58
Although the article reminded its readers that The Nation "has
opposed socialistic dogma as energetically as it could," it main-
tained that repression only would increase its prevalence.359
Pointing to the radicalism and dissolution of privilege that was
sweeping Europe, the article stated "we live indeed in perilous
times .... Let not our privileged classes imagine that the Unit-
ed States is immune."36 ° The article urged government leaders to
appreciate the radicalizing effects of repression. 6' "We desire no
violent revolution," it concluded, "and therefore we adjure the
holders of privilege and power solemnly to consider whither
their present course of repression leads. Perhaps it is not even
yet too late."362
The New Republic sounded similar notes of restraint: Conser-
vatives should fear political intolerance, while radicals ha[d]
the best of reasons for welcoming a policy of repression."363 In an
article entitled The Call to Toleration, the journal warned that
repressive policies led to the downfall of the Czarist Russia and,
if not checked, would have similarly disastrous consequences
here. 64 Most Americans, according to the article, were "coming
to consider violence in speech not as a safety valve against vio-
lence in action, but as a necessarily effective and malevolent
358. Danger Ahead, supra note 357, at 186.
359. Id. at 187 ("It is the men who are denying that right [of free speech], and not




362. Id- One month later, Frederic Almy published an article in The Nation illus-
trating the dangers of suppression. See Frederick Almy, The Land of the Free, 108
NATION 352 (1919). Max and Crystal Eastman had recently attempted to speak in
Buffalo, New York, on the subjects of "free speech, withdrawal from Russia, and re-
lease of political prisoners." I& The Buffalo police stopped the Eastmans before they
could deliver the speech. See id. Although they were silenced, the actions of the po-
lice brought the Eastmans nearly three thousand dollars from the audience. See id.
"It might be profitable for them to subsidize the police," Almy wrote. Id.
363. Freedom of Speech: Whose Concern?, supra note 357, at 102.
364. See The Call to Toleration, supra note 335, at 361.
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provocation to violence in action."365 This belief "will do far more
to provoke revolutionary violence than vague and empty appeals
to the proletarians."366 A possible result of "the intolerance, the
inflammation of spirit, the stupidity and the faith in force" ram-
pant in the country would be the "awful affliction of a class rev-
olution."35 7
The author of a 1920 article in Century magazine nearly ex-
hausted the metaphorical possibilities of the safety valve con-
cept: "[Als a germ dies in the sunlight, but thrives in the fetid
air of a dungeon," the author wrote, "so radical ideas are less
dangerous to an existing order when expressed than when re-
pressed."368 Quoting Justice Holmes, the article compared radical
ideas to "the not yet forgotten champagnes, the best way to let
them get flat is to let them get exposed to the air."369 After not-
ing that repression "is political and social suicide" and "breeds
revolution,"7 0 the article launched two more tropes. Like a dam
about to burst, repression "invariably results in the banking up
of a menacing flood of sullen anger behind the walls of restric-
tion." 71 The official who carries out a policy of suppression "fre-
quently discovers that he has succeeded merely in driving the
passions of the situation underground, there to gather fresh
strength for an even more serious explosion six months or a year
later."37 2 The author of these conceits was a self-proclaimed con-
servative "dependent for food, clothing, and shelter upon the
present economic order."373 As the article stressed throughout,
"conservatives have more at stake than radicals in the preserva-
tion of free speech." 74
Zechariah Chafee certainly agreed with this description of the
conservative viewpoint.76 Parts of Freedom of Speech almost
365. Id at 362.
366. I
367. Id.
368. Glenn Frank, Is Free Speech Dangerous?, 100 CENTURY 355, 356 (1920).
369. Id
370. Id at 357.
371. Id at 359.
372. Id
373. Id at 355.
374. Id at 359.
375. For a description of Chafee's aristocratic leanings, see SMITH, supra note 290;
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read as if they were written by a feudal counselor advising the
king during a peasant's rebellion.37 "The routine of the day's
work ordinarily holds in check the eternal antagonism of the
'have-nots' to the 'haves," Chafee observed, explaining that
changing economic and social forces had eroded the traditional
buttresses of subservience and hierarchy, and that "habits of
mechanical obedience and adjustment to the prevailing scheme
of life were suddenly destroyed for many by the rapid shift to
new scenes and occupations and a novel conviction of the power
of unskilled labor."377 According to Chafee, these forces threat-
ened to destroy "our social and economic fabric by revolution,"
an occurrence "so disastrous that [it] ought to be prevented in
the wisest and most effective manner.""'8 Having witnessed the
events of his time, Chafee realized that overt repression was the
least effective safeguard against revolution.379 Comparing the
situation of the United States in 1920 to that of Russia under its
last Czar, Chafee wrote that radicalism, if suppressed, "finds
subterranean channels where it cannot be attacked by its oppo-
nents."" Instead of employing a policy of repression, conserva-
tives should realize that bolshevism, anarchism, and revolu-
tionary syndicalism must be defeated in some other way.8 '
The "other way" to defeat radicalism, according to Chafee, was
to treat radical speech with the utmost restraint while acting
vigorously to prevent radical action.382 This distinction between
speech and action was the basic characteristic of the "clear and
present danger" test for Chafee.8 3 He believed that Czarist Rus-
Jerold S. Auerbach, The Patrician as Libertarian: Zechariah Chafee, Jr. and Freedom
of Speech, 42 NEW ENG. Q. 511 (1969).
376. In a suggestive passage on a possible remedy for industrial unrest, Chafee
warmly alluded to feudal practices: "My own hope is that eventually the state may
provide an impartial tribunal for the settlement of industrial disputes, just as it for-
merly brought blood-feuds and quarrels over boundaries into the King's courts."
CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 192.
377. Id at 161.
378. Id at 164.
379. See id. at 173-80.
380. Id
381. See id (arguing against the suppression of "radicals" and stating that "[tree
discussion will expose the lies and fallacies of propaganda").
382. See id. at 169-70 (noting that the various anarchy acts "go far beyond" the
normal criminal laws preventing "actual injuries" to the state).
383. See id. at 176 (noting that "writings which do not actually urge illegal acts
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sia might still be intact if it had adopted a tolerant policy to-
ward dissent.38' Instead, "[i]t was afraid to wait for clear and
present danger of violence" and, having driven its dangerous
radicals underground, created the forces of its own destruc-
tion.385 To Chafee's regret, he observed supporters of sedition
legislation attempting to push the United States into a similar
"vicious circle of outrages, coercion,-coercion, outrages."38 6 In
fact, Chafee believed that government repression caused much of
the violence of 1919---"the Gimbel bombs, the May explosions,
the Centralia shooting [that] followed immediately on some act
of suppression."387 Rather than attempting to stamp out radical
speech directly, Chafee suggested that Americans should contin-
ue to "st[i]ck by the schoolboy maxim, 'Sticks and stones will
break my bones, but words will never hurt me." 8
The importance of the venting function of free speech was not
lost on the business community. Evans Woollen, President of the
Trust Company Division of the American Bankers' Association,
delivered an address at a bankers' conference in which he urged
the bankers to adopt a tolerant attitude toward radical speech if
they "wish to see the capitalistic system continue in the United
States and property rights remain unimpaired."3 9 Woollen
should never be made criminal except perhaps in great emergencies . . . when the




386. Id at 212.
387. Id
388. Id. Chafee continued:
Nothing adds more to men's hatred for government than its refusal to let
them talk, especially if they are the type of person anarchists are, to
whom talking a little wildly is the greatest joy of life. Besides, suppres-
sion of their mere words shows a fear of them, which only encourages
them to greater activity in secret. A widespread belief is aroused that
the government would not be so anxious to silence its critics unless what
they have been saying is true. A wise and salutary neglect of talk, cou-
pled with vigorous measures against plans for actual violence and a gen-
eral endeavor to end discontent, is the best legal policy toward anarchy
and criminal syndicalism.
Id at 226.
389. Bankers Warned to be More Liberal, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 15, 1924, at 3. Al-
though Woollen's address focused on tolerance and free speech, the conference itself
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stressed that his seemingly liberal position on freedom of speech
"was not politics but business." 9 ' Asking the bankers to "eschew
'bourbonism," Woollen said that a bourbon's policy of repression
"promotes the class consciousness that is his danger and the
danger of those whose business it is to conserve property into
the future." 9 ' The avoidance of repressive measures made sense
from the standpoint of "expediency, for the sake of not driving
underground the agitation that otherwise would spend itself in
the air."
3 9 2
By the early 1920s, the safety valve theory had gained wide-
spread acceptance as a valid rationale against the repression of
free speech.3 93 Although this idea was by no means novel, the
events of 1919-20 brought the idea home to people who other-
wise might have opposed tolerance of dissent. Businessmen, law-
yers, and conservative politicians now could be convinced that
freedom of speech was a practical necessity, even if every other
argument failed to persuade them. The avoidance of class con-
flict, the protection of private property, and the perpetuation of
free markets were all goals they heartily could endorse.
B. Bolshevism, Fascism, and the Crisis of American Democracy
From the start, American democracy has been defined by its
differences from competing models of government, beginning
with its contrasts with British monarchy.3 94 In the last quarter
of the nineteenth century, the spread of urbanization, immigra-
tion, and cyclical economic depressions forced American democ-
racy to adapt to a new social order.395 At the end of the First




393. See supra notes 357-74 and accompanying text; see also Kenneth L. Karst,
Equality as a Central Principle in the First Amendment, 43 U. CHi. L. REV. 20, 23
n.18 (1975) (noting view that "the first amendment serves chiefly as a safety valve").
394. See BERNARD BAiLYN, THE IDEOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLU-
TION 66-93 (1992); GORDON S. WOOD, THE CREATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC:
1776-1787, at 10-45 (1969).
395. See, e.g., ROBERT H. WIEBE, THE SEARCH FOR ORDER: 1877-1920 (1967) (ex-
plaining the fundamental shift in American values between 1880 and 1920).
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World War, the need for such an adaptation became paramount,
as America emerged as a major power outside its own hemi-
sphere. More importantly, amid the collapsed ruins of the old
order, the American "experiment" of democratic self-government
found itself competing with two other political "experiments":
first, Bolshevism in Russia and, soon after, fascism in Italy."'
Democracy at the end of the war was in turmoil. France, Eng-
land, and the vanquished Germany all were experiencing politi-
cal upheaval."' It was urgent that American democracy demon-
strate both how it could solve the problems posed by an urban-
ized, increasingly class-conscious society, and how it could do so
differently and better than the new forms of government rising
in Europe. During this period of ideological crisis, freedom of
speech played a central role in reaffirming the legitimacy of the
American democratic system.39
After the Bolshevik coup in November 1917, Russian commu-
nism almost immediately was portrayed as the antithesis of
American democracy.399 It was essential, therefore, to work out
precisely how American political and cultural traits differed
from and were superior to those of Russia. One of the first
things to strike American observers was that the Bolsheviks
attempted to silence all dissent.400 American newspapers began
carrying accounts of the Russian Cheka and Tchezvodchika-the
new secret police and the Committee for the Suppression of
396. See id. at 275 (claiming that the success of bolshevism "touched raw doubts
everywhere about the establishment's capacity to control unrest at home"). In the
1930s, the rise of Nazism in Germany had a similar impact on free speech ideology
in this country. See, e.g., Carl Becker, Freedom of Speech, 138 NATION 94, 96 (1934)
(contrasting American politics of tolerance with Nazi politics of force). This study
focuses principally on the 1910s and 1920s; therefore, I have confined my observa-
tions to Americans' perceptions of Italian fascism and Soviet Bolshevism in the
1920s.
397. See, e.g., CHARLES S. MAIER, RECASTING BOURGEOIS EUROPE 4 (1975) (noting
that World War I "imposed parallel social and political strains upon the states of
Europe, and for years after dictated a common rhythm of radicalism and reaction").
398. See Becker, supra note 396, at 95 (stating that "the liberal democratic political
mechanism functions by enacting into law the common will that emerges from free
discussion").
399. See id. at 96.
400. See Maude Radford Warren, Free Speech, Bolshevist Style, N.Y. TIMES, Jan.
30, 1921, § 3, at 1.
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Counter-Revolution.4 1 If freedom of speech was something the
Bolsheviks refused to tolerate, it might serve as a distinguishing
characteristic of American democracy. An article written by an
American detained for eight weeks following the Russian annex-
ation of Azerbaijan bore the title Free Speech, Bolshevist
Style .402 The article focused on the Bolsheviks' strict policy of
censorship and denial of free speech, and contrasted these prac-
tices with the "openness" of American society.4 3 An accompany-
ing cartoon depicted a Russian soldier reading "Bolshevist Pro-
paganda" while sitting on top of a boarded-up drinking well.4 °4
Trying to struggle out of the well was "The Truth," but it was
crushed by the weight of the soldier.40 5 "The Truth Shall Not
Prevail," declared the caption.40 6
After Mussolini's ascendance in 1922, communism, fascism,
and the denial of civil rights all became commingled in the
American mind as a naturally interlocking set of ideas.40 7 Like
the Bolsheviks, the Italian fascists imposed strict censorship on
the press, formed a new secret police, and attempted to silence
all political opposition.40 ' One thing Americans found particular-
ly disturbing about fascism was its resemblance to reactionary
401. See idL; see also 2 JOSEPH R. STRAYER ET AL., THE COURSE OF CIVILIZATION
438 (1961) (defining "Cheka").





407. See William E. Borah, Free Speech for Free Americans, 52 CHRISTIAN CENTU-
RY 570, 571 (1935).
408. The notorious Matteotti affair in June 1924 plainly demonstrated Mussolini's
ruthlessness in silencing his critics. Giacomo Matteotti, an outspoken critic of Musso-
lini, see GIACOMO MATTEOTTI, THE FASCIST EXPOSED (1969), was kidnapped and
murdered. Although Mussolini feigned indignation over the crime, a wave of political
repression soon followed. See generally ALAN CASSELS, FASCISM 22-80 (1975) (exam-
ining Mussolini and the development of Italian fascism between World War I and
World War II). A recent text on European History illustrates the extent to which
American perceptions of fascism and communism were thoroughly intermixed: "Both
[communists and fascists] exercised the most minute control over the life of every
individual; both ruled through a mixture of propaganda and terror; both segregated
and persecuted their opponents in concentration and slave labor camps; and both
sought to extend their power abroad through force or subversion." 2 STRAYER ET AL.,
supra note 401, at 511.
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elements of our own society. Largely comprised of frustrated war
veterans, Mussolini's blackshirts were only a step removed from
the American Legionnaires, Protective Leaguers, and
Klansmen." 9 How different was Mussolini from A. Mitchell
Palmer, a man who sought to gain the presidency by rounding
up all the dissidents? Might the emotions that fueled the Red
Scare sweep a Mussolini into power here? Were Americans, in
Senator William Borah's words, "going Fascist?"
410
These worries, although immediate and tangible in the early
twenties, rarely were acknowledged in the open. Instead, gov-
ernment leaders, businessmen, and intellectuals launched a
strenuous campaign to renounce political repression and demon-
strate that "Americanism" traditionally abhorred intolerance,
despite all historical evidence to the contrary.411 For example,
after praising the restraint of New York Police Commissioner
Arthur Woods, Chafee wrote that "[tihis courage, this tolerance,
this friendly co-operation between government and people, with
its visible creation of loyalty, this is the true Americanism."4 12
Chafee emphasized that tolerance was a longstanding cultural
trait, characterizing it as the "normal" and "usual" approach to
free speech in contrast to the "new" and aberrational forms of
suppression exemplified by the wartime sedition and
syndicalism statutes.413 "Surely," Chafee asserted, "there is noth-
ing to be ashamed of in urging a continuance of this traditional
American policy."
414
The rise of Mussolini and Lenin helped galvanize public sup-
port for free speech. If American democracy urgently needed to
differentiate itself from competing political models, freedom of
speech provided an area where it could draw sharp differences.
The Bolsheviks and fascists denied free speech;415 Americans
could embrace it. By showing its tolerance for dissent and by re-
409. See 2 STRAYER ET AL., supra note 401, at 523-25 (describing "blackshirtse); see
also supra notes 281-84 and accompanying text (describing the American groups).
410. Borah, supra note 407, at 571.
411. See CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 176-78.
412. Id at 178.
413. See icL at 169-80.
414. I& at 208.
415. See 2 STRAYER ET AL., supra note 401, at 511.
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jecting the politics of repression, American democracy would
demonstrate its uniqueness and superiority. Free speech was not
merely a slogan of the IWW and other radical groups, it was
something uniquely and traditionally American.
C. Reining in the Margins
As Americans witnessed events in Europe with growing
alarm, they sensed the need to draw both the radical left and
the reactionary right safely into the political mainstream. Insur-
gency from the left had toppled privilege in Russia, 16 while in
Italy, and later in Germany, the conservative old guard had giv-
en in to mass movements of the right.417 Wishing to avoid both
fates, Americans began to realize that freedom of speech could
play an important role in justifying the existing system in the
minds of the people who most threatened the stability of that
system-namely, the working classes, the poor, rural southern-
ers, and new urban immigrants, as well as the emerging middle
class that had only tenuous ties to traditional power structures
and that seemed potentially vulnerable to right-wing political
movements.418 Freedom of speech seemed to hold the promise of
an effective and uniquely American means of securing political
change. At the same time, free speech did not threaten the sta-
bility of the existing order seriously, as conservatives increasing-
ly perceived it as a basically harmless means of venting pent-up
frustrations.419 The promise of free speech seemed all the more
auspicious because the government had so recently treated it
with fear and condemnation. ° Ironically, the government's own
overreaction to street speaking and other forms of protest gave
these actions a semblance of power they could not possibly deliv-
er. It therefore made perfect sense for conservatives to glorify
free speech in the twenties, for speech and political participation
416. See CASSELS, supra note 408, at 15.
417. See id. at 40-41.
418. See Freedom of Speech: Whose Concern?, supra note 357, at 103-04.
419. See THOMAS I. EMERSON, TOWARD A GENERAL THEORY OF THE FIRST AMEND-
MENT 12 (1966).
420. See Freedom of Speech: Whose Concern?, supra note 357, at 103.
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channeled the energies of the populace in directions that would
leave established political hierarchies essentially intact.
The editors of The New Republic frankly acknowledged the
need for conservatives to justify the existing order in the eyes of
the powerless.42' They pointed out that although the "possessing
class" held a monopoly on wealth, position, and privilege, the
"non-possessing class" was obviously superior in raw numbers.422
Considering the changes wrought by industrialism, urbaniza-
tion, and the increasing availability of public education, the arti-
cle asked "what chance is there that the possessing class will be
left undisturbed in its privileges?"423 According to the article,
only one chance existed: The holders of privilege would be forced
to justify their existence to the masses, "to prove that such privi-
lege works, on the whole, to the good of society."424. This argu-
ment would be a difficult one to make, because the poor were
suspicious of the wealthy and politically powerful. Despite these
difficulties, it was crucial that the existing system "be made
plausible to the masses ... upon whose action[s] there can be no
ultimate limitation except their own good sense," especially since
their political power was "visibly increasing."
425
In struggling with this problem of political legitimation, The
New Republic recognized that the idea of free speech held great
potential. "There can be no effective defense of the existing sys-
tem unless thought and speech are absolutely free," the journal
asserted, reasoning that people are more likely to accept discom-
fort and inequality if they feel that they helped shape their own
destinies.42' No justification of the social order would persuade
the dispossessed "unless its proponent is obviously free to es-
pouse the opposing argument."42' The best way to justify the
present system therefore would be to persuade all people that
they are free to improve the current state of affairs. Even if
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ideas had received due consideration. In this way, the powerless
would come to think that although their position in life might
not be just, they at least played a part in creating it. 428
Chafee clearly perceived the link between free speech and po-
litical legitimation. In Freedom of Speech, he wrote that "we
must depend on a large immigrant population for many years to
come and.., we all desire them to be loyal members of the com-
munity, devoted to our institutions."'29 Because "[mien cannot be
forced to love this country," the government must demonstrate
by its acceptance of criticism that America is "the home of wise
tolerance, of confidence in its own strength and freedom."" Al-
though the government intended to promote loyalty when it
cracked down on dissent, its actions served only to undermine
such loyalty. "It is not the soap-box orators, but Mr. Palmer with
his horde of spies and midnight housebreakers, that have
brought our government into hatred and contempt."' Instead of
attempting to stamp out dissidence in the Bolshevik style, the
government should direct immigrants, radicals, and other poten-
tially disloyal Americans into nonthreatening political channels.
Chafee suggested that the government tell each "violent-talking
radical": "If you want a change, go and vote for it, vote for men
who have promised to bring it to pass." 2
428. Thomas Emerson is one of the few mainstream scholars to acknowledge explic-
itly the political legitimation function of free speech. Emerson wrote:
[Plersons who have had full freedom to state their position and to per-
suade others to adopt it will, when the decision goes against them, be
more ready to accept the common judgment. They will recognize that
they have been treated fairly, in accordance with rational rules for social
living. They will feel that they have done all within their power, and will
understand that the only remaining alternative is to abandon the ground
rules altogether through resort to force, a course of action upon which
most individuals in a healthy society are unwilling to embark. In many
circumstances they will retain the opportunity to try again and will hope
in the end to persuade a majority to their position. Just as in a judicial
proceeding where due process has been observed, they will feel that the
resulting decision, even though not to their liking, is the legitimate one.
EMERSON, supra note 419, at 12-13.
429. CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 292.
430. Id
431. Id- at 293.
432. Id- at 364.
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Given the emphasis placed on the interlocking ideas of free
speech, popular representation, and social control, one can see
why Chafee and his peers took such pains to show that free
speech was a "normal" and "traditional" aspect of American cul-
ture. If conservatives hoped to convince immigrants, political
extremists, and the poor of the legitimacy of the existing system,
they had to show not only that all viewpoints were heard and
considered, but also that such tolerance had always existed.
Rather than saying that the system once was intolerant of dis-
sent but had changed, it was better to say that the system had
always been tolerant, and that episodes of repression were sim-
ply aberrations from an otherwise unbroken tradition of free-
dom. In this effort to reconstruct history, one sees Chafee allud-
ing to tolerant "American methods which carried us safely
through the turbulent early years of our history, through Recon-
struction, through panics and Populism," "' as well as editorials
and articles in The New Republic bearing titles such as Old-
Fashioned Free Speech. 3"
If immigrants and extremists needed to be persuaded that
free speech could accomplish meaningful change, conservatives
wanted to believe just the opposite. To this end, recognition of
the basic harmlessness of soap-boxing, leafletting, and other
forms of protest cleared the way for an acceptance of free speech
among conservatives in the early twenties.435 Tolerance of speech
was made easier once it was clear that the words would lead
nowhere. Recall Justice Holmes's conversion in 1919. In the
March decisions of that year, Holmes characterized the impact of
speech as potentially limitless. Frohwerk's publications, though
but a "little breath," could "kindle a flame,"4 36 and Schenck's
circulars, like "falsely shouting fire in a theater," could "caus[e]
a panic.""8 In Abrams, however, Holmes cast similar statements
in a much less threatening light. The alleged act of sedition in
433. Id. at 178.
434. See, e.g., Old-Fashioned Free Speech, 49 NEW REPUBLIC 126 (1926).
435. See generally PAUL L. MURPHY, THE MEANING OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH 101-21
(1972) (discussing public acceptance of the movement toward free speech protections
in America in the early 1920s).
436. Frohwerk v. United States, 249 U.S. 204, 209 (1919).
437. Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919).
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that case consisted of merely distributing "a silly leaflet by an
unknown man."43" According to Holmes, to think that such an
obscure pamphlet would somehow interfere with the war effort
was absurd.419 The idea that criticizing the government was a
harmless endeavor appeared repeatedly during the twenties. By
mid-decade, the Saturday Evening Post could write "Blest is the
country in which the natural steam of youth is allowed to escape
through a million harmless and unnoticed vents,""0 while The
New Republic joked that radicals should be "Sentenced to Soap-
box" because "there is hardly any cause so sacred that the aver-
age man cannot be bored out of believing in it.""'
Although conservatives were beginning to see free speech as a
generally harmless way of dissipating anger, they also believed
that some kinds of speech were more harmless than others. The
enterprise of the twenties was not just to agree upon where the
line should be drawn between safe and dangerous speech, be-
tween "liberty" and "license," but also to channel speech into
forms that were acknowledged to be the least threatening. The
seeds that blossomed into the Supreme Court's "time, place, and
manner" doctrine were sown in the twenties." 2
In the summer of 1923, for example, the National Civic Feder-
ation appointed a special committee to prepare a free speech
manual for police and prosecutors that specifically set forth de-
sirable locations for public speaking and assembly.' As Chafee
observed, "[a] soap box orator on a street-corner.., is far less
perilous than if he delivers the same address in a hall over-
crowded with sympathetic listeners."' Conservatives also began
to portray the most harmless forms of expression as the ones
most dearly prized in the hierarchy of First Amendment free-
438. Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 628 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
439. See id
440. Free Speech, 199 SATURDAY EVENING POST 22, 22 (1926).
441. Sentenced to Soapbox, 24 NEw REPUBLIc 219, 220 (1925).
442. Although conceived in the 1920s, the "time, place, and manner" doctrine was
first developed in a series of cases decided around 1940. See Cox v. New Hampshire,
312 U.S. 569 (1941); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296 (1940); Hague v. CIO,
307 U.S. 496 (1939).
443. See Fix Scope of Civil Rights, N.Y. TvImES, June 24, 1923, at 19.
444. CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 206.
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doms, and the Supreme Court consistently celebrated these
forms of speech-pamphleteering and soap-boxing, for exam-
ple-as being closest to the "core" of the First Amendment's
promise. 445
While conservatives needed assurance that free speech would
not disrupt the existing order, potential dissidents needed to
gain confidence in the idea that working within the system
would enable them to achieve real political gains. ACLU activ-
ists and other civil libertarians may have unknowingly helped
perpetuate this belief.
Members of two wartime pacifist organizations, the National
Civil Liberties Bureau and the American Union Against Milita-
rism, formed the ACLU in January 1920.446 Throughout the
twenties, the ACLU devoted most of its energy to the defense of
organized labor. 7 For a number of practical reasons (for exam-
ple, the ACLU viewed the right to organize as a key issue in the
labor struggle, and it also hoped to attract the support of middle
class liberals)," 8 the ACLU fought the battle for organized labor
as if it was defending timeless rights." 9
Roger Baldwin, a founder of the ACLU, had some experience
with free speech before the war. As a social worker in St. Louis,
Baldwin had participated in free speech fights with both Marga-
ret Sanger and Emma Goldman.450 Along with Albert DeSilver,
Norman Thomas, John Haynes Holmes, and other leaders of the
ACLU, Baldwin invoked the language of the First Amendment
at every turn, transforming the cause of labor into a more gener-
alized struggle for principles of civil liberty.
451
445. See generally William E. Lee, Lonely Pamphleteers, Little People, and the Su-
preme Court: The Doctrine of Time, Place, and Manner Regulations of Expression,
54 GEo. WASH. L. REV. 757, 760 (1986) (noting that the Court has used a lower
level of scrutiny when evaluating the regulation of speech in settings other than
public forums).
446. See JOHNSON, supra note 116, at 146-48 (recounting the early history of the
ACLU).
447.- See id. at 199.
448. See id at 198.
449. See id. at 199.
450. See id. at 195.
451. See id at 200.
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Throughout the twenties, the ACLU thrust free speech issues
to the forefront of labor disputes. For example, during the Pater-
son strike of 1924, Baldwin himself was arrested during a scuf-
fle to reopen a union meeting hall.452 Although police quickly
dropped most of the charges against Baldwin and the meeting
hall reopened, Baldwin pressed his case through the New Jersey
courts to challenge the validity of a 1789 unlawful assembly law,
finally obtaining what the ACLU praised as "the only liberal
state Supreme Court decision in a civil liberties case in recent
years."453 In a similar incident, ACLU member Upton Sinclair
led a free speech fight during the Los Angeles longshoremen
strike of 1923. 45' Recounting this experience in the Fourth of
July edition of The Nation, Sinclair argued that free speech
could serve as a rallying point for the entire labor movement.455
Although the ACLU had strategic reasons for transforming
the specific concerns of the labor movement into abstract issues
452. See id&
453. AMERICAN CIviL LIBERTIES UNION, FREE SPEECH IN 1924 26 (1925). For a brief
account of the Paterson strike, see MURPHY, supra note 435, at 151-53.
454. See Upton Sinclair, Protecting Our Liberties, 117 NATION 9, 10 (1923).
455. Sinclair wrote:
There are many groups of people formed for the purpose of bringing
about industrial change; and these people apparently cannot get together
upon a program. But there is one platform upon which it should be pos-
sible to get every true American to stand, and that is the platform of
free discussion of our problems. This ideal was carefully embodied by our
forefathers in the fundamental law of our nation and of every one of our
separate States. There are constitutional provisions, granting to the peo-
ple the rights of freedom of speech and of the press, also the right to
assemble and petition the government for redress of grievances. This is
the true 100 percent Americanism, and we have taken this for our sole
program.
Id at 10. Roger Baldwin made a similar point six days after Sinclair's Los Angeles
free speech fight:
Free speech and the rights of labor to organize strike and picket will be
assured just in proportion as the workers stand together when these
rights are attacked. The aid of middle-class liberals and religious bodies
helps secure them by decreasing 'moral" prestige of employing interests
and the government. Whether the industrial struggle will be waged with-
out resort to violence and bloodshed depends entirely upon how far the
right of agitation of new ideas can be won and held by the militant forc-
es of labor and their allies.
MURPHY, supra note 435, at 133 (quoting Roger Baldwin, Who's Got Free Speech,
ADVANCE, May 18, 1923).
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of constitutional liberty, one consequence of this effort was to
infuse the right of free speech with an exaggerated degree of
influence. If one took the ACLU at its word, the labor movement
should have achieved all its substantive goals once the right of
free speech had been secured.456 A decade earlier, a number of
IWW leaders had rejected free speech fighting as a wasteful di-
version from the primary objectives of industrial unionism. 457
Now, however, freedom of speech had become an almost ritual-
istic incantation for civil libertarians sympathetic to the labor
movement.458 Even though conservatives were beginning to ridi-
cule free speech as the harmless rantings of political fringe
groups, the civil libertarians' rhetoric suggested that the First
Amendment held near-magical powers. 59 In the article preced-
ing Sinclair's in the Fourth of July issue of The Nation, Senator
William E. Borah paid homage to the First Amendment. The
man of wealth and influence "may secure his rights under any
condition or under any kind of government," Borah wrote, but
the ordinary man and woman, the poor and the weak, find "se-
curity only and alone in the great charter itself, a charter bind-
ing upon the courts and the Congress, upon majorities and mi-
norities, upon the rich and the poor.
"46°
In addition to perpetuating unrealistic hopes, the ACLU's
work removed free speech from its historical moorings. As this
Article recounts, the free speech controversy arose when dissi-
dent groups like the IWW attempted to obtain specific, substan-
tive changes in the economic and political system.461 Political
456. See Geoffrey D. Berman, Note, A New Deal for Free Speech: Free Speech and
the Labor Movement in the 1930s, 80 VA. L. REV. 291, 301-02 (1994) (noting the
ACLU's recognition of "the connection between a robust free speech right and labor's
interests" and its publication of pamphlets "advocating free speech in terms of la-
bor's rights").
457. See JOHNSON, supra note 116, at 88-89.
458. See id. at 198-99.
459. See William E. Borah, Free Speech: The Vital Issue, 117 NATION 8, 8 (1923)
(stating that the First Amendment is the most vital provision of the Constitution);
Freedom of Speech: Whose Concern?, supra note 357, at 103 (stating .tlhere can be
no effective defense of the existing system unless thought and speech are absolutely
free").
460. Borah, supra note 459, at 8.
461. See supra notes 39-93 and accompanying text.
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conservatives, witnessing the dissolution of privilege in Europe
and the rise of immigrant classes in America, and fearful of
their own weakening status, attempted to protect the existing
order by silencing its perceived enemies. 462 Freedom of speech
therefore acquired meaning in a concrete set of historical, eco-
nomic, and political circumstances. Yet the ACLU, again as a
result of strategic choices, persistently characterized freedom of
speech as an abstract, ahistorical right disconnected from the
political realities of the day.'63 The ACLU repeatedly sought to
prove that it was committed to abstract rights rather than class
interests or political change. 46' As Albert DeSilver said, the
ACLU's "ambition is to belong to neither class but to try to form
part of the intellectual pivot upon which the balance of our civi-
lization must be gained."6 5
The ACLU's defense of the Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s reflect-
ed a growing adherence to form over substance. Essentially de-
funct before the war, the Klan revived itself by combining hyper-
patriotism with its older tenets of Christian superiority, racism,
and anti-Semitism. 466 The "new" Klan flourished in the early
1920s, gaining a nationwide membership of over three million. 67
Some municipalities attempted to discourage the Klan's resur-
gence by denying Klansmen parade permits and access to meet-
ing halls.46' The ACLU quickly rose to the Klan's defense. It was
462. See supra text accompanying notes 260-88, 416-41; see also CHAFEE, supra
note 353, at 174 (noting that some statutes suppressing speech "are so sweeping as
to suppress agitation which is neither dangerous nor anarchistic.. . . These acts
have been drafted by men who are . .. anxious to avoid any disturbance of law and
order").
463. See JOHNSON, supra note 116, at 200-02.
464. See id. at 202 (describing the ACLU as "slowly acquiring the character of an
organization devoted to the impartial defense of the liberties of everyone").
465. This statement is attributed to DeSilver by his colleague, Walter Nelles. See
WALTER NELLES, LIBERAL IN WARTIME: THE EDUCATION OF ALBERT DESILVER 97
(1940).
466. See DAVID M. CHALMERS, HOODED AMERICANISM: THE HISTORY OF THE Ku
KLUX KLAN 33 (2d ed. 1968).
467. See id at 291. Exact membership figures are unavailable because of the
Klan's strict policy of secrecy. For a thorough account of the Klan during this peri-
od, see id at 32-299.
468. See i&d at 271 (describing the measures Boston's Mayor Curley used to drive
the Klan out of Boston).
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not protecting the Klan itself, nor its ideas, the ACLU struggled
to make clear.46 The preservation of free speech "rights" was at
stake, and this, the ACLU maintained, was everyone's con-
cern.470 As Albert DeSilver argued, the Klan, like any other
group, had a perfectly legitimate right to speak and assemble
without government restraint.471
The ACLU's efforts to recast Klan parades and labor disputes
into abstract issues of constitutional liberty struck an agreeable
chord among middle class liberals. The group's membership and
budget increased rapidly during the twenties, and the ACLU
gradually gained acceptance as a relatively nonthreatening fix-
ture in mainstream legal culture. 72 The ACLU's insistence on
fighting on the high plane of "principle," however, tended to di-
minish the substantive aspirations of its clients. By characteriz-
ing free speech as a reified principle of American democracy,
473
the ACLU provided conservatives with a potent weapon in their
effort to legitimize existing institutions. As the orthodoxy of
"free-speech-for-its-own-sake" gained prominence, parades and
street speaking acquired an aura of power they did not deserve.
Even if the Wobblies and Klansmen could march and preach,
many conservatives realized that an overwhelming concern for
the appearance of freedom would dampen the substance of their
message.47 Few worried that the soapboxers and hooded parad-
ers actually would catalyze significant change. 76
469. See id, (noting ACLU displeasure over tactics used against the Klan); JOHN-
SON, supra note 116, at 201 (noting ACLU criticism of the Klan while maintaining it
had a "perfectly legitimate right to speak and assemble freely").
470. See Freedom of Speech: Whose Concern?, supra note 357, at 102-03.
471. See NELLES, supra note 465, at 144.
472. See MURPHY, supra note 435, at 170.
473. See id, at 124 (noting ACLU strategy of "wrapping their general campaign for
economic equality in the bunting of the fight for the preservation of the ancient tra-
dition of American freedom").
474. See id at 182 (noting the view of many conservatives that such radical ideas
would be rejected when placed "where they could be examined").
475. See CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 206.
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D. Free Speech and Propaganda in the "Marketplace of Ideas"
After the First World War, the fundamental enterprise of
American democracy was to reaffirm the legitimacy of its own
ground rules. The radical movements of the left appeared threat-
ening not simply because they demanded social equality across a
broad front, but because they also rejected the basic presump-
tions of the democratic system. Without an underlying consen-
sus supporting the validity of the American political system, the
long-range stability of that system threatened to falter. In the
twenties, the idea and operation of free speech itself seemed to
offer a means of creating and maintaining allegiance to "the
American Way."476 With advances in mass communications tech-
nology, particularly in the radio industry, and with an increas-
ingly sophisticated understanding of the processes of opinion
formation, those interested in preserving current distributions of
wealth and power seized on the notion of free speech to advance
their own ends.477
Theories of public opinion and propaganda were critical in
these years. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the work
of Walter Lippmann, whose book, Public Opinion,478 was widely
read and admired after its publication in 1922. Lippmann reject-
ed the view that public opinion constituted a spontaneously
formed "judgment" on an objective body of facts.479 Rather, the
very facts perceived depended on a pre-conditioned "pattern of
stereotypes" unique to each social group.480 "That is why,"
Lippmann wrote, "a capitalist sees one set of facts, and certain
aspects of human nature, literally sees them; his socialist oppo-
nent another set and other aspects, and why each regards the
other as unreasonable or perverse, when the real difference be-
tween them is a difference of perception."'8 '
Having witnessed propaganda techniques first hand during
his tenure at the War Department, Lippmann realized that the
476. See MURPHY, supra note 435, at 174.
477. See iL at 170.
478. WALTER LIPPMANN, PUBLIC OPINION (Free Press 1965) (1922).
479. See id at 81.




government had a tremendous capacity to create and manipu-
late public opinion." 2 The efforts of George Creel's Committee on
Public Information had been rather crude attempts to mobilize
public support for war, but they were extraordinarily effective.483
If the government and the private sector took advantage of de-
velopments in advertising and public relations, they could obtain
the power to foster loyalty not only to God and Country but to
consumer products as well. Lippmann wrote that this "knowl-
edge of how to create consent will alter every political calcula-
tion and modify every political premise."8" True to the bureau-
cratic spirit of his fellow progressives, Lippmann proposed nar-
row, technocratic solutions to the Orwellian dangers he foresaw.
The gathering and dissemination of information, Lippmann sug-
gested, should be controlled by government communication bu-
reaus that would direct their activities in the best interests of
the public.
4 5
As leaders in government and business grew increasingly so-
phisticated in the art of opinion-making, freedom of speech took
on a new twist. The abstract right of "free speech" belonged
equally to everyone, as the civil libertarians themselves argued
with such vigor.486 What mattered most in winning the battle for
482. See id at 158.
483. Joseph Goebbels admired the propaganda campaigns the Americans and the
British each followed during World War I. See Robert Jackall, Introduction, in PRO-
PAGANDA 1, 5 (Robert Jackall ed., 1995). He studied their techniques carefully, and
"internalized and extended the lessons of his predecessors." Id.
484. LIPPIANN, supra note 478, at 158.
485. See Cover, supra note 16, at 367. Robert Cover criticized Lippmann for "with-
drawing the force of his critique from the broad front of political epistemology to the
much narrower one of data processing." Id. Although Lippmann found few supporters
for the bureaucratic solutions he proposed, his description of the ideological process
and the potentials for belief manipulation were extremely influential in the 1920s.
Lippmann's contemporaries needed only to look to the political events of Europe for
proof that his insikhts were indeed correct. Mussolini, who seized power the same
year that Public Opinion was published, had by his own admission "no specific doc-
trinal plan." Instead, he relied primarily on slogans evoking the glories of the
Roman Empire, Italian nationalism, and the order of the fascist state. The press,
radio, arts, and education were all made to conform to the ideology of Italian fas-
cism: "Believe, Obey, Fight." Lippmann's contemporaries also could observe Lenin's
self-conscious efforts to infuse the Russian people with a new set of values, to re-
place bourgeois with socialist ideology.
486. See Freedom of Speech: Whose Concern?, supra note 357, at 102.
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the American mind (that is, in succeeding in the marketplace of
ideas)4 7 was not the inherent truth or falsity of any particular
idea, but the manner in which the idea was presented. The New
Republic noted that free speech need not remain "a monopoly of
the radicals."48 If the "champions of things as they are" could
control the press, the public schools, the movies, "and whatever
other means of communication of ideas our civilization has de-
veloped," they would acquire a powerful means of winning public
allegiance.4"9 If the wealthy and the powerful could dominate
mass communications, "[sihould they not therefore be able to
give their own color to the mass mind?"49 Only by transmitting
certain images of "Americanism" could "a system involving great
economic inequalities ... be made plausible to the masses."49'
Conservatives had good reasons to support free speech, for "de-
fenders of things as they are will be under no compulsion to re-
main mute. If they are beaten in the first debate, they still have
plenty of time to learn to acquit themselves better."
492
Zechariah Chafee also promoted "free speech" as a vehicle for
shaping public opinion. As he stressed throughout Freedom of
Speech, "there are many ways of fighting" radicalism. 493 While
the state should meet action with action and violence with vio-
lence, "against opinions, agitation, bombastic threats, it ha[d]
another weapon,-language." 4 Instead of attempting to repress
radicalism directly, "we ought to seek to counteract [it] by educa-
tion, Americanization, [and] constructive propaganda."495 By per-
mitting left-wing agitators to express themselves openly, conser-
vatives could "understand the causes of their discontent" and
take steps to "substitute positive ideals for those we want to
drive out."496 Although he strongly opposed censorship, 497 Chafee
487. See supra text accompanying notes 228-29.
488. Freedom of Speech: Whose Concern?, supra note 357, at 102.




493. CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 158, 210 (noting that the state may employ force
or language to fight radicalism).
494. Id at 158.
495. Id at 222.
496. Id at 226. Chafee, like many of his contemporaries, viewed public education
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championed just as strongly the idea of defeating troublesome
ideas in the seemingly neutral "marketplace" of opinion.' For
Chafee, free speech brought radical ideas into the open where
"constructive propaganda" could counteract them more easily.49
Thus, the solution to radical speech was not repression but more
speech.0 °
V. THE BRANDEIS GAMBIT
Throughout the 1920s, the Supreme Court retained a restric-
tive definition of free speech by invoking the "bad tendency" 0 1
and "constructive intent"0 2 doctrines to uphold convictions under
the federal Espionage Act 03 and state sedition,0 4 anarchy,5 5 and
criminal syndicalism laws.0 6 These restrictive decisions were
supported by a conservative old guard consisting of Chief Justice
White (replaced by Taft in 1921) and Associate Justices Van
Devanter, McReynolds, McKenna, Clarke (replaced by
Sutherland in 1922), Day (replaced by Butler in 1923), and
Pitney (replaced by Sanford in 1923).507 With limited exception,
as an important avenue for the transmission of democratic ideals. Chafee devoted
the final chapter of Freedom of Speech to a discussion of how the state "can employ
education to establish among its citizens faith in progress through law." Id at 365.
497. See id at 34.
498. See id. at 226.
499. See id. at 222. At the time, the term "propaganda" held little of the negative
connotations it does today. See, e.g., Harold D. Lasswell, Propaganda, in 12
ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (1st ed. 1934), reprinted in PROPAGANDA,
supra note 483, at 13 (stating that "propaganda as a mere tool is no more moral or
immoral than a pump handle").
500. See CHAFEE, supra note 353, at 222.
501. See, e.g., Schaefer v. United States, 251 U.S. 466, 479 (1920) (holding that
"the tendency of the [newspaper] articles and their efficacy were enough for of-
fense").
502. See, e.g., Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 621 (1919) (adhering to "con-
structive intent" doctrine by holding that the defendants "must be held to have in-
tended .. . the effects which their acts were likely to produce").
503. See Schaefer, 251 U.S. at 466, 482.
504. See Gilbert v. Minnesota, 254 U.S. 325, 333 (1920).
505. See Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 672 (1925).
506. See Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 372 (1927).
507. See, e.g., Pierce v. United States, 252 U.S. 239 (1920) (opinion by Justice
Pitney, joined by Chief Justice White and Associate Justices VanDevanter,
McReynolds, McKenna, Clarke, and Day).
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these seven justices comprised a majority in the important free
speech cases of the twenties: Schaefer v. United States,508 Pierce
v. United States,509 Gilbert v. Minnesota,510 United States ex rel.
Milwaukee Social Democratic Publishing Co. v. Burleson,5 '
Gitlow v. New York,512 and Whitney v. California.51 Only Holmes
and Brandeis consistently dissented, with Brandeis writing the
bulk of the opinions.514 Although he usually agreed with
Brandeis, Holmes really never moved beyond his Abrams opin-
ion. It was Brandeis who developed the functional justifications
that united freedom of expression with social stability.51 5
More than any other Justice on the Court, Brandeis under-
stood the need to shape free speech doctrine in a way that would
respond to the long range needs of American democracy.
Brandeis was deeply committed to what he saw as the inherent
moral value of the free enterprise system.516 Although Brandeis's
efforts to expose big business corruption and his essays in The
Curse of Bigness517 and Other People's Money518 earned him the
reputation as "the people's attorney,""9 his principal concern
508. 251 U.S. 466 (1920). Justice Clarke, however, dissented in Schaefer. See icL at
495 (Clarke, J., dissenting).
509. 252 U.S. 239 (1920).
510. 254 U.S. 325 (1920). Although Chief Justice White dissented in Gilbert, his
opinion, consisting of a single sentence, was based on a grounds unrelated to free
speech. See id at 334 (White, C.J., dissenting).
511. 255 U.S. 407 (1921).
512. 268 U.S. 652 (1925).
513. 274 U.S. 357 (1927).
514. Holmes wrote for himself and Brandeis only in Gitlow. See Gitlow, 268 U.S.
at 672.
515. See Whitney, 274 U.S. at 375 (Brandeis, J., concurring) ("[Tihe path of safety
lies in the opportunity to discuss freely supposed grievances and proposed reme-
dies . . ").
516. See, e.g., Letter from Louis D. Brandeis to Winthrop Talbot (Apr. 16, 1912), in
2 LETTERS OF Louis D. BRANDEIS 586-89 (Melvin I. Urofsky & David W. Levy eds.,
1972); Letter from Louis D. Brandeis to Charles Richard Crane (Nov. 11, 1911), in 2
LETTERS OF Louis D. BRANDEIS, supra, at 510-11; see also RICHARD M. ABRAMS,
CONSERVATISM IN A PROGRESSIVE ERA 57-59 (1964) (discussing Brandeis's moral be-
liefs regarding capitalism).
517. Louis D. BRANDEIS, THE CURSE OF BIGNESS: MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS OF Louis
D. BRANDEIS (Osmond K. Fraenkel ed., 1934).
518. Louis D. BRANDEIS, OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY AND How THE BANKERS USE IT
(Melvin I. Urofsky ed., Bedford Books 1995) (1914).
519. See ABRAMS, supra note 516, at 59.
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was not that economic inequality was wrong but that flagrant
abuses of capitalism would create "propular [sic] wrath against
private capital"52 and breed "anarchical and socialistic senti-
ment."52' As one of the original members of the National Civic
Federation, Brandeis joined other progressive capitalists in pro-
moting industrial trade, unionism; and collective bargaining as
institutional reforms that would weaken radical labor, reduce
industrial disorder, and ensure the continuance of a well-func-
tioning capitalist system.522 At one point during his association
with the National Civic Federation, Brandeis cautioned business
leaders that "'every excess of capital must in time be repaid by
the excessive demands of those who have not the capital,'" add-
ing that "'if the capitalists are wise, they will aid us in the effort
to prevent injustice.'"523 Brandeis also played a central role in
establishing the United States Commission of Industrial Rela-
tions, an agency he hoped would discover the underlying causes
of labor radicalism and recommend legislative proposals to help
curb the problem.524
Brandeis rejected the view that direct repression could defeat
radicalism, believing that this tactic would only lead to in-
creased "[clontempt for law" and a greater likelihood of a social-
ist revolution.525 From the beginning, Brandeis was convinced
that a more effective means of dealing with left-wing insurgency
520. Letter from Louis D. Brandeis to Felix Frankfurter (Sept. 30, 1922), in 5 LET-
TERS OF LOUIS D. BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 66.
521. Letter from Louis D. Brandeis to William Lawrence (May 14, 1908), in 2 LET-
TERS OF Louis D. BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 152. Max Lerner observed in 1932
that Brandeis "is entirely in accord with what he conceives to be the normal func-
tioning of the present economic set-up; his animus is directed only against its pa-
thology." Max Lerner, The Social Thought of Mr. Justice Brandeis, in MR. JUSTICE
BRANDEIS 9, 30 (Felix Frankfurter ed., 1932).
522. See generally JAMES WEINSTEIN, THE CORPORATE IDEAL IN THE LIBERAL STATE:
1900-1918, at 3-39 (1968) (discussing the objectives and strategy of the National Civ-
ic Federation).
523. Id. at 17.
524. See Letter from Louis Brandeis to William Howard Taft (Dec. 30, 1911), in 2
LETTERS OF LOUIS D. BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 531-35.
525. Letter from Louis Brandeis to Charles Warren Clifford (July 11, 1912), in 2
LETTERS OF LouIs D. BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 646-47; see Letter from Louis D.
Brandeis to William Lawrence (May 14, 1908), in 2 LETTERS OF LouIs D. BRANDEIS,
supra note 516, at 152.
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was to persuade groups like the IWW to seek their objectives
within existing political structures.526 Toward this end, Brandeis
encouraged the formation of institutions and practices, such as
trade unions and collective bargaining, that would tame the dis-
orderly politics of the left by bringing its members into the polit-
ical mainstream.5 27 As one writer suggested, Brandeis's efforts
throughout his career can be seen as being directed toward the
development of "far-sighted strategies of system maintenance."528
Brandeis was engaged in the intellectual movement that pro-
vided the ideological foundations for freedom of speecti'in the
early 1920s. Despite some early political disagreements with
Herbert Croly,529 Brandeis became an admirer of The New Re-
public, as well as The Nation and other journals that regularly
published thoughtful articles on freedom of speech. Indeed, in
the early twenties, Brandeis frequently recommended article
topics to The New Republic through his friend, Felix Frankfurt-
er,530 and even anonymously contributed an article of his own in
1922.531 Brandeis followed Walter Lippmann's work with great
interest as well, telling Frankfurter that Lippmann's insights
would be "distinctly helpful to those who try to think on political
science" and would "compel others who feel and care as we do, to
come to grips with the difficulties instead of closing their eyes
and 'just grabbing."' 53 2 In writing his First Amendment opinions,
526. See Jeffrey M. Blum, The Divisible First Amendment: A Critical Functionalist
Approach to Freedom of Speech and Electoral Campaign Spending, 58 N.Y.U. L.
REV. 1273, 1319-20 (1983).
527. See id. at 1320.
528. Ik
529. Brandeis advised Wilson during the 1912 Presidential election, while Croly
advised Roosevelt. See CHARLES FORCEY, THE CROSSROADS OF LIBERALISM 207-08
(1961). He rejected Croly's ideas concerning "New Nationalism"; therefore, Brandeis
disassociated himself from The New Republic during the journal's early years. See
id. ("Louis Brandeis ... would have nothing to do with [Croly's magazine] during
its early days, when the lines between the New Nationalism and the Wilson-
Brandeis New Freedom were still fairly clearly drawn.").
530. See, e.g., Letter from Louis Brandeis to Felix Frankfurter (Sept. 24, 1922), in
5 LETTERS OF Louis D. BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 64 (suggesting that The New
Republic explain the three essentials of social-political reform to its readers).
531. See 5 LETTERS OF Louis D. BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 62 n.2. Brandeis's
article recommended measures to prevent industrial strife in the wake of recent coal
and rail strikes. See What to Do, 32 NEw REPUBLIC 136 (1922).
532. Letter from Louis Brandeis to Felix Frankfurter (Oct. 20, 1925), in 5 LETTERS
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Brandeis relied heavily on Chafee's articles and books. 3 The
Gilbert dissent, for instance, builds on chapter two of Chafee's
Freedom of Speech, which Brandeis had obtained from Chafee in
page proofs.53 ' While preparing the essay that would become his
Whitney concurrence, Brandeis took extensive notes from Free-
dom of Speech and, in a letter to Chafee accompanying a copy of
the finished opinion, stated that Chafee would "see how much I
have borrowed from [it]."5 3
5
If Brandeis was well-acquainted with the ideas surrounding
freedom of speech in the twenties, he no doubt also recognized
that the law offered a unique medium through which to trans-
late those ideas into constructive social policy. Throughout his
tenure on the Court, Brandeis self-consciously approached judi-
cial opinion writing as a means to implement an enlightened
conception of welfare-capitalism into the Constitution.3 6 In
many cases, this led Brandeis to reject the constitutionalizing of
judicial solutions to complex problems of public policy, particu-
larly those involving conflicts between capital and labor.537
Brandeis believed that the flexibility, experimentation, and at-
tention to factual experience characteristic of the legislative pro-
cess tended to generate better remedies for economic evils than
OF Louis BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 191.
533. See, e.g., Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 377 n.4 (1927) (Brandeis, J.,
concurring) (citing CHAFEE, supra note 353); United States ex rel. Milwaukee Soc.
Democratic Publ'g Co. v. Burleson, 255 U.S. 407, 431 n.1, 433 n.14 (1921) (Brandeis,
J., dissenting) (citing CHAFEE, supra note 353); Schaefer v. United States, 251 U.S.
466, 486 (1920) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (citing Chafee, supra note 33).
534. See Letter from Zechariah Chafee, Jr., Langdell Professor, Harvard Law
School, to Dean Acheson (Nov. 20, 1920) (on file with the Harvard Law Library),
cited in Rabban, Forgotten Years, supra note 16, at 594 n.450. Acheson was
Brandeis's law clerk at the time. See id-
535. Letter from Louis Brandeis to Zechariah Chafee, Jr., Langdell Professor, Har-
vard Law School (May 21, 1927) (on file with the Harvard Law Library), quoted in
Rabban, Forgotten Years, supra note 16, at 594 n.450.
536. One of the most insightful summaries of Brandeis's social and judicial philoso-
phy is found in Lerner, supra note 521.
537. See, e.g., Truax v. Carrigan, 257 U.S. 312, 374 (1921) (Brandeis, J., dissent-
ing); Duplex Printing Press Co. v. Deering, 254 U.S. 443, 479 (1921) (Brandeis, J.,
dissenting) (noting that the legalization of strikes "was effected in America largely
without the intervention of legislation"); cf International News Serv. v. Associated
Press, 248 U.S. 215, 267 (1918) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (stating that the regulation
of news gathering is best left to the legislature).
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the rigidity, conservatism, and preoccupation with precedent
characteristic of the judicial branch.538
At the same time, Brandeis never hesitated to read his con-
ception of desirable social policy into the Constitution in areas,
such as individual rights, where legislative experimentation
seemed most suspect. In a 1928 opinion, after pointing out the
effectiveness with which legislation "meet[s] modern conditions
by regulations," Brandeis stated that "[clauses guaranteeing to
the individual protection against specific abuses of power, must
have a similar capacity of adaptation to a changing world."53 9 As
the Court began to hear First Amendment claims, it must have
been clear to Brandeis that freedom of speech was precisely the
type of right that needed to be adapted to the changing needs of
modern America.
Before examining the specific shape that Brandeis's free
speech policy took in his judicial opinions, it would be well to
bear in mind that Brandeis's social policy was, above all, one of
control. He believed in the fundamental soundness of capital-
ism,54° and devoted his energies to controlling the forces that
most threatened to disrupt its functioning. "Justice Brandeis'
animus," wrote a contemporary observer, was "directed not at
the normal functioning of a capitalist society but at its patholo-
gy-, 5
41
For Brandeis, the pathogens of capitalism came from many
sources. The abuses of monopolies were one type of pathogen,
leading Brandeis to lash out against railroad interests and the
Money Trust.542 Inefficiency clearly was another, as Brandeis en-
thusiastically praised the virtues of scientific management and
Taylorism despite opposition to these principles by organized
538. See Lerner, supra note 521, at 24-26, 40-41.
539. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 472 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
540. See supra note 516 and accompanying text.
541. Lerner, supra note 521, at 35.
542. See, e.g., BRANDEIS, We Need More Minds, Not Fewer, in BRANDEIS, supra
note 517, at 185, 189 ("The only safeguard against the evils of monopoly which is
proposed is that the railroads may be trusted for their enlightened 'self-interest' to
do what is best for the community. If that were a safeguard there would not today
be a 'Railroad Problem.'O); BRANDEIS, supra note 518, at 79 (noting that the adoption
of the Pujo Committee's twenty-one remedial provisions would "undoubtedly alleviate
present suffering and aid in arresting the [Money Trust] disease").
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labor.5" The disorderly street politics of the left and the equally
disorderly repressions of the right also represented political
pathogens for Brandeis. Like the evils of monopolism and eco-
nomic waste, left-wing insurgency and right-wing hysteria were
"pathological diversions of energy to be brought back to their
normal channels" in the social order.544 In the twenties, freedom
of speech offered Brandeis the best area in which to work out a
comprehensive solution to that problem.
In light of Brandeis's social and judicial thought, it might ap-
pear odd at first that Brandeis agreed with the restrictive major-
ity decisions of early 1919. Brandeis not only joined in the unan-
imous decisions in Schenck, Frohwerk, and Debs, but authored
the opinion in Sugarman v. United States,545 later cited by the
Court as sustaining the constitutionality of the Espionage Act.
546
There are a number of possible explanations why Brandeis, like
Holmes, changed his mind regarding freedom of expression in
1919. For one thing, careful thinking on the subject only began
to gain momentum after the March decisions had been written.
Chafee's work and most of the insightful articles in the liberal
journals were published after the Court had already spoken.547
As the articles by Freund and Chafee illustrate, reaction to the
Debs decision itself helped spark much of this thinking.5 41 In
addition, the political upheavals of 1919 had an obvious effect on
Brandeis, who had long been sensitive to the hazards of repres-
sion.149 By the end of the year, Brandeis hoped the Red Scare
would instruct the nation about the dangers of political hysteria.
"The intensity of the frenzy is the most hopeful feature of this
543. See Louis D. BRANDEIS, Organized Labor and Efficiency, in BusINEss: A PRO-
FESSION 37, 42, 46, 49 (Augustus M. Kelley 1971) (1914).
544. Lerner, supra note 521, at 37-38.
545. 249 U.S. 182 (1919) (dismissing a constitutional challenge to the Espionage
Act for lack of jurisdiction).
546. See Schaefer v. United States, 251 U.S. 466, 470 (1920).
547. See, e.g., CHAFEE, supra note 353 (published in 1920); Chafee, supra note 33
(published in June 1919); Old-Fashioned Free Speech, 29 NEw REPUBLIC 126 (1926);
Sentenced to Soapbox, supra note 441.
548. See Chafee, supra note 33, at 933-34 n.2; Freund, supra note 247, at 13.
549. See Ernest Poole, Brandeis, in BRANDEIS, supra note 517, at ix, xlv. In a clos-
ing argument in 1909, Brandeis spoke of "the struggle of the small man against the
over powering influence of the big." Id-
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disgraceful exhibition," Brandeis wrote in December 1919, pre-
dicting that the Red Scare would "pass like the Know nothing
days, but the sense of shame and of sin should endure."55 The
events of 1919 no doubt helped focus his attention, as they did
for Holmes, on the "practical consequences" of free speech poli-
cy.551 Brandeis soon regretted not having dissented in the March
cases.
552
What Brandeis had failed to understand in March 1919 began
to emerge in his dissents of the following year: Brandeis wrote
his first dissent in Schaefer, decided March 1, 1920."' 3 The case
involved convictions under the Espionage Act of five individuals
associated with the publication of German language magazines
in Philadelphia.554 The Court sustained the convictions of three
defendants, but reversed the convictions of two others for insuf-
ficiency of evidence.555 Although Brandeis's dissent contains little
of the theoretical advances he developed in subsequent opinions,
it suggests that free speech could have a stabilizing function in
democratic society.556 It also echoed Holmes's theme in Abrams
that subversive speech, by itself, created little danger.557
Brandeis characterized the offending language of the defendants
as "harmless additions to or omissions from news items, and...
550. Letter from Louis Brandeis to Susan Goldmark (Dec. 7, 1919), in 4 LErERS
OF LOUIS D. BRANDEIS, supra note 516, at 441.
551. See FELIX FRANKFURTER, MR. JUSTICE HOLMES AND THE SUPREME COURT 79
(1961).
552. Brandeis told Felix Frankfurter:
I have never been quite happy about my concurrence in Debs and
Schenck cases. I had not then thought the issues of freedom of speech
out-I thought at the subject, not through it. Not until I came to write
the Pierce and Schaefer dissents did I understand it.
Rabban, Emergence, supra note 16, at 1329 (citing transcript of conversations be-
tween Louis D. Brandeis and Felix Frankfurter (on file with the Harvard Law Li-
brary)).
553. Schaefer v. United States, 251 U.S. 466, 482 (1920) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
554. See id- at 468.
555. See iL at 482.
556. Noting that the clear and present danger test was a "rule of reason," Brandeis
stated that if "[clorrectly applied, it will preserve the right of free speech both from
suppression by tyrannous, well-meaning majorities and from abuse by irresponsible,
fanatical minorities." Id (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
557. See Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 628-31 (1919) (Holmes, J., dis-
senting).
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impotent expressions of editorial opinion,"558 and he urged that
such statements be viewed in a spirit of "calmness," using the
word "calmness" three times on a single page of U.S. Reports." 9
Dissenting in Pierce a week later, Brandeis pointed toward a
functional justification for free speech based on a theory of par-
ticipatory democracy.56 Clinton Pierce and several others had
been convicted under the Espionage Act for handing out a four-
page socialist pamphlet, "The Price We Pay," which described
the horrors of war and claimed that America's entry into the
conflict was motivated by commercial interests.561 After arguing
that defendants' acts did not present a "clear and present dan-
ger," Brandeis ended his opinion with a paragraph suggesting
that free speech was an essential component of a pluralistic po-
litical system.562 In Gilbert, Brandeis further developed his polit-
ical participation theory of the First Amendment.563 Joseph Gil-
bert, a member of the Non-Partisan League, was convicted un-
der a Minnesota statute prohibiting interference with the
draft.564 Without ruling on the issue of whether the First
Amendment applied to states,565 the Court upheld the conviction,
seven to two, with Justice Holmes concurring in the result.566
558. Schaefer, 251 U.S. at 493-94 (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
559. See idl at 483 (Brandeis, J., dissenting). Justice Clark dissented separately, ar-
guing that the Court should overturn the convictions of three of the five defendants
instead of just two. See id at 495 (Clark, J., dissenting). Clark's dissent is limited
to sufficiency of evidence issues, and does not address free speech. See id. (Clark, J.,
dissenting).
560. See Pierce v. United States, 252 U.S. 239, 253-73 (1920) (Brandeis, J., dissent-
ing).
561. See id. at 240-42.
562. See id at 272 (Brandeis, J., dissenting). Brandeis wrote:
The fundamental right of free men to strive for better conditions through
new legislation and new institutions will not be preserved, if efforts to
secure it by argument to fellow citizens may be construed as criminal
incitement to disobey the existing law-merely, because the argument
presented seems to those exercising judicial power to be unfair in its por-
trayal of existing evils, mistaken in its assumptions, unsound in reason-
ing or intemperate in language.
See id at 273 (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
563. See Gilbert v. Minnesota, 254 U.S. 325, 334-43 (1920) (Brandeis, J., dissent-
ing).
564. See State v. Gilbert, 169 N.W. 790, 790-91 (1918).
565. See Gilbert, 254 U.S. at 332.
566. See id at 334 (Holmes, J., concurring in the result). Holmes told Brandeis
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Brandeis made a "clear and present danger" argument for rever-
sal, adding language567 that Robert Cover considered a legal
"tour de force" because it created "a kind of structural preemp-
tion argument in which the deliberations of Congress are pre-
sumed to require the participation of a public in which many
conflicting opinions are represented."568 Although Cover believed
that Brandeis never accepted Holmes's marketplace of ideas
metaphor,569 other parts of the Gilbert dissent at least implicitly
invoke the idea, as well as the "safety valve" theory of free
speech." °
A case involving Michigan's syndicalism statute provided an
opportunity for Brandeis to refine his First Amendment theories.
The petitioner, Charles E. Ruthenberg, was the first national
that he had gone "too far" in the dissent, adding "'I have marked McK[enna]'s
Op[inion] 'Concur in result on the record."" Cover, supra note 16, at 381 (citing Let-
ter from Oliver Wendell Holmes to Louis D. Brandeis (on file with the Harvard Law
School Library)). The Chief Justice dissented on a federal preemption rationale. See
Gilbert, 254 U.S. at 344 (White, C.J., dissenting) (T]he subject-matter is within the
exclusive legislative power of Congress, when exerted, and ... Congress has occu-
pied the whole field . . . ."). Chafee, too, thought the Minnesota statute was invalid
on federal preemption grounds. See CHAFEE, supra note 146, at 287-88.
567. Brandeis wrote:
The right to speak freely concerning functions of the Federal Government
is a privilege or immunity of every citizen of the United States which,
even before the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, a State was
powerless to curtail .... The right of a citizen of the United States to
take part, for his own or the country's benefit, in the making of federal
laws and in the conduct of the Government, necessarily includes the
right to speak or write about them; to endeavor to make his own opinion
concerning laws existing or contemplated prevail; and, to this end, to
teach the truth as he sees it. Were this not so, "the right of the people
peaceably to assemble for the purpose of petitioning Congress for a re-
dress of grievances or for any thing else connected with the powers or
duties of the national government" would be a right totally without sub-
stance.
Gilbert, 254 U.S. at 337-38 (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (quoting United States v.
Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 552 (1875)).
568. Cover, supra note 16, at 379-80.
569. See id at 373 (asserting that the "rhetoric of the metaphor of 'free trade' and
competition of the market' in ideas . . . was never used by Brandeis").
570. See Gilbert, 254 U.S. at 338 (Brandeis, J., dissenting) ("Like the course of the
heavenly bodies, harmony in national life is a resultant of the struggle between con-
tending forces. In frank expression of conflicting opinion lies the greatest promise of
wisdom in governmental action; and in suppression lies ordinarily the greatest peril.").
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secretary of the American Communist Party and was considered
to be "the outstanding American Communist."571 He was arrest-
ed with sixteen others at a party convention in Bridgman, Mich-
igan.572 The Michigan Supreme Court sustained the conviction,
citing evidence that Ruthenberg had written an article advocat-
ing "the principle that the existing capitalist government will be
overthrown through the mass power of the workers. And this
includes the use of armed force." 73 Brandeis found the state law
and the events surrounding Ruthenberg's arrest "inexcusable."574
The majority of the Court disagreed with him, however, and
Brandeis started work on a dissent, continuing his research at
his summer home in Cape Cod during the Court's 1926 recess.575
As things turned out, the prospect of losing his appeal was the
least of Ruthenberg's worries, as he died before the Court could
issue its decision.5 7' Rather than discarding his work on the
mooted Ruthenberg case, Brandeis simply spliced his dissent
into what originally had been a brief concurrence in another
case, Whitney v. California.577
Whitney reached the Court in a peculiar manner. The defen-
dant, Charlotte Anita Whitney, was the "daughter of a Califor-
nia state senator and the niece of former Supreme Court Justice
Stephen Field."578 She was also a member of the Oakland branch
of the Socialist Party.579 At the 1919 Party convention in Chica-
go, the Party split into two factions, one of which reconstituted
itself as the Communist Labor Party of America.580 The Oakland
group joined forces with the Communist faction, and Whitney
571. THEODORE DRAPER, THE RooTs OF AMERICAN COMMUNISM 193 (1957).
572. See People v. Ruthenberg, 201 N.W. 358, 360 (Mich. 1924), dismissed, 273
U.S. 782 (1927).
573. Id. at 365.
574. See LEWIS J. PAPER, BRANDEIS 286 (1983).
575. See id
576. See Ruthenberg v. Michigan, 273 U.S. 782, 782 (1927); see also Robert M.
Cover, The Left, the Right and the First Amendment: 1918-1928, 40 MD. L. REV.
349, 384 (1981) (noting that Brandeis's dissenting opinion drafted for Ruthenberg
was rendered moot upon the death of the defendant in that case).
577. 274 U.S. 357 (1927).
578. Philippa Strum, Whitney v. California, 1927, in BRANDEIS ON DEMOCRACY 237,
237 (Philippa Strum ed., 1995).
579. See Whitney, 274 U.S. at 363.
580. See id.
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was elected chair of the Credentials Committee and appointed to
the Resolutions Committee of the new party.58' Following her
arrest and conviction, Whitney appealed unsuccessfully to
California's intermediate appellate court.582 The California Su-
preme Court denied her petition for review, 583 and the case
reached the U.S. Supreme Court on a writ of error allowed by
the presiding judge of the intermediate appellate court.584 The
Court heard oral argument in October 1925, but dismissed the
case two weeks later for lack of federal jurisdiction.585 A review
of the state court's decision suggests that Whitney asserted
claims bearing only on the legal sufficiency of the evidence, ad-
mission of prejudicial evidence by the trial judge, prosecutorial
misconduct, and lack of knowledge of wrongdoing.586 Nonethe-
less, the state court of appeal subsequently entered an order,
stipulated to by the parties, stating that the court had in fact
"considered and passed upon" federal due process and equal pro-
tection claims.5 87 With this new order appended to the record,
the Court set aside its dismissal and granted Whitney's petition
for reargument.8 8
The Court decided Whitney's constitutional claims on the mer-
its but rejected them both.589 Brandeis wrote a separate concur-
rence that contained the free speech essay taken verbatim from
his draft of the Ruthenberg dissent. He noted that "[wie lack
here the power occasionally exercised on review of judgments of
lower federal courts to correct in criminal cases vital errors, al-
though the objection was not taken in the trial court."59 In other
words, because Whitney presented only due process and equal
protection claims, and because this was an appeal from a state
581. See id at 364-65.
582. See id at 358.
583. See id
584. See ic at 359.
585. See Whitney v. California, 269 U.S. 530, 530 (1925) (per curiam).
586. See People v. Whitney, 207 P. 698, 698-99 (Cal. 1922).
587. Whitney, 274 U.S. at 362.
588. See Whitney v. California, 269 U.S. 538 (1925).
589. See Whitney, 274 U.S. at 362-72. Justice Sanford, writing for the Court, made
a point of saying that the "unusual course here taken to show that federal questions
were raised and decided below is not to be commended." Id at 361.
590. Io& at 380 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
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court judgment, the Court could not reach the First Amendment
claim Brandeis used the bulk of his concurrence to elucidate.
The need to discuss this issue, Brandeis declared, arose from the
fact that "[this court has not yet fixed the standard by which to
determine when a [clear and present] danger shall be deemed
clear."59' Having thus laid a foundation, fragile though it was,
for discussing Whitney's free speech claim-a claim she had nev-
er herself asserted-Brandeis unveiled his masterpiece:
Those who won our independence believed that the final
end of the State was to make men free to develop their facul-
ties; and that in its government the deliberative forces should
prevail over the arbitrary. They valued liberty both as an end
and as a means. They believed liberty to be the secret of hap-
piness and courage to be the secret of liberty. They believed
that freedom to think as you will and to speak as you think
are means indispensable to the discovery and spread of politi-
cal truth; that without free speech and assembly discussion
would be futile; that with them, discussion affords ordinarily
adequate protection against the dissemination of noxious doc-
trine; that the greatest menace to freedom is an inert people;
that public discussion is a political duty; and that this should
be a fundamental principle of the American government.
They recognized the risks to which all human institutions are
subject. But they knew that order cannot be secured merely
through fear of punishment for its infraction; that it is haz-
ardous to discourage thought, hope and imagination; that
fear breeds repression; that repression breeds hate; that hate
menaces stable government; that the path of safety lies in the
opportunity to discuss freely supposed grievances and pro-
posed remedies; and that the fitting remedy for evil counsels
is good ones. Believing in the power of reason as applied
through public discussion, they eschewed silence coerced by
law-the argument of force in its worst form. Recognizing the
occasional tyrannies of governing majorities, they amended
the Constitution so that free speech and assembly should be
guaranteed.
Fear of serious injury cannot alone justify suppression of
free speech and assembly. Men feared witches and burnt
591. I& at 374 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
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women. It is the function of speech to free men from the
bondage of irrational fears. To justify suppression of free
speech there must be reasonable ground to fear that serious
evil will result if free speech is practiced. There must be rea-
sonable ground to believe that the danger apprehended is
imminent. There must be reasonable ground to believe that
the evil to be prevented is a serious one. Every denunciation
of existing law tends in some measure to increase the proba-
bility that there will be violation of it. Condonation of a
breach enhances the probability. Expressions of approval add
to the probability. Propagation of the criminal state of mind
by teaching syndicalism increases it. Advocacy of law-break-
ing heightens it still further. But even advocacy of violation,
however reprehensible morally, is not a justification for deny-
ing free speech where the advocacy falls short of incitement
and there is nothing to indicate that the advocacy would be
immediately acted on. The wide difference between advocacy
and incitement, between preparation and attempt, between
assembling and conspiracy, must be borne in mind. In order
to support a finding of clear and present danger it must be
shown either that immediate serious violence was to be ex-
pected or was advocated, or that the past conduct furnished
reason to believe that such advocacy was then contemplated.
Those who won our independence by revolution were not
cowards. They did not fear political change. They did not ex-
alt order at the cost of liberty. To courageous, self-reliant
men, with confidence in the power of free and fearless reason-
ing applied through the processes of popular government, no
danger flowing from speech can be deemed clear and present,
unless the incidence of the evil apprehended is so imminent
that it may befall before there is opportunity for full discus-
sion. If there be time to expose through discussion the false-
hood and fallacies, to avert the evil by the processes of educa-
tion, the remedy to be applied is more speech, not enforced
silence. Only an emergency can justify repression. Such must
be the rule if authority is to be reconciled with freedom.
Such, in my opinion, is the command of the Constitution. It is
therefore always open to Americans to challenge a law
abridging free speech and assembly by showing that there
was no emergency justifying it. 592
592. 1& at 375-77 (Brandeis, J., concurring) (citations omitted).
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Generations of scholars have praised the brilliance of this
text.593 It ranks among the most frequently cited passages ever
written by a Supreme Court Justice.59 This is all the more re-
markable because the passage bears no relevance whatsoever to
the legal issues actually presented in the case.595 Introducing the
passage, Brandeis wrote that he intended merely to clarify the
clear and present danger test.5 96 What we have, then, is a kind
of advisory opinion, obiter dicta. The concurrence, though, goes
considerably beyond its stated objective. Brandeis provides func-
tional justifications for free speech that stand to this day as the
dominant theoretical underpinnings of the Court's free speech
jurisprudence.5 97
The Whitney concurrence simultaneously accomplished two
critical feats. First, it reverberated with the themes that had
animated the free speech debate over the previous two decades:
the destabilizing effects of political repression; 9 the notion that
the open airing of ideas produces "truth";599 the "safety valve" or
"venting" qualities of tolerance; 00 and the availability of counter-
propaganda to defeat objectionable ideas.601 Oddly, the model of
593. See, e.g., David P. Currie, The Constitution in the Supreme Court: 1921-30,
1986 DUKE L.J. 65, 90 (noting the eloquence of Brandeis's dissent); Rabban, Emer-
gence, supra note 16, at 1338 (noting that "the analytical and rhetorical brilliance of
[Brandeis's] first amendment opinions in the 1920s, has never been equalled, and
Whitney, his most developed opinion, defies paraphrase").
594. A search of Shepard's citations to Whitney, conducted on Westlaw, (by its na-
ture a limited sampling) retrieved citations to 779 federal and state cases.
595. See Whitney, 274 U.S. at 375-77 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
596. See i&L at 374 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
597. As Gerald Gunther explains, most of the "major rationales for protecting free
speech . . . are reflected in the excerpt from Justice Brandeis's opinion in Whitney."
GERALD GUNTHER, INDiwDUAL RIGHTS IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 644 (4th ed. 1986).
598. '[Oirder cannot be secured merely through fear of punishment for its infrac-
tion; ... it is hazardous to discourage thought, hope and imagination; ... fear
breeds repression; . . . repression breeds hate; ... hate menaces stable govern-
ment; .... . Whitney, 274 U.S. at 375 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
599. "[F]reedom to think as you will and to speak as you think are means indis-
pensable to the discovery and spread of political truth .... . Id (Brandeis, J., con-
curring).
600. [T"he path of safety lies in the opportunity to discuss freely supposed griev-
ances and proposed remedies . . ." Id (Brandeis, J., concurring).
601. "[T]he fitting remedy for evil counsels is good ones. . . . If there be time to
expose through discussion the falsehood and fallacies, to avert the evil by the pro-
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deliberative group politics that Brandeis seemed to be develop-
ing in Schaefer, Pierce, and Gilbert is barely perceptible in
Whitney.6°2 Instead, we see the full parade of social justifications
for free speech, ideas that were debated endlessly in the intellec-
tual circles in which Brandeis thrived. The second feat was per-
haps even more dazzling. Although the concurrence obviously
expressed the ideas of its time, Brandeis packaged these ideas in
a manner that thoroughly obscured their origins. These ideas
were not of recent coinage, but were the core principles of
"[those who won our independence by revolution" °3 and those
who "amended the Constitution so that free speech and assem-
bly should be guaranteed."6 ' The first and third paragraphs of
the passage (setting forth the central themes of the concurrence)
both begin with a phrase attributing all the justifications for
protecting speech set forth in the opinion to "[tihose who won
our independence."0 5 It was these brave souls, not Brandeis
himself, who conceived the ideas set forth in the opinion; and
because they believed in them so strongly, they amended the
Constitution to enshrine them forever as timeless principles of
American liberty. All this, Brandeis wrote, was accomplished by
a vaguely defined but clearly singular group he names only as
"they" and "those."60 6
While this was a brilliant rhetorical maneuver, it was also
bad history. "Those" who instigated and ultimately won the Rev-
olutionary War, 0 v "those" who wrote and championed the Con-
stitution, 08 and "those" who made a winning case for the Bill of
cesses of education, the remedy to be applied is more speech, not enforced silence."
Id- at 375-77 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
602. Brandeis did write in Whitney that "the final end of the State was to make
men free to develop their faculties; and that in ... government the deliberative
forces should prevail over the arbitrary." At at 375 (Brandeis, J., concurring). Be-
yond this, one sees little of the reasoning that occupied the heart of his earlier opin-
ions.
603. Id- at 377 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
604. I at 376 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
605. Id at 375, 377 (Brandeis, J., concurring).
606. See id (Brandeis, J., concurring).
607. Samuel and John Adams? Thomas Jefferson? General Lafayette? The privateer
Jean Lafitte?
608. Alexander Hamilton? John Jay? George Washington?
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Rights °9 were not tightly unified groups, even considered sepa-
rately. What they had most in common was their wide differenc-
es in outlook and opinion. Were John Adams and his belea-
guered federalists believers in the "more speech" creed when
they tried to silence their political opponents through force of
law?10 Justice Brandeis, namesake of the fact-laden "Brandeis
Brief,"61' surely had a grasp on the basic facts of American histo-
ry. His efforts to attribute his own and his generation's justifica-
tions for free speech to a mythical "they" was not a sign of igno-
rance but of ingenuity. It would be one thing to advance reasons
for protecting dissent based on the exigencies of the moment; it
was quite another to relocate these rationales in the minds of
omnipotent lawgivers, long dead yet imbued with an aura of
mystical prescience. If Brandeis gave us bad history, at least it
was bad history serving the cause of social order and promoting
a revitalized ideology of American democracy. In Whitney, we
see Brandeis not only as the brilliant judge, but as the progres-
sive social engineer.612
The fact that Brandeis succeeded so convincingly in his gam-
bit of historical deception became clear four years later in
Stromberg v. California.613 Yetta Stromberg was a nineteen-year-
old counselor at a San Bernadino summer camp, and an avid
member of the Young Communist League.614 Her duties included
609. James Mason? Charles Pinckney? James Madison, the "father" of the Bill of
Rights who privately detested the "nauseous project of amendments"? LEONARD W.
LEVY, ORIGINAL INTENT AND THE FRAmRS' CONSTITUTION 146 (1988). Madison pro-
posed the Bill of Rights, however, because "[lit will kill the opposition." Letter from
James Madison to Richard Peters, Aug. 19, 1789, in 12 PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON
346-47 (Charles F. Hobson et al., eds., 1962) (referring to the partisan politics that
surrounded the drafting and ratification of the Bill of Rights).
610. For a thorough account of the reviled Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798, see
SMITH, supra note 91.
611. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 188 (6th ed. 1990) (defining "Brandeis Brief' as a
"[florm of appellate brief in which economic and social surveys and studies are in-
cluded along with legal principles and citations and which takes its name from Lou-
is D. Brandeis").
612. See Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 372-80 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concur-
ring).
613. 283 U.S. 359 (1931).
614. See iL at 362.
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instructing the campers in history and economics. 615 As the
Court noted, "[almong other things the children were taught
class consciousness, the solidarity of the workers and the theory
that the workers of the world are of one blood and brothers
all."616 The act leading to Stromberg's arrest involved a daily
ritual in which she directed the campers to raise the red flag of
Soviet Russia and pledge allegiance "to the worker's red flag,
and to the cause for which it stands; one aim throughout our
lives, freedom for the working class."6 17 The flag-raising ceremo-
ny ran afoul of a provision in the state's Penal Code forbidding
the display of red flags, and Stromberg was duly arrested, tried,
and convicted. 61" Her fate now lay in the hands of the Supreme
Court. Four years earlier, with much less compelling evidence of
guilt, the Court had unanimously upheld Anita Whitney's con-
viction of the vague crime of "syndicalism." 619 How would it rule
in Stromberg? With two exceptions, the Court's membership was
identical to that of the Whitney Court. President Hoover had ap-
pointed former New York governor and prominent Republican
Charles Evans Hughes to replace the ailing Taft as Chief Jus-
tice, and had selected Owen J. Roberts, his second choice, to fill
the opening left by Justice Sanford's death in 1930.620
In a surprising but unacknowledged retreat from the line of
decisions beginning with Schenck, the Court overturned
Stromberg's conviction, seven to two. 621 The majority opinion,
written by Chief Justice Hughes, seemed to ignore the Court's
unbroken string of restrictive free speech decisions (though sev-




618. See id& at 361.
619. See Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 372 (1927).
620. The appointment of Hoover's first candidate to replace Sanford, North Carolina
Judge John J. Parker, was stymied in the Senate because of Parker's history of rac-
ist remarks and his decisions upholding "yellow dog" labor contracts. See ELDER
Wi'r, CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY'S GUIDE To THE U.S. SUPREME COuRT 859 (2d ed.
1989).
621. See Stromberg v. California, 283 U.S. 359, 368-70 (1931). Only Justices




Brandeis's Whitney concurrence as established law.622 In the
opinion's key passage, Hughes evokes Brandeis's subtle linkage
between tolerance of dissent and preservation of social order:
"The maintenance of the opportunity for free political discussion
to the end that government may be responsive to the will of the
people and that changes may be obtained by lawful means, an
opportunity essential to the security of the Republic, is a funda-
mental principle of our constitutional system."6 23 At what point
had this principle, so foreign to the Court in its rulings from
Schenck onward, become "fundamental"? Somehow in the four
years following Whitney, the Court had lost its enthusiasm for
upholding censorship laws and embraced a benevolent attitude
toward civil liberties, including the right to direct children in
pledging allegiance to the Russian flag. The very fact of this
transformation is startling, and the scant attention it has drawn
is all the more so. 62 4 It appears that Brandeis's gambit in Whit-
ney was so convincing that we still do not fully appreciate the
sea of change wrought by Stromberg.
EPILOGUE: SAN DIEGO FREE SPEECH FIGHT REVISITED
Eighty-six years after San Diego's bloody free speech fight,
1,990 delegates and seven times as many journalists gathered
there for the 1996 Republican National Convention.625 Bob Dole
accepted his party's nomination in one of the most carefully
622. See id at 368-69.
623. Id. at 369.
624. Thomas Emerson's pathbreaking casebook, Political and Civil Rights in the
United States, treats Stromberg as a relatively insignificant note case. THOMAS I.
EMERSON ET AL., POLITICAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE UNITED STATES 93 n.1 (1967).
Stromberg fares little better elsewhere. See, e.g., PAUL BREST & SANFORD LEVINSON,
PROCESSES OF CONSTITUTIONAL DECISIONMAKING: CASES AND MATERIALS 1367 (2d ed.
1983) (writing a short paragraph about the case followed by a brief quotation in an
exercise asking students "Is draft-card burning 'speech'?"); GUNTHER, supra note 597,
at 677 n.1 (relegating Stromberg to a footnote under the heading "Other Cases of
the Twenties and Thirties," and prefaced with the statement, "[i]n addition to the
decisions considered here, note also [Stromberg]"); GEOFFREY R. STONE .ET AL., CON-
STITUTIONAL LAW 1289-90, 1296 (2d ed. 1991) (citing Stromberg at the end of a "see
also" string citation and a subsequent two-sentence description).
625. See Tim Jones, Convention Conundrum: Interest Wanes Yet Local Stations
Rush in, CHI. TRIB., Aug. 19, 1996, at 1 (Business), available in 1996 WL 2700823.
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stage-managed political conventions in American history.626
Meanwhile, across a street and three sets of railroad tracks, a
cadre of specially-trained riot police stood watch over the
"cage." 27 Officially known as the Free Speech Site, the "cage"
was an abandoned parking lot surrounded by ten-foot-high secu-
rity fences.6 28 Sixty-five groups had registered two months in ad-
vance for a chance to speak there, and officials had allotted each
precisely fifty-five minutes at the microphone. 29 Computer-oper-
ated traffic lights flanking the stage strictly enforced the tim-
ing.63° "[Green, you talk; yellow, you wrap it up;"63' and "when
the light turns red, the mike goes dead."63 2 Except for two people
arrested for public intoxication, the protesters behaved them-
selves.633 Free speech duty quickly grew tiresome for the police.
626. Two days into the convention, ABC's Ted Koppel abruptly announced he was
leaving town. See Nightline (ABC television broadcast, Aug. 13, 1996). There was no
"news" to report. "Nothing surprising has happened. Nothing surprising is anticipat-
ed." Id The convention was little more than a slick "infomercial," Koppel said, prom-
ising to return only if something newsworthy happened. See ild. Reaction in the
press was mixed. What did Koppel expect? Hadn't "Bill Clinton's operatives or-
chestrated the 1992 Democratic convention into a flawless feel-good TV show"? Clar-
ence Page, Why All the Rain on the GOP's Televised Parade?, CHI. TRIB., Aug. 18,
1996, at C17, available in 1996 WL 2700032. Furthermore, wasn't the upcoming
Democratic convention likely to be just as choreographed? "Welcome to the Nineties,
Mr. Koppel." GOP Image-Making Strategic Necessity, NEWS TRIB. (Tacoma), Aug. 16,
1996, at A10, available in LEXIS, News Library, Nwstrb file.
627. See Nora Lopez, "Little Voices" Speak Up, DALLAS MORN. NEWS, Aug. 12,
1996, at A13, available in 1996 WL 10971909.
628. See id.
629. The location of the Free Speech Site was initially vetoed by GOP officials hop-
ing to relocate the protest zone to a more remote part of the city. See id. After the
ACLU sued on behalf of the protesters, a federal court ruled that the Republican
plan was unconstitutional because it did not meet legal requirements that "protesters
must be able to be seen and heard by delegates." Id; see also Valerie Alvord
DeGerry Braun, ACLU Wins in Site Fight; U.S. Judge Rejects GOP Choice for Pro-
test Area, SAN DIEGO UNION TRiB., July 20, 1996, at B1, available in 1996 WL
2170704 (noting Judge Rudi M. Brewster's rejection of the Republican National Com-
mittee's preferred protest site as an attempt to "squelch the effects of planned dem-
onstrations").
630. See Don Babwin, Protests Abounded, in Set Place and According to the Sched-
ule, PRESS-ENTERPRISE (Riverside), Aug. 16, 1996, at A6, available in 1996 WL
10299080.
631. Id.
632. Protests at Republican Convention Held on a Tight Leash (NBC Nightly News
Broadcast, Aug. 12, 1996), available in 1996 WL 10302766.
633. See Protest Site Surprisingly, Even Disappointingly, Calm; Ready for Rowdies,
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"We prepared and prepared and prepared for a long time, and
then it comes to this," one officer said."4 "I'm more of a tourist
director and information booth than anything else."635 Television
correspondent Bill Geist taped a report from the Free Speech
Site that appeared on the CBS Morning News.636 As the camera
panned around an empty lot, viewers saw a woman standing
mutely at the speaker's podium. 7 Geist asked what she was
waiting for. 38 She was not waiting for a crowd to gather, she
said, but for the green light to come on.6" 9 A police officer told
Geist that his official "crowd estimate" was "two or three peo-
ple."640 By the convention's next-to-last day, not a single delegate
had been spotted at the Free Speech Site.641 The protesters, with
an assist from the ACLU, had won the right to exercise their
"first freedom." But the audience never came.










641. See Deborah Hastings, The Weird, The Loony, The Official GOP Protesters of
1996, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Aug. 14, 1996, available in 1996 WL 5400259.
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